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1.1 Statement of the CIinicd Problem

Conventional coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG) surgery, although relatively safe,
can result in complications, including myocardial infarction, stroke, rend failure,
neurovascular and aortic injury, respiratory failure and coagulation abnormalities. Many
of these are associated with the use of classicd cardiopulmonary bypass (WB),including
surgicd trauma (stemotomy, sternal retraction, cannuiation of the aorta and atna, and
aortic cross-clamping), apulsatility. heparinization and exposure of blood components to
non-endothelized surfaces.

Cardiopulmonary bypass is associated with a variety of

responses that include leukocyte-mediated inflammation. coagulopathy due to trauma to
blood elements, deletenous effects of hemodilution, and embolisms caused by air and
atherosclerotic debris, with the potential risk of post-operative stroke andor cognitive

'-"

dysfunctionl. '.

55.

Hyperkalemic cardioplegia has been associated with post-opentive contractile
dysfunction especially when it is associated with hypothermia6 '. *. At the subcellular
level. hyperkalemic cardioplegic solutions alter the affinity of myofibrils for calcium. thus
compromising cardiac output irnmediately after removal of the aortic crossclamp in
procedures involving CPB'.

Io.

In patients with any degree of rend insufficiency,

clearance of potassium from the circulation may be difficult and the patient may require
longer periods of bypass andor inotropic support, either pharmacological or mechanical
or additional procedures, such as hemofiltntion ". ".

In a desire to improve patient outcome while enhancing cost-effectiveness,
surgeons and clinical investigaton became interested in new strategies for performing
coronary artery bypass surgeryi3 (and more recently, valve operationsl").

Coronary
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bypass grafting operations without CPB were fxst performed by ~ o l e s s o vin~the
~ Soviet
Union (1967) and by ~ a v a l o r o(1968)
'~
and ~ a r r e t " . Trapp and ~ i s a r ~ ain" Canada and
hkeneylg in the United States reported on the technique but it was later abandoned as
the use of CPB and cardioplegic arrest became routine. Surgeons are now reassessing the
riskshenefits of extracorporeal circulation. One of the most extensive studies to date on

CABG without CPB", has identified the clinicd indications for use of the technique
(high-risk patients with rend failure. respiratory problems. advanced age. previous
cerebrovascular accidents, neoplasias and other major systemic diseases-an estimated

25% of the total number of patients undergoing CABG) and established a low (2.5%)
mortality rate in these selected patients.

According to the report, the incidence of

complications such as arrhythmias, pulmonary and neurologie sequelae was significantly
lower relative to patients who underwent extracorporeal circulation. The study d s o
showed a significant reduction in cost (up to US$3.000) per case due to the decrease in
use of oxygenators, cardioplegic sets and reduced length-of-stay in the Intensive Care
Unit and in the hospitalX.
The technique is indicated mainly for patients undergoing revascularization of the
anterior walls of the left and right ventricles (namely, grafting the left-anterior descending
coronary artery (LAD, and its diagonal branches) and proximal portions of the right main
coronary artery). Grafting of the postenor and lateral walls of the heart requires a greater
amount of traction and displacement of the heart, which may compromise the function of
the aonic valve, leading to impaired cardiac output and potential arrhythrnias. in order to
increase the safety of the procedure. some surgeons are now using a centrifugd pump (bior left-ventricular assistance devices, LVADTs) for circulatory support and ensure
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minimal myocardid contraction using ultra-short acting beta-blockers.

Minimal

Myocardiai Contraction (MMC) is a concept introduced by ~ r a z i e ? that has been used
by others experimentall#'
i

74

patientsJ.- .

and clinically in adult and pediatric cardiac surgery

The goal is to reduce motion of the heart while avoiding aoitic

crossclamping and cardioplegic arrest. To achieve this, it is important that the effects of
the agent be continuously monitored and titrated in each patient'5. The use of circulatory
support and reduction in h e m motion is advantageous relative to classic techniques
proposed without extracorporeal circulation. in that it allows better manipulation of the
heart, thus access to the posterior coronary vessels and intracardiac structures. It has also
k e n reported that MMC dunng CPB or bi-ventricular assistance allows maintenance of
lymphatic function resulting in minimal myocardial edema and restoration of full cardiac
hnction after circulatory supportx.

We propose the use of an ultra-short acting

P-blocker as a new concept in myocardiai preservation.

In Our initial approach, we

proposed esmolol as an alternative to potassium and as an arrest-inducing agent in the
classical bypass settingl'.

However, esmolol is already being used to reduce heart rate

and motion during minimally invasive operations (MIDCAB) and its dose titrated to a
level at which the surgeon is cornfortable with. On the other hand, for more complex
cases using classicai bypass techniques (longer crossclamp times, reoperations, multiple
grafts, associated procedures), the strategy of a "one-drug-biood-solution" has the
potential of becoming easier and safer to use. We recognize that the overall mortality of
routine myocardial revascularization is aiready very low; and that if potassium has been
used for the last 40 years, its safety is already established. We propose, however, to
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provide practicing surgeons with a wider choice of modalities and the possibility of
tailoring the myocardial preservation strategy to individual patients.

In an effort to understand the effects of alternative 'cardioplegic' agents and
optimize the conditions for their use, we proposed to test an ultra-short acting betablocker (esrnolol, Brevibloc@, Zeneca Pharma Canada, Inc.) as an alternative to
potassium for use during normothermic cardiac surgery. in our initial experiments. we
tested the ability cf esmolol io induce and maintain safe and promptiy revenible cardiac
arrest. A second series of experiments focused on the metabolism of esmolol and the
monitoring of its metabolites using Infrared spectroscopy. At a subcellular level. the
mechanisms of action of esmolol have not yet been established. but we hypothesize
effects on sodium, calcium. and potassium channels. In order to assess transmembrane
ionic fluxes of these ions prior to arrest, dunng arrest and reperfusion we performed
magnetic resonance spectroscopic studies (MRS) on isolated rat hearts to observe Li+ (a
congener for Na+"*

Rb+(a congener for K+28) and Ca* (using fluorescent microscopy

in isolated cells). The levels of high-energy phosphates were also monitored with "P
MRS?
Magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) is the analyticd tool of choice for these
experiments because of its non-invasive nature".

The purpose of the work was to

observe and compare the changes caused by esmolol and potassium when used as
cardioplegic agents over a period of one hour of arrest followed by 30 minutes of
reperfusion. The peaks (their position and intensity) in the spectra yielded information on
the relative intra- and extracellular Ievels of ions when the heart was perfused with
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esmolol or potassium. These values were compared with those obtained initidly when no
h g was added to the perfusate.

The work was divided in three parts:
Functional analyses of the effects of esmolol in the isolated rat. rabbit and pig hearts:
Study of the metabolism of esmolol and its detection using infrared spectroscopy:
Study of the mechanisms of action of esmolol in the isolated heart mode1 using
Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy.
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1.2 Generai Hypotheses

1. Esmolol is capable of producing and maintaining a promptly reversible cardiac arrest
after interrupting its infusion in the isolated heart model.
2.

Esmolol has cardioprotective effects when given before andor after an ischemic

insult.
3. Esmolol c m be used at high concentrations to induce cardioplegic arrest without the
accumulation of toxic levels of methanol.
4.

The concentrations of esmolol and methanol can be monitored in blood in a

continuous fashion using infrared spectroscopy.

5. Esmolol acts as a cardioplegic agent by mechanism(s) other than beta-blockade.
Efiects on sodium. potassium and calcium channels may also take place during induction
and maintenance of cardiac arrest.
6. Esmolol-induced cardiac arrest is not associated with disturbances in high-energy

phosphate levels in the heart.
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1.3 General Description of the Work

Al1 the experimentai work was carried out at the hstitute for Biodiagnostics, National
Research Council of Canada. The protocols were subjected to review for scientific merit
and ethics approval was obtained from the IBD Animal Care Cornmittee.

1.3.1 Functional Evaluation

Hypothesis:
Esmoiol is capable of producing and maintaining cardiac arrest. The arrest can be
promptiy revened by interrupting inhision of the dmg.

Esmolol may also have

cardioprotective effects when given before and/or after an ischemic insult.

Ekperiments:
Initial assessrnent of effects

Using the isolated buffer-per-fused rat heart, esmolol arrest was induced with a
bolus injection and the dose further titrated for the maintenance of mechanical arrest.
Arrest periods were maintained for 30, 60, 90 and 120 minutes. Functional recovery
values (I dP/dt, ventricular pressures, and hem rate) of 20 minutes post-interruption of
infusion were compared against pre-arrest values.

Dose-response curves
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The effects of esmolol on function and ECG were evaluated at different
concentrations.

A Starling curve (stepwise increase in end-diastolic pressure) was

performed for each concentration. These experiments were carried out using isolated rat
and rabbit hearts (Langendorff preparation).

Effects of a ischemic insult prior to and after esmolol arrest
An ischemic insult (global no-flow ischemia at 37°C for 20 minutes) was given

K (25m.M)
prior to (group B) and after (group A) esmolol arrest and compared to high '
arrested hearts. The effects on function and ECG activity were compared among the
groups.

Suitability of esmolol (as a one-bg-blood-solution) as a cardioplegic agent in the pig
under extra-corporeal circulation
The suitability of esmolol as a cardioplegic agent was tested in a more clinically
relevant mode1 and compared to high K+ arrest. Pigs were subjected to extra-corporeal
circulation and continuous. undiluted normothermic blood cardioplegic arrest during
normothermic cardiopulmonary bypass for a pied of one hour. Hernodynamics and
ability to wean the animai off bypass was compared against initial controls and to the
high K+group.
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1.3.2 Study of the Metabolism of Esmolol and its Monitoring via Infrared Spectroscopy

Hypotheses

Esmolol c m be used at high concentrations to induce cardioplegic arrest without
producing toxic levels of methanol accumulation. The concentrations of esmolol and
methanol c m be monitored in blood in a continuous fashion using infrared spectroscopy.

Experiments

Pigs were subjected to nomothemiic extracorporeal circulation and continuous,
undiluted antegradely delivered normothermic blood cardioplegia. The animals were
divided in esmolol and potassium groups. Cardiopulmonary bypass was established and
the heart was arrested for a period of one hour. Infrared spectrometers (two) were placed
(i) in the venous retum line and (ii) in gas exhaust line of the pump oxygenaior for
continuous monitoring of esmolol and methanol levels. In addition, blood samples were
collected for measurements of rnethanol using gas chromatography.
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1.3.3 Mechanism(s) of Action of Esmolol at the Subcellular Level - Effects on

Transmembrane

Ionic

Homeostasis

Using

Multi-nuclear

Magnetic

Resonance

Spectroscopy (MRS) and Ca* Fluorescence Microscopy Techniques.

Hypothesis

We hypothesize that esmolol acts as a cardioplegic agent by mechanism(s) other
than beta-blockade.

Effects on sodium, potassium and calcium channels take place

during induction and maintenance of cardiac arrest. Esmolol arrest does not penurb highenergy phosphate levels in the heart during the arrest or recovery periods.

Experiments

An isolated rat h e m mode1 buffer perfused inside the bore of a 360 MHz magnet

(8.7T)was used to assess:
the kinetics of Na* (via its congener, lithium - ' ~ MRS);
i
the kinetics of K
' (via its congener. rubidium - " ~ bMRS);
the levels of high-energy phosphates as well as intracellular pH - "P MRS.
changes in intracellular concentrations of Ca" (using fluorescence spectroscopy) in
isolated rat myocytes.
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a 2.1 - Pertinent Aspects of Cardiac Physioloay

2.1.1 The Action Potential in the Heart

The myocardium is an example of tissue in which bioelectrogenecity is mandatory to its
function. In tissue. electrical charges exist predominantly as positively or negatively
charged ions. The movement of charges generates current. which in tissue. flows across
the ce11 membrane. It is assumed that the flow of charge crosses the membrane at a 90"
angie relative to the membrane plane, and electric currents c m occur by either positively
charged ions moving in one direction or negatively charged ions moving in the opposite
direction. The potential causing electric charges to move or the force developed by
charge movement is expressed as voltage.

In tissues such as the heart. an important electrical property of the ce11 membrane
is its insulating capacity. Because of its components (molecular bilayer of phospholipids)
which form a barrier lirniting the movement of ions in and out of the cell, the ce11
membrane makes a good insulator. and therefore a good capacitor. Ions and water move
poorly through the bilayer, but intrinsic proteins spanning the bilayer create an
environment favorable for ion and water movernent (Figure 2.1). This combination of
capacitance and selective ability to ailow ionic flow through the ce11 membrane (with
however a certain resistance) form the basis of the electrical behavior of heart tissue and
generation of the action potential (Figure 2.2). Al1 living cells have an electrical potential
difference across their surface membranes. This is due to different ionic compositions of
the cytoplasm relative to the extracellular medium and the relative permeability of the
membrane to these different ions. principalty potassium (K') and sodium (Na+). Under
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physiologicai conditions, the intracellular concentration of '
K is approximately 140 mM
while in the extracellular medium

[Kq is 4.5 mM. The inverse occun with sodium,

where the intracellular concentration is low and [Na'] in the extracellular fluid is 135

rnM. This difference in ionic concentrations is maintained mainly by the enzyme Na'lK'
ATPase at the cost of energy (ATP). This delicate balance reflects the resting potentiai of
the cell. The trammembrane potential (E,) in resting atrial and ventricular myocardial
cells is about -80 mV,whereas the resting E
, in Purkinje fibers is somewhat greater (-90

mV) and in the nodal cells the resting potential is -60 mV. Thus, the myocardial cells
under physiological conditions maintain an intemal ionic concentration markedly
different from the outside medium, which underlies the resting potential and excitability.
When this balance is disturbed the result is the action potential (AP)~'..".

2.1.1.1 Action-potentiai Generation

The Al? is a sudden depolarization of the potential across the membrane resulting in a
positive potential inside the cell.

Briefly. the sequence of events that follow

depolarization and generation of an action potential are: after a large increase in the
pemeability to sodium, Na'
electrochemical gradient.

enter the ce11 (and Caf+) d o n g its uansmembrane

Repolarization begins with a decrease in the membrane

permeability to sodium (because of the change in the membrane potential) and an
increase in the permeability to potassium. This K+ however, will tend to exit the ceIl
down its electric and concentration gradients. Action potentials are classified as fast or
slow action potentials. The fast response AP is found mainly in atrial, ventricular and
h r k i n j e cells, whereas in the sino-atrial (SA) node and in the atrio-ventricular (AV) node
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a slow response AP is observed. The major difference between these two types of AP is
the current that mediates them. The typical, fast-response cardiac action potentiai is
composed of five phases1+'. (Figure 2.2)
(i) Phase 0: the upstroke or rapid depolarization. In atrid, ventricular and Purkinje fibres
the phase O is due to a sudden increase in membrane conductance to Na'.

When the

membrane voltage reaches a given threshold (- -75 mV in most cells), Na' rushes into the
cell, down its electrochemical gradient via ion-specific. voltage-sensitive channels. The
transient increase in NaC conductance is quickly inactivated, lasting only 0.5 to 2 msec,
but the inward current is intense at that moment. In cardiac Purkinje fibres and possibly
in ventricular muscle, two different modes of operation (or two different types of N$
channels) have k e n hypothesized-". One is responsible for the brief Na' current while
the other, longer lasting, participates in the plateau (phase 2. see below). A hypothetical
mode1 of activation and inactivation of the Na' channel has been proposed consisting of
gates (m gates and h gates) which have integrated activity between activated, inactivated
and resting States.
(ii) Phase 1: early rapid repolarization.

This phase follows the phase O and is

characterized by a rapid and transient repolarization of the membrane to near O mV, partly
due to inactivation of the Na' current

(k)and

the activation of a transient outward

current (I,,) rnediated mostly by K+ ions. Two components of this current have been
described in hurnan atrial ~ e l l s ~a ~long-lasting
:
and a brief outward currents which
ovedap the inward calcium current and will modulate the amplitude of the following
plateau phase and therefore the arnount of caicium entering the ce11 through calcium
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channels.

This is of paramount importance in the excitation contractioncoupling

mechanism, since this modulation can alter contractility of the cardiac cell.
(iii) Phase 2: the plateau phase. This phase may 1 s t several hundreds of rnilliseconds. In
contrast to the nerve tissue, in the heart this is functionally desirable. as it provides
adequate Ca* entry to trigger contraction and prevents very rapid heart rates. There are
several mechanisms acting in concert during the plateau phase.

'K channels show

inward-rectification s o that the repolarizing currents carried by KCdecrease. This means
that the membrane at this instance passes inward current more easily than it passes
outward current, and therefore, despite a strong electrochemical gradient, potassium

K ions leave the cell. The ce11 also is held at plateau
conductance (gK) is low and few '
voltage due to the entry of Na' and Ca" ions. Naf current is mediated by a small
component of k, which has slow inactivation. The slow calcium current

(bi or LL)
is

triggered by voltage-sensitive calcium channels and is a major contributor to the
maintenance of the plateau phase. Other minor contributors consist of a small chlonde

inflow (CI-) through a Cl- channel, and the activity of the Na%'

pump that restores the

ionic gradient over timew. Beta-adrenoceptor stimulation via cyclic AMP-dependent
protein kinase, activation of adenylate ~ ~ c l a s eand
' ~ histamine3' increase the chloride
current. Al1 these different currents work in synchrony and the result is an aimost perfect
balance of charges, such that the membrane potential (E,) changes little for 200-40 ms,
the duration of the plateau phase.
(iv) Phase 3: rapid repoiarization.
mainly to the inactivation of

During this phase, the rapid repolarization is due

TC.-L and the activation of an outward K+current ( I ~ ) ~ ' The
.

net membrane current becomes more outward and the membrane potential shifts in a
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negative direction. The channel responsible for IK activates at an E,,, of about -50 mV and
is fùlly activated at about +20 mV. Its time constant is such that the current reaches its

peak about 300 rnsec after phase O. It has k e n s h o w that inactivation of ka-L
done is
insufficient to induce repolarization in the absence of

Evidence based on the

revend potential (of -70 mV) of these channels suggests that it rnay not be strictly
selective for K+ ions8. As IK carries the membrane potential to a negative direction.
inward rectification of other K" channels decreases and other outward K" currents
(repolarizing) may be recruited. The accumulation of K+ ions in narrow extracellular
clefts rnay play a role in repolarization and further complicates the study of these different
currents8.9.
(v) Phase 4: diastolic depolarization. Under normal conditions. atrial and ventricular
myocytes have steady membrane potentiais dunng diastole. In other fibres, such as the P
cells in the SA, AV nodes as well as the His-Purkinje system and cells in the muscle of
mitral and tricuspid valves 39.

40

, the resting membrane potential is not constant during

diastole but gradually depolarizes. if a propagating impulse does not depolarize the ce11
or group of cells, it rnay reach the threshoid by itself and produce a spontaneous action
potential. This spontaneous discharging property of some cells (and typical of phase 4 of
the AP) is called Automaticity. The discharge rate of cells in the SA node normally
exceeds the discharge rate of other potentially automatic pacemaker sites and thus
dominates the cardiac rhythm ("overdrive suppression" phenornenon)'". Because of this,
the SA node cells are subject to strict neural modulation mediated via norepinephrine and
acetylcholine.
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Ca*

- Representation of the cellular membrane with some of its

electrophysiologicaily important components: (a) Sodium channel; (b) Potassium
channel; (c) Calcium channel: (d) Na+/K' pump; (e) membrane receptor embedded in the
phospholipid bilayer.

Fimire 2.2 - Schematic representation of the action potential (AP) in the different regions
of the conduction system: (a) SA node slow AP; (b) Purkinje fibres; (c) ventricular
myocardium; (d) ECG.Phase O corresponds to AP upstroke, phase 1 early depolarization;
phase 2 plateau; phase 3 repolax-ization and phase 4, full repolarization and resting
potential.
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2.1.1.2 Action-potential Automaticity
The heartbeat is governed by a specialized system, the main characteristic of which is to
spontaneously generate and distribute each impulse in a coordinated way to achieve
efficient myocardial contraction and pump function. Since myocardial cells are linked by
low-resistance junctions (gap junctions and intercdated disks). cardiornyocytes behave as
a functional and electrical syncytium. Therefore. an AP that occurs in one ce11 rapidly
spreads to the adjacent cells of the structure. In normal sinus rhythm. the AP usually
begins in the cells of the sino-atrial (SA) node and is propagated rapidly to the atria (right
atrium activates before the left), which corresponds to the P wave seen in
electrocardiogram (ECG) traces (Figure 2.2 (d)). This type of AP is called the slow type,
and is believed to be mediated by Ca*

and Na+ ions.

The AP arrives at the

atnoventricular node (AV node) almost simultaneously with the nght atrial activation.
The interval from the onset of the P wave to the onset of the QRS complex is an
approximation of the total time for conduction in the AV node and Purkinje system, and
c m be measured in ECG traces. The QRS complex reflects activation of the ventricles.
This activation can be divided in thirds, with the first third corresponding to septal
activation, the middle third to the apex. and the final third to the base of the heart. Any
alteration in conduction prolongs the duration of the QRS phase. which will enlarge the
complex seen in an ECG trace.

The T wave is the result of repolarization of the

ventricles, and its vector is directionally opposite to that of the second phase of
depolarization.

Dunng the second phase of depolarization the apical and free walls

depolarize from endocardium to epicardium, while the repolarization follows from
epicardium to endocardium. During the latter half of the T wave, part of the ventricle is
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repolarized. a penod (relative refractory period) in which a sufficiently strong stimulus
may generate a disorganized activation leading to arrhythmia and/or fibrillation ("R-on-

T" phenomenon).
Normally, the sinus node initiates the cardiac impulse while the His-Purkinje
system serves as a backup in case sinus node pacemaking fails or an AV block occurs.
impulse generation in the sinus node is much faster (60-100 beatshin) than in the HisPurkinje system (35-50/min), thereby allowing the sinus node to control cardiac rhythm.

The cardiac impulse is generated in a smail cluster of cells (P cells) that constitute the
primary pacemaker of the heart and then spreads slowly through the sinus node and
pennodal fibres to reach specialized atrial tracts and ordinary atrial muscle4'.

The

specialized atnal tracts transmit the cardiac impulse rapidly (fast conducting fibres) from
the SA node to the AV node via the anterior, middle. and posterior intemodal tracts and
to the left atrium via the Bachman's bundle43.44 . Despite physiological evidence, the
concept of specialized conducting fibres in the atrial myocardium is still questioned by
anatornists who often cannot find any histological structure that could correspond to such
a function.
The only normal conduction pathway from the atria to the ventricles is via the AV
node. As the impulse enten the AV node, it slows dramatically, accounting for most of
the P- R interval in the ECG. The explanation for this phenomenon is to allow
ventricular filling during the cardiac cycle. When the impulse emerges from the AV node
into the His bundle, conduction speeds dramatically and the spread of excitation through
the bundle branches and peripheral hrkinje fiber network occurs with great rapidity in
the normal hem. The action potential duration (APD) and refractoriness in the Purkinje
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system increases as a function of distance from the AV node to reach a maximum value
about 2 to 3 mm from the hirkinje fibre-ventncular muscle junction. The ventricular
muscle is activated almost simultaneously over much of its endocardial surface via the
extensive subendocardial Purkinje fibre network.

2.1.1.2.1 Ionic Basis for Automaticity

K conductance was slower as Purkinje fibres spontaneously
Early studies showed that '
depoiarizedJS. Further experiments with high

[K+],and voltage-clamp techniques applied

at the end of phase 4 showed a decrease in the net inward current as a function of tirne&
and therefore it was postulated that cardiac Purkinje fibres experienced a decrease in an

outward K
' current (called IK2) during a relatively constant background inward Na'
current that caused pacemaker activityJ7. It is now thought that al1 cardiac pacemaker
cells exhibit a voltage-dependent channel that is activated by potentials of -50 to -60 mV.
passing the so-called hyperpolarizotion-actiwted inward pacemaker current?

At this

potential, an inward current becomes activated and is carried by a channel that is
relatively nonselective for monovalent cations. Hyperpolarization increases its rate of
activation and at -70 mV. the time constant ranges frorn 2 to 4 S. This pacemaker current

(If) would then underlie the slow diastolic depolarization that occun between -90 and -60
mV in Purkinje fibres. Although it is thought that If is canied by Na' ions, its channel
does not seem to have voltagedependent properties and its reversal potential is -20 mV,

far from EN=,
and is not blocked by tetrodotoxin. All this may suggest the presence of an
additional type of Na' channel ihat would be responsible for If, since reduction in K+
conductance (with barium or arnantidine) could at l e s t theoretically unmask If and
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produce autornaticity at normal membrane potentials"g. As a general concept. the ionic
basis of automaticity can be explained as a net gain in intracellular positive charges
during diastole, which slowly brings the E, close to threshold and genentes the
subsequent action potential.

2.1.1.2.2 Autonornic Modulation of the SA Node
Stimulation of the sympathetic nervous system and/or adrenal release of catecholamines
cause an increase in the rate of firing of the SA node, which is associated with an increase
in the rate of depolarization of the pacemaker potential.

Timing of changes in the

membrane potentiai duricg diastole is also an important factor on the rate of autornaticity.
Cathecolarnines increase

current in the SA node) primarily by increasing cyclic

AMP and activating the protein kinase A system and also increase IK which shortens the
AP and tnggers the pacemaker potential earlier in the cycles0. It has also been s h o w that

catecholamines increase If in Purkinje and S A node ~ e l l s ~. 'The
~ ' overall
~ ~
result is an
increase in diastolic depolarization rate s e c o n d q to a faster development of inward
current.
Vagal stimulation slows the SA node pacemaker rate through its mediator
acetylcholine (ACh). Binding to a surface muscarinic receptor activates a G protein that
inhibits adenylate cyclase (Gi) thereby reducing CAMP levels.

Reduction in CAMP

IIKand 1 ~ 1 ~Recent
~ . work suggests that the
results in reduction in al1 three currents (ka-L,
ACh receptor may be coupled directly to CaH channels and to 4'' and to another type of

Kc channel the ACh-dependent K+ channels or KACIi).
It has also been suggested that
there is a difference in the dose dependency of the different ACh effectss5, in which iow
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doses of ACh (and/or low kquency stimulation of the vagal nerve) appear to slow the
rate of diastolic depolarization with little or no effect on the action potential. This
mechanism seems at least in part independent of If, nevertheless physiological modulation
of pacemaker activity seems to require only subtle alterations in membrane currentss6. It
should be taken into account the technical difficulties and the controversy in the literature
since these small effects are dificult to measure unarnbiguously under physiological
conditionss7.

2.1.1.3 Action Potential Propagation

The movement of ionic current through the membrane. within the cells, and back through
the extracellular space completes a circuit. The speed of propagation of the cardiac
impulse in tissues composed of cells with fast action potentials varies, but a mutual
dependent relationship exists between the active and passive cellular properties and the
excitability properties of the cell. This relationship is exemplified by the liminal length
concept, which was developed from the cable theory of analysis. The classic cable theory

and its equation was initially developed by Hodgkin and ~ u s h t o n 'using
~
nerve axons and
later ~ e i d m a n nextrapolated
~~
its use to cardiac tissue using cable-like strands of the
specialized conduction system, the Purkinje fibres. The One-dimensional Cable Theory

has been used as the b a i s of experimental cable analysis in several nerve and heart
preparations.

Additional mathematical and analytical models have been developed

suitable for considenng experimental results in two or three d i r n e n s i ~ n s ~The
~ . liminal
length concept in a uni-dimensional cable is that length of tissue required to be raised
above threshoid such that the inward depolarizing current from that region is greater than
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the repolarizing influences of adjacent tissues.

If the local circuit currents fulfill the

liminal length requirements of the next unit membrane, an AP will result. Propagation,
then, depends on one unit membrane fulfilling the liminal length requirements of its
neighbor, which, in t u n , must do the sarne for the next unit6'. Cable-like structures
without extensive branches, such as the His bundle, bundle branches, or Purkinje fibres,
conduct faster and with a greater safety factor than tissues with extensive threedimensionai branching, such as ordinary ventncular muscle6'.

in addition, spread of

excitation is faster d o n g the long axis of myocardial fiber bundles than

transverse^^^^.

If the local circuit currents are of sufficient strength to excite its neighbor unit a
regenerative AP will result. otherwise only Local electrotonic effects will take place.
When sodium channels open and N a enters the ce11 down its electrochemical gradient,
these positive charges displace the negative charges stored inside the membrane and
result in depolarization. The membrane potentid in that localized region becomes more
positive than in neighbonng parts of the cell, and a driving force for longitudinal current
in the myoplasm is established. The potassium ion is the major carrier of the longitudinal
current within and between cells, and its flow is regulated primarily by the resistance and
capacitance at the gap junctions and to a lesser extent, by impedances in the myoplasm.
The longitudinal current displaces negative charge located on the inner surface of the
membrane, depolarizes adjacent elements toward threshold, and thereby brings the
membrane to the potential required to trigger the membrane conductance to NaC and

trigger depolarization. The circuit is completed by a capacitative current flow across the
membrane and. finally, by current flow in the extracellular space. If local electrotonic
currents established by these events in one unit of membrane are sufficient to bring the
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next unit above the threshold, the next unit opens its Naf channels and propagation of the
AP results. in the normal tissue, discontinuities are negligible in the Purkinje ce11 cable

but become important when several bundles run together, when there is change in fiber
size, when the transverse and longitudinal communications differ, when there is damage
to the membrane or individual cells. branches or in any morbid process that alter the
microstructure of the myocardial cells, including ischemia, hypertrophy. remodeling and
dilatationa.

2.1.2 Excitation-Contraction Coupling

Once threshold potential is reached, Na* ions will rush into the ce11 and depolarize the
membrane.

With what purpose?

The sequence of events that follow membrane

depolarization represents one of the most sophisticated mechanisms in the heart to
perform its pumping function.
The essential event in initiation of contraction is believed to be the rise in
cytoplasrnic calcium c o n ~ e n t r a t i o n " ~ ~Since
~ ~ ~ ~the
~ ~late
~ . 1800's with the work of
Ringer, it has been thought that cardiac contraction depends on c a U levels. Despite an
average concentration of calcium in the heart of approximately 2.5 mM, in the relaxed
ce11 Ca* is not directly available to initiate contraction. but is mostly stored in the
sarcoplasmatic reticulum (SR). Calcium triggers the contraction process by binding to
the subunit C of Troponin and producing a conformational change in tropomyosin ("rollover" of tropomyosin) thereby exposing the actin binding site for myosin. The immediate
source of the myofilament-activating Ca* varies depending on the ce11 type. In frog
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hearts the activating Ca* flows from extracelular sources, whereas in skeletal muscle it
cornes almost exclusively from the SR. In the marnrnalian heart, calcium flows from the

SR and extracellular sources in such a way that the initial Ca" inflow (from extracellular
space) triggers the release of a much larger quantities of Ca" from the SR which will
then activate the contractile machinery. This concept has been described by Fabiato and
others as the Calcium-lnduced-Caleium-ReZemephenornenon 69.70.7 1.77.73.74. 75.76
Following depolarization of the ce11 membrane. Ca" ions flow through highly
specific channels in cardiac ce11 membranes. Generally, there are two types of Ca*
channels, the L-type77. 78. 79 ;uid the T

-

~

"*

"
~

~ ~channels
~ ~are. three to four orders
. Both

' ions, and can transfer over 100 Ca*
of magnitude more selective for Ca* than Na* or K
ions per second.

Both currents

(ka-L
and ka-T)
are

activated by ce11 membrane

depolarization and are inactivated in a time- and voltage-dependent manner when the
depolarization is maintained.

Although both currents are fully activated upon

depolarizations from -90 mV.

is inactivated when cells are steadily depolarized to -

50 mV, whereas b-L
remains still available at this voltage 83.84 .
in the mammalian heart, calcium ions that have entered the ce11 do not directly
activate the contractile apparatus. Rather, they trigger the release into the cytoplasm of
rnuch farger quantities of Ca* from SR stores (from the terminal cistemae of the SR,
increasing [Ca*Ii from 10" during diastole to l ~ M -dunng
~
systole)".

The amount of

Ca" released is graded according to the rate of rise and magnitude of the inward CafC
current: larger and faster transients release more Ca* from the SR. Studies performed in
skinned fibres (after removing its sarcolernrna) have shown that the fast, initial
component of the Ca* current triggers the release of Ca*,

whereas the slow and
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sustained component (during the plateau phase) loads the SR with Ca* that becomes
available for subsequent beats ". Contractile grading can also be altered by voltagea6, the
degree of channel availabilityW-

endogenous and exogenous pharmacological agents

(cathecolarnines. isoproterenol89.90 ,digitalisgl*'3).force-frequency relation (where there is
an increase in [CûUli accumulation over

tir ne^^^

and the activity of the Na'/Cac

exchanger9 4 9 5 . 9 6
The structure responsible for the release of calcium from the sarcoplasmatic
reticulum is a protein called the S R Ca* release channel o r ryanodine receptor (RyR).
This protein has been p ~ f i e d 9 798* and cloned?

It is a homotetramer, with monomers of

4969 aminoacids and a molecular weight of about 565.000 m a . It is a complex structure
with six membrane-spanning domains. with pores originating in the SR lumen and ending
at the cytosol. where the channel is surrounded by structures of fourfold symrnetry from
which four radial branches protrude into the cytosol. No Ca* binding site has k e n
identified in the protein, however there have been reports that Ca", ATP and calmodulin
may bind near residues 36004500 and also a potential site for phosphorylation by CAMPdependent protein kinase has been proposed 100. LOI
Several studies have been undertaken using preparations of purified RyRs inserted
in planar phospholipid bilayers, with promising but inconclusive results regarding
modulation of release, single channels analysis and ionic selectivity, probably due to
technical difficulties in the preparation of the experiments. Up to now. in vitro activation
of the RyR channel has required rnilimolar concentrations of ATP and magnesium. and
micromolar concentrations of Ca*.

However inhibition of Ca" efflux with Mgu. H*and

calmodulin has k e n reponed, but no evidence of tirne-dependent inactivation has been
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proposed 102. 103. The single channel analysis (and the calculation of the probability (Po) of
channel opening under different conditions) has indicated that its opening is not
dependent on membrane potential ( k i n g a ligand-gated channel per excellence) without
evidence of inactivation and refractoriness (even with major increases in [Cû*li and
frequency of s t i r n u ~ a t i o n ) ~Ion
~ . selectively studies'05 have shown the RyR receptor
about 6 times more selective to Ca* than to '
K ions but little selectivity was seen when
compared to Mg* ions (PC3+JPugcc = 2.3).
Relaxation is brought about through different processes, which include the
combination of the active uptake of Ca" by the SR and Ca* extrusion via the Na'/Ca"
exchanger. These are quite capable of retuming Ca* concentrations to diastolic levels
and promote the detachrnent of Ca* from troponin C within the appropriate time
frame'".

Contributions from the sarcolemmal Ca" ATPase and rnitochondriai uptake

are negligible under physio~ogicai conditions and it has k e n demonstrated that
inactivation of the SR uptake and activity of the Na'/CaCI exchanger dramatically slow
re~axation'~'.The voltage-dependent action of the electrogenic Na'/CaU exchanger may
be responsible for the enhanced rate of relaxation at more negative potentials (favoring

Ca" extrusion)*O8.
Several factors can modulate Ca"

movements in the myocyte.

The rnost

physiologically important is probably the activity of the beta-receptor agonist. When
bound to an agonist, the P-adrenoceptor leads to activation (in the presence of ATP and
Ca*) of the membrane bound enzyme adenylyl cyclase the activity of which is modulated

by the guanine-nucleotide bound regulatory protein (G proteins)lOg. The activated
stimulatory dimer (Gs)
interacts with adenylyl cyclase and increases its activity. The
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resulting increase in the levels of CAMP will activate the so-called CAMP-dependent
protein kinases, which phosphorylate at least 3 different intracellular proteins to promote

an increase in contractility. These include (i) phosphorylation of a protein located near
the ~ a *channel and enhancing its open state (receptor-opented channels): (ii)
phosphorylation of phospholamban and subsequent stimulation of calcium uptake by the

SR (and therefore accelerate re~axation)"~:and (iii) some evidence exists of reduction of
the sensitivity of the myofibrils to Ca*

via phosphorylation of the subunit 1 of

'

~ r o ~ o n i n." Beta-adrenergic stimulation will then increase Ca* influx through the
sarcolernrna (by recruiting additional channels nther than affecting the rate of opening of
the channels)"'; enhance relaxation by increasing the rate of Ca* active uptake by the
SR and reduce the sensitivity of the myofibrils to Ca*.

2.1.3 Important Functional and Structural Aspects of Ion Channels
Ion channels are complex membrane-spanning proteins upon which depend the ion
conductance activity of the cardiac sarcolemma and other excitable tissues. In the h e m ,
voltage-gated ion channels mediate changes in ion penneability during the action
potential and are charactenzed by high ion selectivity. In recent years, mainly due to the
development of techniques of molecular biology in identification and purification of
protein components of ion channels, associated with refinements in elecuophysiology
techniques, an overwhelrning amount of information on function and diversity of ion
channels has k e n uncovered. It is beyond the scope of this manuscript to give a detailed
description of the rnolecular structures and variety of these proteins. Important general
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aspects of function however, and their correlation to channel structure, are required for a
better understanding of the proposed effects of esmolol in different types of ion channels.
The ion conductance activity of voltage-sensitive ion channels is controlled on the
millisecond time scale by voltage-gated activation and inactivation. Activation is related
to time and voltage-dependence of opening in response to changes in membrane potential,
whereas inactivation controls rate and extent of ion channel cl~sure"~.These two
processes provide a transient control of ion conductance in response to changes in the
membrane potential. A longer and more sustained form of regulation is mediated by
phosphorylation and interaction with other membrane-bound proteins, especially the
reguiatory G proteins. These processes play an essential role in the regulation of cardiac
function mediated by hormones and neurotransmitters.

2.1.3.1 General Structurai Organization

The determination of subunits of the voltage-sensitive ion channels has provided insights
on transmembrane organization of the ion channel structure and function at a higher level
of resolution previously impossible. On the same basis, analyses of the hydrophobicity,
secondary structure and amino acid sequence of the a subunit of the Na+ channel and of
the al subunit of the Ca* channel have led to a proposed mode1 which postulates a
structure composed of six membrane-spanning segments per homologous domain
interconnected by hydrophilic se,pents.

A substantid level of similarity between the

Ca* channel al subunit and the N a channel a subunit led to the proposal that Na* and

Ca* channels have analogous transmembrme structure. Purified preparations of voltagesensitive Na+ and CaCCchannels have revealed that the resulting cDNA sequences encode
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for a large polypeptide of 1,832 amino acids containing four repeated domains of 300 to
400 amino acids with approximately 50% homology between Na' and Ca* channels' ".

For potassium channels, analysis of hydrophobicity reveals six or seven possible
membrane-spanning segments. The founh of these segments has sviking homology with
the S4 segments of the Na' channel, and the overall arrangement of the proposed
transmernbrane segments is similar to that within each of the four homologous domains
of the Na' channel.

The Na' shannel from the mammalian brain consists of heterotrimetric complex
of a- (260 D a ) , fi-1 (36 kDa) and j3-2 (33 kDa) subunits. The fi-2 subunit is attached
to the a- subunit by disulfide bonds. The Na' channel frorn rnammalian skeletal muscle
contains subunits of 260 kDa and a 38 kDa analogous to the brain Na' channels a and
p-1 subunits, whereas the Na' channel from the eel electroplax contains only a single 260

kDa subunit. in pharmacological binding studies, cc subunits contain the binding site for
tetrodotoxin and saxitoxin and this may indicate that these subunits are the main
functional component of N a channels' 15. In the heart, specific antibodies against the Na+
channel subunits recognize a and p-1. but not b 2 subunits. The u and p-1 subunits
bind neurotoxins that act from outside the cell, and al1 three subunits are heavily
glycosylated with up to 30% of their apparent mass due to carbohydrate, indicating
exposure to extracellular surface.

The a subunit is phosphorylated by cyclic AMP

(adenosine 3', 5'-monophosphate, CAMP)-dependent protein kinase in vitro. The P-1

and B-2

subunits are d s o intrinsic membrane proteins and can be extracted by

hydrophobic detergent phases116.
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There have k e n several classes of Ca* channels identified in most excitable

tells"'. ui cardiac physiology.

the majority of molecular studies have concentrated on

the L-type channel that mediates the long lasting calcium current (ka-3
during the plateau
phase of the AP. These channels are inhibited by three distinct classes of organic Ca*
channels antagonists which act on sepante receptor sites.

Dihydropyridines (such as

nifedipine) produce activity inhibition, phenylalkylamines (veraparnil) produce channel
blockade, and benzothiazepines (diltiazem) d s o inhibit channel activity. The purified

Ca" channel is a complex of five polypeptide chains. with the central component
. central al
appearing to be the al subunit with an apparent mass of 175 k ~ a " ~ The
subunit is associated with a disulfide-linked complex a2 (143 kDa) and 6 (27 kDa)
subunits that are heavily glycosylated. The

subunits (54 B a ) are neither glycosylated

nor hydrophobic and the y subunits (30 kDa) present substantial hydrophobic domains
and carbohydrate moieties. The al and

P subunits are sites of phosphorylation by CAMP-

dependent protein kinase. The overall structure of both Na* and Ca* channels consist of

a single principal subunit expressed in association with a variable number of other
polypeptides. The b-1 subunit of the Na' channels and the y subunits of the Ca*
channels are sirnilar in size, hydrophobicity, and extent of glycosylation' 19.
The purification of the '
K channel has revealed a complex of subunits of 35 to 40
kDa in addition to the main glycoprotein subunits'".

The primary structures of these

principal subunits and their presence in a complex, suggest that they fom a tetramer that
is functionally analogous to the a subunit of the sodium channel and the al subunit of the
calcium channel. The K+channel corresponds, in structure, to one single domain of the
principal subunits of the NaC or Ca* channel. Because K+channels are commonly found
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in yeast, while Ca* channels are found in protozoa and ~ a channels
'
are present only in
multicellular organisms. an evolutionary relationship among the voltage-sensitive ion
channels has been proposed12'.

2.1 -3.2 Ion Pore
The presence of four homologous domains in the pnmary structures of the Na' and Ca"
channels led to the proposal that the trammembrane pore is formed in the centre of a
square array of the four transrnembrane domains.

Ail models of voltage-gated ion

channels structure have incorporated this basic architecture which relies on conservation
of the corresponding aminoacids sequences in Na*, Ca* and K+ channels. Based on
hydrophobicity analysis, the membrane-spanning domains are believed to form a-helical
secondary structures that correspond to the "walls" of the trammembrane pore. Based on
studies of permeability of organic cations of different sizes, the N a channel pore lirniting
size has been estimated to be 3 by 5 A in dimension. Further pharmacological analyses
and mutation-deletion of aminoacids resulting in the analyses of function of mutant
channels identified sites within the S5-S6 linker aminoacids (called the SS 1-SS2 region
or P region for 'pocket') which is believed to dip into and out of the membrane, fonning
the narrow pore of the ~hannel'~"'~.

2.1 -3.3 Ion Selectivity

Glutamic acid residues have been identified in the pore region that appear to be important
for ion conduction and toxin block in sodium channels. The sodium channels have two
negatively charged residues which, in association with a positive amino acid in repeat ItI
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and a neutral amino acid in repeat IV, seem to regulate pore selectivity.

Specific

alterations of the sequences of these amino acids have generated mutant channels with
altered or completely abolished selectivityl". Thus, the initial indication for a structurebased selectivity filter has been proposed. Aithough the exact mechanisms of selectivity
are yet to be elucidated, site-directed mutagenesis of sodium. potassium and calcium
channels have clearly identified the transmembrane segments S5 and S6 with ionselectivity properties. Arninoacids within the P-region are the ones believed to play key
roles in permeation of ions in the different channe~s"~'?

2.1.3.4 Activation and Gating Mechanisms
A central and most physiologically relevant characteristic of the sodium channel is its
voltage-dependent gating, and it represents Nature's most sophisticated way to transduce
voltage changes at the ce11 membrane.

Understanding of the Na' channel gating

mechanism has relied on the Hodking-Huxley model derived from voltage-clamp studies
of macroscopic currents in the squid giant a~on'"-"~. In their classicd study, Hodgkin
and Huxley demonstrated the biphasic time course of INa
after a step depolarization. They

hypothesized that the Na+ channel exists in three States: closed (C), open (0)and
inactivated (1) and assumed that activation and inactivation were independent processes.
According to this model, at the normal resting potential, channels are mostly in the C
state and able to provoke Na' current upon depolarization; after an overthreshold stimulus
the channels open. Because of the multistep assumption of activation, Hodgkin and
Huxley postulated the probability ( m ) of the channel opening as m3, and voltage
dependence as the cube root of the peak conductance. The inactivation process was
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represented by the decay of IN, which reflected the increasing number of channels
becoming inactivated and was described as a single transition with the probability of I-h.
IN=
would then be proportional to m3h. Recovery would be represented by the return of

channels from the inactivated to the closed conformation and occurred only at potentials
negative to the threshold potential (hyperpolarization). Although the relationship of the
charge and conductance curves support the Hodgkin-Huxley model. other aspects of
gating current measurements do not. In single channel conductance studies. it became
evident that decay current does not follow a single tirneconstant. Rather three voltagedependent gating transitions occur. instead of the current disappearing when the first
open-closed transition occurs. Differences between the predictions derived from the
model and experimental data, especially of the rate of decay of currents during
depolarization12gand upon hyperpolarization'30led to the idea that the activation rate
constants are not mere multiples of each other, and that the voltage dependence of
activation is concentrated closer to the open state. Overdl. the gating currents suggest
that although the Hodgkin-Huxley mode1 of multistep activation was correct.
experimental data did not fit the rnodel predictions. These data may be better modeled by
a set of sequential closed channel steps, each of which has a characteristic voltage
dependence. In cardiac cells, the voltage dependence of activation is concentrated to the
open state, however the closed conformations of the channel appear to have more rapid
rate constants than the closed-open state but with less voltage-dependence131.131

in a practicd sense. the current hypotheticd model describes function of the Na+
channel in a manner similar to the Hodgkin-Huxley model (taking into account the above
considerations): the three rn gates (activation) and the three h gates (inactivation) are Iined
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up in series d o n g the membrane with m gate on the extracellular side and the h gate
towards the intracellular side of the membrane.

When the membrane is at resting

potential (polarized), the m gates are virtually ail closed and the h gates are al1 open, and
aimost no Na' can cross the membrane. Depolarization opens the m gates and closes the

h gate, however the closure of the h gaie happens much slower than the opening of the m
gates. Activation then occurs much faster than inactivation can occur and Na' ions flow
through the channels for about 1 msec while both gates are simultaneously open. W h e ~
the membrane repolarizes and its potential drops to values lower than -60 mV. the h gates
open slow1y (reactivation occurs) and the membrane is ready for another depolarization.
Until this happens the ce11 remains refractory (in the inactivated state) and will not
respond to any magnitude stimulus

'.

Applying the Hodgkin-Huxley frarnework to calcium channels. the steady state
activation variable ranges from O at threshold to near 1 at +10 mV. The threshoid for
activation of L-type CatC channels in cardiac myocytes is around -40 mV at [CaC+],= 2.0

rnh4I3' and the activation curve is sigrnoidal13-t.135. The voltage dependence of T-type
Ca* channel opening is similar, except that it is displaced by 10 to 25 mV in the negative
direction, and the threshold occurs at -65 to -50 r n ~ ' ~The
~ study
.
of Ca* agonists and
antagonists have led Hess and colleagues to develop a kinetic mode1 for the Ca"

chan ne^'^'.

This mode1 describes the Ca" channel shifting between three discrete gating

patterns or modes. These modes are distinguished by different rates of channel opening

and closing with (a) brief openings that occur in bursts--mode 1: (b) much longer
openings interrupted by very brief closings--mode 2; and (c) no openings at dl--mode 0.
Under control conditions. mode 1 is the predominant mode of gating. and transitions into
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mode 2 are rare and can be rnediated by Eadrenergic stirnu~ation'~~.This channel
gating behaviour has been described as a kinetic model with two C K 2 - 0 reaction
schemes with reactions rates of transitions between the states of different values
depending on the mode. One of the major assurnptions is that the transitions between
modes have to be much slower than the gating reactions within modes. A different
kinetic model has k e n put forward by Cavalié et al. which consists of two subsets of
channel stateds9. Subset B (for bursting) is formed by channels with fast transition rates

(Cl-C2-0) and are characterized by closely spaced bursts of single-channel openings.
This behaviour is related to the opening pathway of the L-type channel and generated ka-L
upon depolarization. Subset Q (for quiescence) is charactenzed by long periods of
inactivity intermpted by brief periods of activity (bursts or clusters of bursts). Channels
on Q states remain so for seconds and they present low ka-L
and moderate pulsing rates.
Under equilibrium conditions, the gating transitions between subsets B and Q are
responsible for slow consecutive cycles of L-type Cau channel availability and
unavailability and perhaps their modulation by P-adrenergic

agonists and specific

antagonistsIJ0.IJI
Several authors have attempted to describe the behaviour of T-type calcium
channels by state models. The models that have accounted best for single-channel data

are consisted of one resting, one closed, one open, and one inactivated state which could
be reached by any one of the other states

'".

2.1.3.5 Voltage Sensing and Inactivation
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A unique characteristic of voltage-sensitive ion channels is its capability of "sensing" an
electric field and its intrinsic ability to alter its conformation in response to changes in the
surrounding field. This requires charged aminoacid residues or strongly oriented dipoles
within the membrane bilayer.

The movement of these gating charges across the

membrane causes a measurable capacitative gating current that can be detected in
voltage-clamp experiments in N a channels. This movernent of gating charge begins
irnmediately upon depolarization of the membrane, is largely completed before any
current is detected through the open channel and is blocked if the Na' channel is first
inactivated before depolarization.

It has k e n proposed that the segment S4 has a

transmembrane orientation and are the gating charges or voltage sensors of the Na'
channel. This has had experimental support by site-directed mutagenesis experiments on

Na' channels and has provided the basis of the "sliding helix" model of voltagedependent gating'"3.

According to this model, S4 helices are proposed to initiate

sequential conformational changes in the four domains of the Na' channel, resulting in
transfer of gating charges across the membrane and finally, in activation of the ion
channel.

Imzctivation is intnnsically a voltage-independent process coupled to the

voltage-dependent changes that lead to channel activation. The lack of intrinsic voltage
dependence and the cornplete removal of inactivation by internally applied proteolytic
enzymes has led to the development of a model of inactivation in which a protein
component on the intracellular surface of the channel occludes the intracellular opening
of the activated transmembrane pore leading to inactivation.

2.1.3.6 Receptor Sites
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Most of the initial work was pharmacologically-based studies in which compounds
(mainly neurotoxins in the case of the sodium channel-the fint to be studied) were used

as molecular probes to identiQ and isolate the protein components of the ion channels. A
number of special neurotoxins have identified at least five different receptor sites in the
sodium channel: Tetrodotoxin (site 1) which inhibits ion conductance; Veratridine which
induces persistent activation (acting at site 2); a-scorpion and sea anemone toxins that
act at site 3 and inhibit inactivation a n d o r enhance persistent activation: P-scorpion
toxins which act at site 4 and shift the voltage-dependent activation. as well as
brevetoxins which act at site 5 and also induce repetitive firing.

Binding to yet

unidentified sites are insecticides, the Gonoipora toxin, local anesthetics, antiarrhythrnics,
beta-adrenergic blockers and anticonvulsivants, w hich induce frequency and voltagedependent inhibition'?

2.1.3.7 ModuIation of Ion Channels
2.1.3.7.1 Phosphorylation
Many Ca* and K+channels are regulated by pathways involving protein phosphorylation,
suggesting that long-term modulation of ion channel hinction by phosphorylation is a
wide-spread regulatory ~ n e c h a n i s r n ' " ~ * 'Punfied
~.
and reconstituted Cau channels are
activated by phosphorylation of their al and B subunits by cyclic AMP-dependent protein
kinase, and it is consensus that this is the mechanism of Ca* channel regulation by
B-adrenergic

agonists in the heart and possibly in other tissues.

However, the

physiologically significant sites of phosphorylation of Ca* and K+remain poorly defined.
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Evidence for in vitro phosphorylation of the Na' and '
K channels by protein kinase C and
A has k e n gathered showing effects on channel kinetics and amplitude 147.148

2.1.3.7.2 Reduction-oxidation (redox) potential.
Redox potential is tightly controlled in the cytoplasm and is affected by metabolic
changes.

K channels, such as Kv1.4 and Raw3 are regulated by the redox
Specific '

potential.

When at reduced form, the currents mediated by these channels are fast

inactivating. In the heart, this current forms part of It.. This current has been shown to
affect the shape of the action potential and the firing rate during repetitive firing. This
fast inactivation of Kv1.4 is rapidly removed if the cytoplasmic side of the membrane is
oxidized and the site of the redox process has been suggested as the cysteine residue in
the amino terminal of Kv1.4.

Kv1.4 is abundant in brain tissue but it has also been

identified in the heartia9.

2.1.3.7.3 Extracellular K" concentration

K concentration on modulation of some types of K+channels
The effects of extracellular '
is important when considenng the effects of hyperkalemic cardioplegia. The amount of

K'].
current through Kv 1.4 is proportional to [

in such a way that it overcomes the effect

of changing the equilibrium potential for K' to more positive values150. Since local [K'],
is dependent on the magnitude of I,, and therefore dependent on previous activity, the
current through Kv1.4 may play a role in modulating the activity of pacemaker cells.
specially at high firing rates. In pathologicai situations (such as ischernia) or any other
situation where [KC], increases (possibly high K+cardioplegic infusion), this will not only
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alter the electncal properties of the cells, but also increase the fraction of &, flowing
through Kvl.4 channels. These cornbined actions may alter the shape of the action
potential and repolaxization properties of the myocyte. Ieading to potential rhythm
disturbances.
Suspension of heart work c m be achieved by any type of pharmacologie or
electophysiologic intervention that inactivates the electricd and mechanical functions of
the heari and leads to diastolic arrest. A number of different cardioplegic strategies have

failed either due to irreversible toxicity. accumulation in the myocardium or narrow
therapeutic range. Hyperkalemic cardioplegia, and in some instances. hypothennic arrest,
are still the most popular methods of inducing cardiac arrest. The reason for the success
of strategies such as electrolyte manipulation is probably because they are inexpensive,
simple, promptly washed away upon intermittent perfusion. and effective. Increasing
[K+], alten the E, and slowly deactivates NaCchannels at 25-30 rnM in the human heart
thereby inducing diastolic arrest. It has been shown that high [K+],when associated with
Mgu, low calcium and sodium and hypothermia ailows the use of lower concentrations
of potassium. Magnesium by itself may induce cardiac arrest at [Mg"], = 20-25 rn.MI5'
by inactivating the Na+ channel. and cornpetitive inhibition of Ca* flow and displacing

Ca* at intracellular binding

site^'^'.

Reduction of [Na+], and [Ca*], has been advocated

by Bretschneider et al. as a cardioplegic ~ t r a t e ~ ~ 'However.
'~.
reducing only [Na+],

produces an increase in myocardial tonus, and intracellular calcium overload through the
Na'/Ca"

exchangerlw.
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2.1.4 Adrenergic and Cholinergic Regulation of the Heart

The autonomic nervous system is the main extrinsic rnodulator of cardiac function. It is
divided îünctionally and anatornically in sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous
systems. In general. sympathetic stimulation increases heart rate, conduction velocity and
contractility, while augmentation of parasympathetic activiiy is inhibitory.

The

neurouansmitter released in preganglionic fibres in both systems is acetylcholine,
whereas in post-ganglionic fibres of the sympathetic system norepinephrine is released,
and in vagal (parasympathetic) innervation of the myocardium. acetylcholine is the
mediator. Both neurotransmitters exert their actions through terminal nerve endings and
have local effects (mainly on pacemaker cells and conduction fibres). Epinephnne is a
cathecolamine released by the adrenal medulla, which will act as a hormone, directly on
myocytes through the circulation.
For syrnpathetic and parasympathetic stimuli to exert their actions. their mediators
must interact with receptors located in the sarcolernrna of cardiac cells. Sympathetic
receptors have been broadly divided in a and
designated as al and a2: P-1 and P-2.

P and

further subdivided into subclasses

Acetyicholine is released by parasympathetic

nerve endings and interacts with muscarhic receptors.
The syrnpathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems interact in a dynamic and
coordinated manner to regulate cardiac function.

This interaction occurs centraily

(through vasornotors regulatory centres in the brain medulla) and locally, at the level of
the nerve terminals. pre- and post-junctionally'55. In this section, the mechanisms and
structures involved in autonomic regulation of the cardiac function relevant to the scope
of this manuscript will be discussed. The focus will be on specific molecular structures of
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the myocyte, rnainly membrane receptors and important intracellular compounds which
interact with these receptors when exerting modulation of cardiac function.

2.1.4.1. Adrenergic Receptors
Adrenergic receptors (AR - a-1, a-2, fb1, 8-2) are membrane-bound proteins involved in
many aspects of humoral and neural regulation of cardiovascular function. Myocardial
rate and contractility, systemic and pulmonary vascular tone. blood pressure. platelet
aggregation. and myocardial blood flow are al1 modulated by interaction of ARS with
catecholamines or several classes of drugs. When occupied by agonists, these receptors
couple to specific effector molecules via specific intermediary G proteins. Beta-l and
P-2 receptors couple to the stimulatory G protein

(G,),
that activates the enzyme adenylyl

cyclase, resulting in increases in intracellular CAMP. The arAR
cyclase through coupling to the inhibitory G protein (Gi).

inhibits adenylyl

The signal transduction

pathway utilized by an occupied ai-AR is mediated by a yet poorly chancterized G
protein and phospholipase C, which causes hydrolysis of inositol phospholipids and
increases free cytosolic Ca" inducing a metabolic or functional response in the cell.

Structurall y, adrenergic receptors are integral membrane proteins that contain
seven transmembrane domains that likely associate to form a "bundle" with a central
"pocket" very similar to an ion ~ h a n n e l ' ' ~ .Unlike an ion channel however, the pocket
forms the binding site for the ligand and determines the ligand specificity for each
receptor. Three extracellular and three intracellular loops followed by two carboxyl tails
intra and extracellularly connect the transmembrane domains. Al1 adrenergic receptors
are single-subunit proteins and each of the seven transmembrane domains contain 20 to
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28 hydrophobie amino acids. These domains are likely arranged as an a helix. The
extracellular and intracellular loops contain more hydrophilic amino acids that can
interact with the aqueous environment. The hinction of the extracellular domains is still
unclear. however it is established that the second extracellular loop and the arnino
terminus tail are the sites for glycosylation, but their hinction in the receptor has yet to be
establi~hed~~'.
The cytoplasmic regions. especially loop iII and the carboxyl tail. are
important for receptor coupling to its G protein and contain sites important for replation
of receptor fbnction.

2.1.4.1.1 Beta-adrenergic Receptors
Radio-ligand binding studies have revealed that the heart contains both types of receptors.
P-1 and P-2. A third type of

p receptor, P-3

has been identified but does not appear to

exist in the hurnan headsa. There are important interspecies differences relative to the
distribution of P-receptors in the heart.

in most mammalian hearts. left-ventricular

P-receptors are predorninantly (human, dog, rabbit, cat) or almost exclusively (rat. guinea
pig) of the P-1 subtype. The p - l / e 2 ratio also varies topographically within the hem
arnong different ~ ~ e c i e s These
' ~ ~ . facts should be taken into account in the design of
experiments and data interpretation. Studies using selective P-1 and P-2 agonists have
suggested that the P-2 receptor exen more of a chronotropic effect whereas P-1 receptors
would be related to inotropyl? Based on cornpetitive agonist/antagonist binding studies.
it has been postulated that the P-receptor cycles between high- and low-affinity States.
these changes resulting in activation of adenylate cyclase16'. The high-affinity state
receptor-agonist complex would then bind a third component, a coupling regulatory
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protein afid then activate adenylyl cyclase, which at the same tirne would return the
receptor to the low-*nity

state and produce dissociation of the agonist-receptor

complex.
Beta-adrenergic receptors are not static. but dynamic entities whose properties can
change in response to physiologie stress. pathologicd States and dmg administration.
One of the easiest ways to assess this dynamic property is through membrane receptordensity studies. In a general way, receptor-density increases when stimulation is low
(upregulation)and decreases when stimulation is high (downregulation).

2.1.4.1.1.1 Regulation of Beta-adrenergic Receptoe

Al1 adrenergic receptors are subject to dynarnic regulation by a variety of mechanisms.
The one that received the most attention from researchers is desensitization especially of
the P-AR because of its clinical applications in congestive heart failure.

2.1.4.1,1,1.1 Desensitization
Desensitization is the general term given to the phenornenon whereby the intensity of
? distinct
response weakens over time despite the continued presence of a s t i m ~ l u s ' ~Two
patterns of hormone-induced desensitization have been described: homologous and
heterologous desensitization. Homologous, also terrned agonist-specific, desensitization
occurs when the response is diminished to a specific agonist of the P-AR only. The
functions of other receptors also coupled to the stiniulation of adenylyl cyclase remain
intact. Heterologous desensitization. or agonist non-specific desensitization, occurs when
exposure to a P-AR agonist attenuates responsiveness to a number of agonists operating
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through different receptors. Three distinct but inierrelated mechanisms of desensitization
have been dcscribed: receptor uncoupling, sequestration and down-replation. Receptor
uncoupling occurs within seconds to minutes of agonist exposure and results from
modification of receptor protein by phosphorylation.

Different protein kinases,

specifically protein kinase A. protein kinase C and p-ARK have been proposed to play
distinct roles in p-AR regulation and desensitization.

Protein kinase A (PKA). Phosphorylation by PKA has been implicated as a
possible mechanism for heterologous desensitization because PKA inhibitors prevent
heterologous desensitization activated via the P-AR system. Moreover, cyclic AMP
analogues c m

induce both

phosphorylation and

heterologous desensitization.

Substitution mutation of the p-AR that eliminates PKA phosphorylation sites results in a
mutant receptor with impaired desensitization, suggesting that

PKA-mediated

phosphorylation plays an important physiologicai role in rapid agonist-induced
desensitization in intact cells.

Protein kinase C, contrary to PKA. is cyclic-AMP independent. Phosphorylation
of ai-AR and P-AR

may occur via both PKC and PKA. The site for P K A

phosphorylation is present in the third cytoplasmatic loop of the al-AR. However. the
site of PKC phosphorylation has not been identified in the al-AR.

Phosphopeptide maps

of trypsinized al-AR phosphorylated by each kinase differ significantly, suggesting that
distinct regions of the receptor are phosphorylated by each kinase.

Norepinephrine

stimulation of the al-AR is capable of increasing the rate of phosphorylation of the
receptor by PKC but not PKA. In contrast, isoproterenol agonist occupancy of p-AR
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On the other hand,

phosphopeptide maps of trypsinized p-AR phosphorylated by either PKA or PKC have
similar profiles, suggesting the sites of phosphorylation are similar (if not the sarne) for
these two kinases in the P-AR.

However, the significance of PKC phosphorylation of

P-AR is unclear.
The h d r e n e r g i c receptor kinase ( P A R K ) , described in 1986. is a cyclic AMPindependent kinase capable of phosphorylating the agonist occupied form of the P-AR.
Initial reports suggested that f3-ARK only phosphorylated the P-AR, but subsequent
studies revealed that it may also phosphorylate arARs but not ai-ARS. Phosphorylation
by B-ARK leads to uncoupling of the P-AR frorn Gs. It has been suggested that

P-ARK-mediated phosphorylation has an important physiological role in rapid agonistinduced desensitization in intact cells. The fact that P-ARK activity increases dunng the
process of desensitization opens a potential pharmacological strategy for developing
inhibitors or preventing transcription of P-AR.

However, this approach may make an

individual more susceptible to angina. ventncular arrhythmias and even sudden death due
to the increased level of sympathetic activity in the CHF patient.
The possibility that Bonestin may be important in desensitization of P-AR was
first indicated by enhancement of P-ARK inactivation of the B-AR by the addition of its
retinal cousin, arrestin in the cellular medium.

In the eye, light dependent

phosphorylation of serine and thereonine residues in the receptor carboxyl terminus by
rhodopsin kinase enables rhodopsin to bind arrestin, thus preventing the interaction of
rhodopsin with transducin. Recently, p-arrestin has k e n cloned and shown to be a 418-
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amino-acid protein present mainly in the brain, heart and lung that appears to inhibit

&AR signal transduction significantly in an agonist-dependent fashion.
During congestive heart disease the levels of noradrenaline are high and the
number and responsiveness of &AR are reduced. However. the exact physiological roles
of each of the receptor kinases involved in this process have yet to be established.
Agonist-specific phosphorylation by P-ARK is important in homologous desensitization,
whereas non-agonist-specific phosphorylation by PKA seems important in heterologous
desensitization. In the non-failing hem, at low agonist concentrations such as might
occur in the physiological response to catecholamines during exercise or stress. sufficient
activation of adenylyl cyclase occurs to produce increased levels of cyclic AMP and thus
phosphorylation of d l B-ARS via PKA. At high agonist concentrations. such as in
congestive heart failure, a larger proportion of the recepton is occupied, each being
phosphorylated by P-ARK as well as by PKA. It is tempting to speculate that PKA may
be involved in the desensitization process in periphed regions of the body where

relatively small concentrations of noradrendine are present and that. dong the sarne lines,

B-ARK may be involved in the desensitization process at nerve synapses, where
relatively high concentrations of noradrenaline abound in the cleft.

2.1.4.1.1.1.2 Sequestration
One of the fates of the P-AR during the process of desensitization is to be intemalized.
moved away from the cell surface into membrane compartments. Strong suggestions
have corne from reports of loss of receptors from the plasma membrane and association
with an increase in binding activity in the ceIl cytosol. Further Iocalization of these
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cytosolic P-AR and evidence that these particles were devoid of adenylyl cyclase activity
and Cis. in addition to the development of a more hydrophobic $-AR antagonists that
would penetrate into the ce11 and label intemaiized recepton. provided evidence for
sequestration.

The mechanism(s) through which the B-AR is sequestered from the

plasma membrane is not known. Two key questions that have been asked and await
definite response are whether phosphorylation and/or G,-protein-uncoupling (or both) are
processes required for sequestration. Inhibitors of sequestration and inhibitors of p-ARK
and PKA phosphorylation were tested in the presence of high agonist concentration. and

the two kinase inhibitors did not substantially inhibit sequestration either alone or in
combination. The technique of substitution mutation of phosphorylating sites in the
P-AR also did not affect sequestration. Taken together. these studies suggest that at least

the early phase of homologous desensitization and sequestration are entirely different
processes and t hat phosphorylation is not required for sequestration. The other important
issue is if uncoupling (physical removal of the receptor from its G protein) is part of the
sequestration process. Studies with a line of cells lacking functional G , (cyF cells. a
variant line of S49 lyrnphoma cells) and deletion and substitution of a portion of the
P-AR have resulted in mutant P-ARS that sequester normally suggesting that Gs is not

required for ~ e ~ u e s t r a t i o n ' ~Despite
~.
the intense controversy. the process of
sequestration has been considered well-described and there appears to be a consensus that
G-protein uncoupling is not required for sequestration. However, a great deal of research

has been dedicated to this area, mainly to shed some light on the role of sequesmtion in
the overall process of desensitization, which remains unclear.
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2.1 .4.1.1.1.3 Down-regulation
When receptors cannot be detected in any ce11 portion by any radioligand, the process is
defined as down-regdation and reflects actual loss of receptors.

In this iniriguing

process, some p-AR appear to be proteolytically degraded and resynthesized, whereas
others remain undetected for a period of time and then return to control levels. suggesting
that down-regulated receptors can regain their binding activity with time. hitially it was
thought that activation of adenylyl cyclase was required for down-regdation. but this was
proven not tme once down-regulation was demonstrated in cells lacking adenylyl cyclase
or cells lacking the ability to couple to adenylyl cyclase ( q c -cells). instead, it has been
suggested that mechanisms such as reduced levels of P-2-mRNA
decreased p-2-AR

synthesis and/or increased P-2-AR

are present, indicating

degradation.

involving measurements of p-mRNA transcription rates and mutant

Recent data

pz -ARS

which lack

the PKA sites have found that decreased levels of P-mRNA as well as phosphorylation of
the P-AR are involved in the process of down-regulation. Receptor degradation may also
play a potentially important role and seems to be enhanced by receptor phosphorylation
by PKA because p-AR may also be phosphorylated in a cyclic AMP- independent
rnanner. The logical sequence of events would then be that after exposure to an agonist,
simultaneous disappearance of the receptor (from either sequestmtion or degradation)
offsets synthesis of a new P-AR. Questions such as whether PKA is also involved in the
reduction of p-rnRNA levels remain unanswered.

2.1.4.1.2 Effects via Adenylyl Cyclase
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Adenylate cyclase is an integral part of the hormone-regulated complex located in
the sarcolemrna of myocardial cells and acts as a catalytic unit for the conversion of ATP
to cyclic AMP'".

This cornplex is comprised of 3 major units: the beta-receptor, the

catalytic enzyme adenylyl cyclase and a guanine nucleotide binding protein (G protein),
which couples the receptor to the catalytic unit. It has been established that adenylyl
cyclase can be regulated both in a stimulatory and in an inhibitory manner. Beta- and

a 1-adrenergic stimulation will increase adenylyl cyclase activity whereas a2- and
muscarinic stimulation will inhibit this activityl?

Experimental evidence has been

accumulated in recent yean indicating that these effects are mediated by the G
proteins'65.

2.1.4.1.3 Guanine Nucleotide Binding Protein (G proteins)
Many types of heterotrimeric G proteins (over 20) have been d e ~ c r i b e d ' ~At
~ . least 3
major classes have been identified in the myocardiurnt67. Gs(stimulatory) mediates the
effects of stimulatory receptors, whereas G; mediates inhibitory stimuli and Go (for other
or unknown function) may be involved in mediating receptor modulation of inositoicontaining phospholipid hydrolysis.
Structurally, al1 G proteins seem to be heterotnmetric proteins composed of 3
subunits, a,p and y. Differences between the three types of G proteins seem to reside in
the a subunit of each type. The a subunit of Gs (G,a) has a molecular weight of 45 kDa
whereas G i a is a 41 kDa protein and Goa has a molecular weight of 35 kDa. The

P and

y subunits have molecular weights of 35 kDa and 8-10 kDa, respectively and appear
tightly coupled together in a so-called py complex. Toxins such as the cholera toxin and
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the penussis toxin act (via ADP rybosylation) on different but specific sites on these
proteins, which may also serve as a criterion of differentiation. The G,a subunit in the
presence of the cholera toxin is rybosyiated at a specific arginine residue. whereas the Gia
and the Goa are nbosylated at asparagine residues by one of the pertussis toxins. ADP
rybosylation of G,a by cholera toxin results in inhibition of the GTPase activity and a
reduction in the affinity of a, for $y, thus resulting in persistent activation of adenylate
cyclase activity. The effect of ADP ribosylation of Gi via the pertussis toxin is an
increased affinity of a, for py promoting their reassociation, and the consequential
abolition of the effects of inhibitory receptor stimulation on adenylate ~ ~ c l a s e ' ~ ~ .
A hypothetical cyclical mechanism has k e n proposed for the functional aspect of

the G proteins169. The beta-agonist receptor complex binds to a, and is associated with
displacement of GDP by GTP from the guanine nucleotide binding site. The binding of

GTP to cc, promotes the dissociation of u, from py. This activation results in the
stimulation of the catalytic activity of adenylate cyclase. The nucleotide binding site
possesses intrinsic GTPase activity, which in the prcsence of the agonist-receptor
complex results in the hydrolysis of the bound GTP to GDP and a reduction of the
stimulatory effect of cr, on the catalyst. The complex a G D P has a higher affinity for py,
resulting in the reassociation of the heterotrimer. In a similar manner, binding of an
appropriate agonist on inhibitory receptors results in the dissociation of a,from py. The
complex appears to mediate inhibition of andenylate cyclase activity, presumably by
association with cr, to fom the inactive heter~trirner"~. It is yet unknown if direct
interaction occurs of a,with adenylyl cyclase.
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In cardiac membranes, guanine nucleotides have intrinsic enzyme activity, and
c m stimulate or inhibit activity of adenyl cyclase in both ways. Cathecolamines do not
stimulate the enzyme unless guanine nucleotides are present. Muscarinic stimulation
takes place only in presence of GTP and if non-hydrolizable analogues are used,
muscarinic inhibition of the enzyme does not occur. In the cardiac muscle sarcolernma
then, both stimulatory (P-adrenergic) and inhibitory (muscarinic) mechanisms CO-exist,
activated by their specific agonist. and resulting in increased or reduced activity of
adenylyl cyclase which in m m results in higher or lower levels of one of the main socalled second messengen, CAMP.

Increase in CAMP will produce and augment

activation of CAMP-dependent protein kinases, which will phosphorylate a number of
intracellular proteins, including pumps, ion channels and contractile proteins.
Intracellular CAMPlevels are controlled by the activity of two enzymes: adenylate cyclase
and phosphodiesterase. Phosphodiesterase transform CAMP in 5'-AMP, but there has

been experimental evidence that autonomie stimulation may alter phosphodiesterase
activity directly. The new non-catecholarnine positive inotropic agent (amrinone)
produces at least part of its positive inotropic effect via inhibition of phosphodiesterase
and thereby increasing the levels of CAMP.

2.1.4.1.4 C A M Pmediated Protein Phosphorylation

Various cytosolic and intrinsic membrane proteins in cardiac muscle have been shown in
vitro to serve as substrates for CAMP-dependent protein kinase. The specific functional

responses are determined by the proteins phosphorylated and their intracellular location.
Three broad classes of intracellular proteins are thought to be subjected to the actions of
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phosphorylation and. via this process, play a major role in regulation of cardiac
contractility. These include the regulatory contractile subunit 1 of troponin (Tnï) and
protein C.

The other classes are membrane-bound sarcolernrnal and sarcoplasmatic

proteins, such as Ca* channels, Ca* pumps and phospholamban.

2.1.4.1.4.1 Contractile proteins

In vitro studies have shown that CAMP-dependent phosphorylation of TnI results in

reduced Ca"

sensitivity of actomyosin ATPase activity17', which is rnediated by an

increase in the raie of Ca" dissociation from the Ca* specific binding site of troponin C
(TnC). It appears that phosphorylation of TnI may be thus involved in relaxation of the
sarcomere. but the presence or the extent to which Tnï phosphorylation is involved in
interactions with the other regulatory mechanisms of relaxation remains to be established.
Protein C is a 155- 165 kDa protein that is associated with the thick filament of
stnated muscle. Its exact function has not been fully defined, however it h a been
demonstrated that the protein C undergoes phosphorylation upon beta-adrenergic
stimulation in the marnmalian myocardium, which was correlated to the positive inotropic
effect of catecholaminest7'. Protein C is a substrate for CAMP-dependent protein kinase
as well as calcium-calmodulin dependent protein kinase and it has been shown that
phosphorylation by CAMP-dependent protein kinase attenuates the stimulation of actinactivated myosin ATPase activity by C protein173. Some controversy remains regarding
the physiological role of phosphorylation of protein C since it had been speculated that it

rnight affect relaxation by altering the interaction between actin and myosin. however it
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has been shown recently that beta-adrenergic stimulation results in increased activity of
actin-activated ATPase in intact myocardid preparations'74.

2.1.4.1.4.2 Sarcoplasmic Reticulum Proteins
A major substrate for cAMP-dependent protein kinase has k e n shown to be the 22 KDa
protein phospholamban in in vitro studies; it also has been demonstrated that it regulates
Ca* transport activity of the sarcoplasmatic reticuium. Studies have shown that addition
of CAMP to SR membranes in the presence or absence of CAMP-dependent protein
kinase resuited in increased activation of Ca*

A T P ~ s ~ ' ~ ' .Phospholamban is a

homopentameric protein. composed of five identical monomers, each containing specific
phosphorylation sites for CAMP-dependent and Ca"/calmodulin-dependent

protein

kinase activities17? It has been shown that monoclonal antibodies to phospholamban
inhibit CAMP-dependent stimulation of Ca* transport in vitro, and that the purified
phospholamban forms Ca*

channels in plana (reconstituted) lipid bilayers"'.

Phosphorylation of phospholarnban can rapidly occur in intact hearts and is a highly
sensitive

mechanism

requiring

minute

amounts

of

P-adrenergic

agonist178.

Phospholamban is target to CAMP-dependent protein kinase as well as to calciumcalmodulin protein kinase.

Beta-adrenergic stimulation promotes phosphorylation by

both protein kinases in their specific sites in the phosphoiamban molecule and in a
sequential

manner

(CAMP-dependent

protein

kinase

first),

suggesting

and

interdependence of site phosphorylation by the two enzymes179.
The activity of the SR Ca* release channels (or ryanodine receptors. RyR) is
rnodulated by calmodulin and Ca*/calmodulin

protein kinaseis0.

Millimolar
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concentrations of calmodulin inhibit Ca" release from the SR of cardiac and skeletal
muscle

and

it

partially

reduces

single-channel open-time

without affecting

'

. Recent reports have suggested however that the role of calmodulin is
cond~ctance'~
more complex, and is concentration dependent. At concentrations prevalent in relaxed
muscle, calmodulin increases the open probability of the RyR channel and SR Ca*
release by several fold, whereas at higher Ca" concentrations (Le., during systole). it has
the opposite effectI8'. In addition to its direct effect, calmodulin can also alter function of
the

RyR via Ca"/calmodulin

protein kinase.

Conflicting data have been

reported 183,184.185 , which may be related to the site of phosphorylation andlor to the ionic
concentrations used in the e ~ ~ e r i r n e n t s ' ~ ~

2.1.4.1.4.3 Sarcolemmal proteins

Beta-adrenergic stimulation modulates several sarcolemmal ionic currents (inciuding
Ca*, Na', K+.and CI-), through G,a proteins acting directly on the channel or indirectly,
through CAMP-dependentprotein phosphorylation. The most direct evidence of CAMPdependent protein phosphorylation in mediating beta-adrenergic stimulation was obtained
from studies measuring increases in

4, in ventricular rnyocytes following

~ s t i r n u ~ a t i o nIn
' ~ vitro
~ . studies, using purified sarcolemmal preparations have reveaied

a number of substrates for CAMP-dependentprotein kinase. Which of these substrates is
activated dunng beta-stimulation has not been established.

The predorninant

sarcolemmal substrate has been shown to be a 15 kDa peptide called phospholemman
which has not been identified in L-type Ca* c h a n n e l ~ l ~Inoculation
~.
of phospholemman
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rnRNA in Xenopus oocytes results in expression of a Cl- selective current that differs

from other reported cardiac CI- currents and is insensitive to Ca-189 .

2.1 -4.1-5States in disease

The P-receptor

is a dynamic structure and its phmacological and molecular

chancteristics are dtered in pathological situations. As a result of the complexity and
variety of regulatory mechanisms, species differences. lack of accurate experimental
models, technical difficulties, (...) , and also due to the fact that the understanding of al1
these processes is far from complete. the lirerature is full of conflicting data. Some facts
where there seems to be agreement, and speculative considerations on the underlying
mechanisms will be outlined regarding the major changes that occur in P-receptor
activity during cardiac failure, ischemia and hypertension.

2.1.4.1 S. 1 Cardiac failure

Many investigators have reported that the number and/or affinity of beta recepton to
agonists in the failing heart is decreased or reduced through a variety of mechanisms,
some of which were described above. Plasma norepinephrine levels are used as an index
of sympathetic activity and are often inversely correlated with the severity of heart failure.
Clinically. high levels of norepinephrine tend to be interpreted as poor prognosis'90*19'*19'.

It is assumed that the increase of cathecolamines in plasma is due to norepinephrine
spillover from organs subjected to a high sympathetic drive and/or to a decrease in
neuronal uptake of n ~ r e ~ i n e ~ h r i nIte is
' ~accepted
~.
that cardiac stores of norepinephrine
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are depleted at least partly. whereas plasma norepinephrine levels are elevated. Although
this type of determination may be useful as an indicator. interpretation should be cautious
since the levels of norepinephrine in mixed venous blood may not accurately reflect
neuronal cathecolamine release

'?

Thus an enhanced local release of endogenous

norepinephrine from the heart and a sirnultaneous decrease in cardiac neuronal uptake of
norepinephrine may lead to increases in synaptic cleft norepinephrine concentrations that
will produce down-regulation of cardiac p-recepton.
Beta-1 and P-2 receptors change in different manners in different f o m s of h e m
failure. These changes vary not only according to tne subtype of receptor, but also differ
topographically in the heart. The literature reveals a great deal of controversy regarding
many aspects of receptor distribution during CHF. The pathophysiological mechanisms
underlying the differential changes are not understood and a generd rule or consensus has
noi yet been achieved. Studies have shown that in end-stage dilated cardiomyopathy P-1
receptors are down-regulated whereas P-2 receptors are only marginally affectedlg4. In a
recent study using a canine mode1 of tachypacing failure the authors report positive
inotropic responses mediated by hnctional P-2 receptors that are not mediated by
increases in CAMP or CAMP-dependent phosphorylation of phospholamban'95.
Regarding etiology of the cardiomyopathy, conflicting results have been reponed. Some
studies describe a decrease in P-1 receptor levels and no change in P-2 receptors in
patients with aortic valve disease

la.

A recent study in patients with aortic disease but

preserved LV systolic hnction and normal plasma cathecolamine levels, showed that
chronic LV overload induces a selective down-regdation of P-1 AR that is compensated
by an increase in P-2 receptorsl".

These data were acquired in hypertrophie patients
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prior to deterioration of LV function and Vary according to volume or pressure overload
(i.e.. valvular stenosis or insufficiency). In patients with mitral valve disease, tetralogy of
Fallot and in patients with end-stage ischemic cardiomyopathy a decrease is reported in
&1 and 8-2 receptors

Iw.

There seems to a be a consensus that p-1 receptor function decreases in al1 types
of heart failure. There is also evidence suggesting that P-2 AR function decreases or
remains unchanged depending on the etiology of the heart failure.

A recent report

evaluated the response to isoproterenol and forskolin in adult spontaneous hypertensive
rats (SHR) and in Wistar rats, and did not associate the depressed inotropic
responsiveness to P-adrenergic stimulation with down-regulation of p-receptors. Instead.
the impaired inotropic and intact Iusitropic responses were attributed to "downstream"
events found in this SHR mode1 with chronic left ventricular hypertrophy and failure.
The authors describe "downstream" events as cellular defects distd to CAMP production

such as abnormalities in calcium handling or sensitivity of the contractile proteins to
calcium or even diminished calcium release frorn the sarcoplasrnatic r e t i c ~ l u m ' ~ ~ .

2.1.4.1 S . 2 Ischemia

The data on 8-receptor changes during ischemia have been gained dmost exclusively
from experimental studies and the results bear the bias of species differences, technical
difficulties and assumptions. From experiments on dogs, evidence gathered suggests an
increase in the number of P-receptors in the ischemic zone following 1 to 8 hours of
acute i s ~ h e m i a ' ~Evidence
~.
indicates that progressive damage to the sarcolemma and
organelle membranes is a key factor in the evolution of irreversible injurylg9. The
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hnctionai consequences of altered membrane fùnction involve (a) altered flux of sodium,
potassium, chloride and water, Ieading to ce11 swelling; and (b) net influx of calcium,
leading to toxic effects of this ion. Several mechanisms are involved in the pathogenesis
Progressive membrane phospholipid degradation occurs as a

of membrane injury?

result of activation of phospholipase(s) and leads to accumulation of free fatty acids and
arachidonic acid, which is fueled by impaired mitochondrial oxidation, further altering
membrane fluidity and permeability"l~'O'.

Darnage to the cytoskeleton, peroxidation of

membrane lipids by free radicals produced by rnyocytes, endothelium and invading
leukocytes, further destabilizes the membrane and predisposes it to rupture as the final
e~ent'~~.'? This progression is influenced at least in part by the adrenergic nervous
system.

Acute coronary occlusion is followed by an increase in the population of

membrane-associated beta- and dpha-adrenergic receptors and also results in an increase
in the release of norepinephrine from nerve endings'05. These processes in association
with the previously descnbed electrolytes alterations c m contribute to the progression of
ischernic injury and the genesis of ventricular arrhythrnias?

2.1.4.1.5.3 Hypertension

The data on P-receptor changes in the myocardium of hypertensive patients are
conflicting and differ according to the mode1 of hypertension studied. Reports of no
change, increases and decreases in numbers ancilor ligand affinity or response have been
published207. Simpson and colleagues in earlier studies have advocated that the major
changes occur with a-adrenergic recepton and reported al-mediated hypertrophy in rat
isolated rnyocytes-'08.2092

10
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2.1.4.1.6 Alpha-adrenergic Receptors
The presence of a-adrenergic recepton in the myocardium has been demonstrated in
many laboratones. mainly by radioligand binding studies from which it is now evident
that a-stimulation can result in significant effects on the myocardium-'1

1.112

. However.

the magnitude of contractile response is smdl relative to those produced by k a sîimulation. In the myocardium, there is a predominance of the a-1 subtype alihough
studies in other tissues have reveaied a large variety of a-1 recepton. including al,, a l b .
al, and a l d subtypes. There is also evidence that recepton are linked to G proteins,

however different subtypes are not linked to the sarne effector mechani~rns"~.
The positive inotropic effects elicited by alpha-adrenergic stimulation are
associated with increases in transarcolemmal Ca* influx, however an increase in

h has

not been documented in isolated rnyocytes by patch-clamp or whole ce11 recording?
Nevertheless. specific Ca" channel blockers antagonize the positive inotropic effects
without aitering a-agonist binding, suggesting that alpha-stimulation enhances voltagedependent Ca"

influx via mechanisms other than a direct effect on Cau channels.

possibly mobilizing Ca" frorn intracellular stores?

K currents.
Alpha-adrenergic stimulation has been shown to alter several '

It

inhibits I,, (and therefore prolongs the action-potential duration and causes an increase in

Ca" transient). reduces I ~ ~ and
" ~ stimulates
.
the Na+/K' pump current'".

2.1.4.1.6.1 Effects Via G Proteins
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The predominant physiological effect of a-adrenergic

receptors are attenuated or

abolished by pretreatment with pertussin toxin. suggesting that the receptor binds G
proteins. Reports on guanine nucleotide effects have suggested this receptor is coupled to
adenylate cyclase via Gi, and therefore inhibiting the catalytic activity of the enzyme.
Thus, there are two ways by which a-stimulation c m reduce CAMPlevels: via inhibition
of adenylate cyclase and d s o by enhancing phosphodiesterase activation?

The negative

chronotropic effects of a-stimulation in canine Purkinje fibres and neonatal ventricular
rat myocytes are associated with a 41 kDa pertussis toxin substrate. and absence of this
substrate or pretreatment with pertussis toxin results in a positive inotropic response to
a-stimulation, sirnilar to muscarinic cholinergic stimu~ation"~.On the other hand, other
actions elicited via the a-adrenergic

receptor such as activation of phosphoinositol

hydrolysis, are not altered by pertussin toxin2''.

This variability of response suggests that

multiple G proteins may be involved in mediating these effects and that different G
proteins rnay be linked to specific alpha-receptor subtypes2".

2.1.4.1 A.2 Effects Via Phosphoinositol Hydrolysis
There has been evidence from a number of ce11 types that alpha-adrenergic effects are
mediated by hydrolysis of inositol-containing phospholipids. It has k e n proposed that
a-agonist

binding stimulates phosphodiesteric (via phospholipase C) hydrolysis of

phosphatidylinositol 4,5-biphosphate, resulting in the formation of 1.2-diacylglycerol

(DAG) and inositol 1.4.5-triphosphate (IF3). compounds which have k e n shown to
function as second messengers. DAG stimulates the activity of protein kinase C , which
will result in several protein phosphorylations and IP3 results in mobilization of
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Recent studies have suggested that the rapid formation of IP3is

associated with the transient positive inotropic effect of a! stimulation in papillary muscle.
which is not affected by nifedipine, suggesting that IPjmobilizes Ca* from intracellular
stores. It seems that IP3 can stimulate Caf+ release from the SR; however this effect
seems to be rather small, it is not known if it is sufficient to mediate the fiinctional effects
of alpha-stimulation'?

2.1.4.1.6.3 Changes in Pathological States

There is relatively less information about the behavior of a-receptors in the diseased
hem. than there is on P-receptors.

Early studies have reveaied an increase in the number

of a-receptors in the ischernic or hypoxic myocardium: and more recently. these findings
have been reported in rats following coronary artery occlusion a t moderate and severe
stages of congestive heart f a i ~ u r e ~ ~ 'Other
.
reports describe unchanged or reduced
response following agonist s t i r n ~ l a t i o n ' ~ .
A recent report studied a?-receptors located in the presynaptic nerve terrninals in

the heart rather than focusing on the a-receptors located in the myocytes.

These

receptors are known to inhibit the release of norepinephnne (NE) from these tenninals.
The siudy dernonstrated that not only is NE elevated in congestive h e m failure patients,

but when an a-blocker

is given. the levels of NE increase hrther, resulting in a

significant positive inotropic effect not seen in patients with normal ventricular hnction.
The authors used a non-specific a-receptor blocker, phentolamine. injected into the
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coronary vessels of patients undergoing routine diagnostic coronary angiography.
Phentolarnine not only produced increased contractility in patients with congestive heart
failure. but also induced an increase in coronary sinus NE concentration without any
change in arterial NE levels. It was proposed that NE released by neurons stimulates
inhibitory presynaptic aradrenergic receptors. resulting in a local feedback mechanism.
that limits further release of norepinephrine. Phentolarnine, by blocking presynaptic
aradrenergic

receptors. interrupts this mechanism. producing a further increase in

cardiac neuronal release of NE, which was measured as an increase in the concentration
of norepinephrine in the coronary sinus blood. This study has raised important questions
regarding the mechanism proposed. e.g., how the increase in NE levels acts in a
desensitized p-receptor-adenylyl cyclase system. as well as the long term risks of a high
adrenergic drive treatment in these

2.1.4.2 Cholinergic Receptors

Parasympathetic regulation differs from sympathetic in that there is much more vxiability
in response of different cardiac tissue to parasympathetic than to sympathetic stimulation.
Al1 tissues of the hem seem to have sirnilar responses to beta-stimulation whereas
ventricular tissue is much less responsive to cholinergic stimulation than atrial tissue.
Choline esters are potent in reducing heart rate and exert powerfûl negative inotropism in

atrial tissue. whereas they produce minimal inotropic and electrophysiologic effects on
isolated ventricular tissues. in the absence of sympathetic stimulation. Because of the
relatively small effects of muscarinic agonists in ventricular tissues, the muscarinic
antiadrenergic effect is pronounced relative to the effeci seen with muscarinic agonists
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This magnification of muscarinic effect during simultaneous sympathetic

stimulation is termed accentuated antagonism. These differences in responses suggest
that multiple subcellular mechanisms mediate the cardiac effects of muscarinic
stimulation, and only some of these subcellular mechanisms are shared by atrial and
ventricular tissues.

2.1.4.2.1 Muscarinic Receptors

The differences in atrial and ventricular responses cannot be explained by topographïcal
distribution differences arnong the different regions of the heart. Radioligand binding
assays have demonstrated that muscarinic receptors exist in both atria and ventricles, with
ventricular density at least similar to atria density. It d s o appears that in most species, the
majority of these receptors are M2 receptors with exception of the chick h e m , which are
M p 5

Binding assays have also revealed that the interaction of agonists with muscarinic
recepton is much more complex than that of antagonists, suggesting that the receptors
exist in multiple States in terms of their interaction with agonists. The analysis of the
curves relating the occupancy of muscarinic receptors with agonist concentration suggest
that the same binding sites that interact with antagonists in a uniform manner interact
with agonists heterogeneously, and differ markedly from the simple mas-action
relationship. At least two binding sites (high and low affinity) have been described in
several organs, including heart, and they seem interconvertible.
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The interaction of guanine nucieotides, presurnably via G proteins, with
muscarinic receptors might be a mechanism for coupling the receptor to intracellular
effectors.

In recent studies, muscarinic receptors purified from brain have k e n

reconstituted with Go or Gi in phospholipid vesicles?

2.1 -4.2.1.1 Effects on Ion Channels
The electrophysiologic and inotropic effects of muscarinic activation in mammalian atrial
myocytes appear to be mediated predorninantly by alterations in the outward K' current
(IK)
and the inward Ca* current

(b).
In atrial

tissues, increases in IK result in earlier

repolarization of the membrane, shortening of the action potential duration and decreases
in contractility. Parallel effects on IK and b have been noted (increase in IK and decrease
in

ka) with increasing concentrations of acetylcholine, but the effect on Ic. was not

reproducible in isolated ventncular myocytes. Thus, these effects on b and IK appear to
be concentration dependent. at least in atnd myocytes2'.
Studies using the pertussis toxin as a marker of G protein binding have brought
several Iines of evidence suggesting that G proteins (presurnably Gi) can directly activate

K
' channels or act through its subunits. This activation did not require ATP or free GTP,
suggesting that intracellular second messengen or protein phosphorylation do not mediate
these effects. These studies provide strong evidence for direct activation of myocardial
778

K' channels (KAch)by activated G proteins or its subunits--

2.1.4.2.1.2 Effects via Cyclic GMP

779

'--

.
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It was first shown that cyclic-GMP (cGMP) levels in cardiac tissue could be elevated by
activation of muscarinic r e ~ e ~ t o r s " ~This
. original observation of muscarinic-induced
increases in cGMP levels in cardiac tissues was confimed and extended by subsequent
studies in hearts from a variety of species; whether this muscarinic-induced elevation of
cGMP has any physiologie role remained controvenial"'.

It was concluded that cGMP

seems to mirnic the effect of acetylcholine on action potentiai configuration and alten
contractility in rat atrial rnyocytes; it was also suggested that it was capable of
antagonizing the electrophysiologic, inotropic and metabolic actions of beta agonists3'.
Nevertheless. if cGMP is involved in mediating some of the effects of muscarïnicreceptor stimulation in the heart, the biochemical mechanism(s) by which this occurs
remains unknown. It is hypothesized that, andogous to the CAMP-dependent protein
kinase system. cGMP interacts with a specific protein kinase, which in tum
phosphorylates substrates and alters protein function. There are only a few possible
rnechanisms: either cGMP, after alteration of its level due to muscarinic stimulation,
could modiQ protein fùnction and physioiogy of the hem: or cGMP and its intracellular
effectors could be compartmentaiized; or yet cGMP does not mimic choline esters.
Two

enzymes

regulate

cyclic

GMP: guanylate cyclase

and

cGMP

phosphodiesterase. Guanylate cyclase occua in two forms: as membrane-bound and
cytoplasmic enzymes in cardiac tissues. Sodium nitroprusside is known to stimulate only
the soluble enzyme, providing support for the notion of different cellular pools of cGMP
that can be selectiveiy modified by certain agents.

It has also been suggested that Ca*

may play a role as an intennediary between the muscarinic receptor and cGMP. however

other studies have shown Cau inhibition of guanylate cyclase. Although Cau is required
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for muscarinic-induced increases in cGMP levels, the physiologicd response to
rnuscarinic stimulation is either no change or a decrease in contractile state, without a
generdized increase in intracellular Ca* concentration.
recepton leads to Ca*

if activation of muscarinic

mobilization, this must happen in Iocalized pools, because

contractile proteins d o not appear to be affectedZ3.

2.1.4.2.1.3 Effects via Phosphatidyl-inositol Hydrolysis
The administration of muscarinic agonists to intact myocardiai preparations results in
stimulation of p hosphatidyl-inosi toi hydrol ysis 120.166 .

Several studies have linked

muscarinic stimulation and phosphatidyl-inositol hydrolysis either via radioactive

(3'~

and [3~]-inositol)or quantification of accumulation of inositol phosphates. However,
oxotremorine, a complete muscarinic agonist (as per inhibition of adenylyl cyclase and
negative chronotropic effects) produces only submaximal formation of inosirol
phosphates"u.

The functionai significance of phosphatidyl-inositol hydrolysis remains to

be established.

2.1.4.2.1.4 Muscarinic Inhibition of Adenylyl Cyclase and CAMP
Muscarinic inhibition of adenylyl cyclase was first shown in preparations of canine
myocardium in which carbachol inhibited boih basal and epinephrïne-stimulated adenylyl
cyclase activitY?

Evidence now exists that muscarinic receptors are coupled to adenylyl

cyclase via a Gi regdatory protein. An additional potential mechanism for a muscarinic
decrease in CAMP levels is stimulation of CAMP phosphodiesterase activity, but lirnited
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data are available and studies examining this possibility in intact cells have yielded
conflicting resultsZ6.
Acetylcholine

reverses

epinephnne-induced

Acetylcholine also attenuated the incorporation of

phosphorylation

3 ' ~into

of

T~I~'.

phospholamban induced by

isoproterenol while antagonizing the intropic effects of the cate~holamines'~~.Thus.
muscarinic

agonists c m

antagonize catecholarnine-induced phosphorylation of

myocardia! ce11 proteins, which may be involved in mediating the positive inotropic
effects of catecholamines. It is not likely that this attenuation in protein phosphorylation
(and therefore in CAMPlevels), can be entirely the result of muscarinic stimulation only.

The hypothesis of phosphatase activation seems plausible but no study has addressed this
question specifically.

2.2 Beta-adrenergic Receptor Blocking Drugs
Beta-blockers have several clinicd indications in a variety of specialties, presumably due
to the widespread distribution of P-receptors in the human body. In cardiology, betaadrenergic antagonism is used mainly in the management of angina pectoris.
hypertension, myocardiai infarction. arrhythrnia and also has a potential role in the
treatrnent of congestive heart failure. Since the introduction of propranolol, almost 30
years ago, beta-blockers have demonstrated the most consistent beneficial effect on
sudden death and cardiac rnortality in a wide range of cardiovascular diseases. New
agents still continue to be studied and introduced into clinical practice.
There are several beta-blockers and a phamiacological discussion on al1 types of
agents available today is beyond the scope of this manuscript. Instead, a dissertation on
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general pharmacological characteristics common to al1 beta-blockers with focus on their
applications in cardiology will be given. The characteristics and use of esmolol will be
emphasized in separate section.

2.5.1 Classification of B-adrenergic Blocking Agents

in 1948 Ahlquist first suggested that there were two "distinct types of adrenotropic
receptors" based on physiological parameters which defined their relative responsiveness
to a series of sympathornimetic amines. The a-adrenergic receptor was characterized by
its preferences to epinephrine relatively to norepinephrine and isoproterenol.

The

p-receptor, in its tum. was more selective for isoproterenol than for epinephrine and
n ~ r e ~ i n e ~ h r i n eIn
' ~ ~1967
.
evidence based on the relative affinity of P-receptors to
epinephrine and norepinephrine produced a further subclassification into P-1 and P-2
s ~ b t ~ ~ e The
s ' ~B-1
~ . receptors that were found in mammalian cardiac and adipose tissue
displayed approximately equai affinities for epinephrine and norepinephrine. whereas the
P-2 subtype. found in trachea and vascular smooth muscle, had considerably higher

affinity for epinephnne than for norepinephnne. The implicit concept of receptor subtype
homogeneity within organs subsisted until 1972. when pharmacological evidence of the
existence of functional el and P-2 receptors was presented in experiments performed in
the cat heart?

The B-3 subtype h a now k e n identified, isolated and expressed in

Chinese hamster ovary ce11 line"'.

Norepinephrine is still the most potent agonist,

however propranolol seems to have little antagonistic effect. It has been suggested that
the P-3 receptors c m mediate vasodilation in dogs, but the human P-3-receptor

seems to
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respond differently than other species studied (rats, mice, dogs and cats). and its hnction
in the heart has not k e n establishedX3.
Blocking agents have then k e n classified as "El-selective" or "p-inespecific"
(a slightly inappropriate use of the term, since specificity implies mainly that the

B-blocking agent does not interfere with the actions of other agonists such as histamine
or acetylcholine).

Most of the antagoriism mediated by P-blockers

is through

cornpetitive binding and the concept of selectivity towards one subtype or the other
became popular in clinical practice.

Agents with higher affinity for P-1-recepton

became 'cardiac-specific', and this selectivity is still expressed as 8-1/P-2
became clear that '$-1-selectivity'

ratios, as it

was dose-dependent. Beta-1 blocking agents can

produce bronchospasrn in clinical practice, but the relative lack of 8-2 activity allows
revend by selective P-2-agonism.

Esmolol is considered a highly selective

P-1-blocking agent with a P- l/&2 ratio of 35.
Great effort has been directed towards the development of beta-blocken with less
effect on heart rate and cardiac output (which can be achieved by a property described as
pïirtial agonism (PA) or intrinsic sympathornimetic activity); and drugs that c m produce

vascular smooth muscle relaxation (either via P-2-induced

relaxation, a-blockade or

some non-adrenoceptor mediated inhibition of vascular smooth muscle tone). Betablockers then began being classified according to potency, tolerability, and hypotensive
effects somewhat apart from pure specificity. affinity or selectivity.
acebutolol are exarnples of B-1-selective

Esmolol and

P-blockers that act as partial agonists, whereas

pindolol, carteolol and penbutolol also present PA but are non-selective. Nadolol, timolol
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and propranolol are non-selective agents that lack PA and labetalol and carvedilol are
examples of non-selective agents with vasodilating properties'u.

2.2.2 Cardiovascular Effects of p-blockade
The main determinants of the net hemodynamic effects of beta-blockers c m be
summarized as (i) the level of sympathetic stimulation prier to P-blockade; (ii) the speed
of onset of &blockade; (iii) the underlying type and degree of cardiac disorder: (iv) and
the pharmacologie profile of the eblocking agent, such as PA, p-1-selectivity

or

vasorelaxant effects. Classically, the reference agent Propranolol in normal subjects at
rest at doses in 0.17rngkg i.v. will produce a 20% reduction in heart rate and cardiac
output. a reduction of mean arterial pressure of 15% a 34% reduction in the LV stroke
minute work.

A 6% decrease in oxygen consumption, a 12% increase in A-V Or

difference and a small rise in venous pressure"5 may also accompany these effects.
Clinicaily. these are much more remarkable when measured as reversal of the effects of
sympathornimetic drugs or exercise, due to the cornpetitive antagonistic mechanism of
action of the beta-blockers.

2.2.2.1 Effects on Heart Rate
Srnall bolus i.v. administration of P-blockers can reduce the average resting heart rate by
10-12 beatshinute, however heart rate is a misleading parameter by which to assess betablockade in chronic therapy, since the net effect on the heart rate is, during beta-blockade,
much more dependent of the amount of endogenous resting vagal tone. Beta-blockers
(propranolol) affect not only the discharge rate of the S A node but also reduce the
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conduction speed of the impulse. Agents such as pindolol or xamoterol which possess
PA, produce no prolongation of the SA node recovery time or A-V conduction. Sotalol is
unique in that it has class iiI effects in addition to class II electrophysiological actions
mainly due to its effects on K+channels resulting in prolongation of the refractory period
which may lead to arrhythmias such as long-QT syndrome and the serious "torsade de
pointes".

2.2.2.2 Effects on Contractility of Acute and Chronic P-blockade
A remarkable reduction in cardiac output follows acute administration of beta-blockers,

mainly due to their effects on h e m rate and contractililty. The physiological mechanism
of acute blockade has been described above. From a clinical perspective, subsequent
chronic levels of P-blockade. will be dependent upon: the pnor degree of catecholamine
stimulation; the presence or not of previous ventricular dysfunction: proportion and
distribution of adrenoceptors in the heart, and the pharmacological propenies of the
b-blocker being used.

Animal experiments. where cardiac work was increased by

exercise of volume loading, have showed that acute p-blockade may induce increases in
cardiac output. via an increase in the end-diastolic volume and suoke work, a response
explained by the Frank-Starling mechanism.

Sirnilar effects have been observed in

hypertensive humans treated with atenolol, in which the cardiac index was reduced
approx. 15%but the stroke index increased up to 30% '?
Echocardiography provides an additional assessrnent of ventricular function by
measuring the movement of the LV wall. In patients who responded to exercise with
increased LV ejection-fraction. atenolol reduced this increase at a dose of LOO rndday.

-
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The same dose administered to patients with severe impairment of LV function (minimal
increase of ejection-fraction to exercise) produced an incremental effect on ejectionfraction upon exercise. In patients with normal systolic contraction, propranolol reduced
systolic wall motion with little diastolic effects; in patients with ischemic hem disease
and diastolic dysynergy. it prolonged the isovolurnic relaxation period and aggravated the
uncoordinated relaxation. Prolonged treatment of essentiaily hypertensive patients with
atenolol produced significant reduction in cardiac m a s and improved LV ejectionfraction. reduced wall stress and increased circurnferential fibre shorteningas. In patients
with idiopathic cardiomyopathy acute &blockade results in an early rise in left-atrium
pressures secondary to reduction in cardiac output. however chronic therapy ( 1 month to
1 year) leads to a graduai improvement in the reduced ejection fraction?

2.2.2.3 Effects on the Vasculature
Beta-adrenoceptors are found predominantly in resistance vessels of skeletal musculature,
coronary arteries and in splanchnic circulation vessels. Their activation causes relaxation
of vascular smooth muscle.

Assessrnent of the effects of beta-blockade on the

vasculature are less difficult to rneasure because the net vascular tone results from the
interaction of several control mechanisms, which include: (i) post-synaptic a-1- and
a-2-mediated

vasoconstriction; (ii) presynaptic activity of a-2-mediated

inhibition of

norepinephrine release; (iii) circulating levels of epinephrine and norepinephrine; (iv)
effects of other substances such as prostaglandins, thromboxane, endotheline, NO,
adenosine; and (v) local metabolic activity and metabolites which can produce significant
local effects. Moreover, the effects of P-blockade will depend on the prevailing
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conditions at the time of drug administration and on the intrinsic pharmacologie
properties of the &blocker.

2.2.2.3.1 Skeletal Muscle Vasculature
Skeletal muscle vasculature contain mainly P-2-receptors

that mediate vasodilation

which is can be counteracted by propranolol dunng neural stimulation or epinephrine
infusion. In exercising subjects. propranolol given systemically reduces muscle blood

flow. When given directly into the blood vesse1 suppiying the exercising muscle, it does
not alter flow, whereas a small neurogenic effect on small resistance vessels could be
dernonstrated experimentallJ I 5 .

In general, it seems that in humans B-blocken have less

effects on vessels that supply voluntary muscle. An effect on smooth muscle may be
present depending on the class of agent. Selective p-l-blockers and those with partialagonism or a- and

B-

blocking properties cause a moderate increase in arterial

compliance, whereas non-selective agents have minimal effects"'.

2.2.3.3.2 Coronary Vasculature
The adventitia of the coronary tree contains many nerves distributed throughout the
circumference of the large artenes. The nerve plexus appears to corne directly in contact
with the media only in srniiller arteries. In the distal arteries. the plexus forms two nerve
strands, which seem characteristic of small coronary artenes and terminate in close
apposition to the media.

Cardiac veins, however, seem to have little adrenergic
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i n n e r ~ a t i o n ' ~ ~Beta-1
.
and 8-2 recepton exist in the coronary vasculature of cats, dogs,
pigs and humans. The primary effect of &blockade on coronary flow is a reduction
proportional to the

B-

effect on heart rate and contractility.

A question remains if

pl-stimulation produces or enhances a-mediated coronary vasoconstriction. A study
on ischemic patients (whose angina was triggered by the cold-pressor test) has concluded
that propranolol increases coronary vascular resistance.

On the other hand, coronary

dynarnic studies showed an overall lack of effect of both propranolol and atenolol with no
significant coronary vasoconstriction

"5.

On the basis of current evidence. it appears that

the major effect of 8-blockade on coronary vasculature occun secondary to (and
proportional to) the reduction in myocardial work.

2.2.2.3.3 Splanchnic Circulation
It seems that the 8-2 subtype dominates the widespread population of B-receptors found
in viscerd vessels.

Administration of isoproterenol in a canine experimental mode1

caused an increase in blood flow in the gastro-intestinal tract mainly in the stomach, and
to a lesser extent in caudal portions of the mesenterium. In humans. propranolol reduces
splanchnic circulation and potentates epinephrine-mediated vasoconstriction.

Beta- 1

antagonism with atenolol and rnetoprolol have lesser effects, but propranolol
administration has been shown to elevate p o n d pressure up to 25% in cirrhotic patients
participating in a study evaluating reduction of bleeding from esophageal varicosities "'.

2.2.2.3.4 Cerebrd Circulation
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Autoregdatory mechanisrns dominate the control of cerebral blood flow and propranolol

has no clinically important effects. Studies carried out with systematic administration of
propranolol in monkeys have documented a reduction of cerebral blood flow of 5%
despite a 25% reduction of cardiac output'49. Ln another study Propranolol did not impair
autoregulatory mechanisrns in patients surviving stroke but intracarotideal injection has
k e n shown to produce a small reduction of blood flow ''?

2.2-2-3.5Effects on Blood Volume and Na' Homeostasis
The proximal and distai rend tubes have sympathetic innervation mediated by
breceptors, which results in sodium excretion and increased urine flow. In dogs. the
acute administration of propranolol significantly reduced sodium excretion, cardiac
output and increased rend vascular resistance.

In humans. it has been shown that

propranolol does not alter the maximal rate of sodium excretion but reverses its pattern of
excretion.

Although alterations in sodium handling, reductions in renin release in

hypertensive patients, and reductions of circulating levels of aldosterone could be
demonstrated, prolonged administration of propranolol has produced no consistent
alterations in circulating volume in h u m a s

"?

2.2.2.4 Effects on the Respiratory Systern
Activation of alpha-adrenoceptors mediate branchial constriction whereas p-stimulation
results in relaxation.

The presence of P-1-receptors

radioligand binding studies but P-2-receptors
tract. In asthmatic subjects, p-1-seiective

has been demonstrated by

are said predominant in the respiratory

antagonists induce less bronchoconstriction
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than do nonselective antagonists in adequate cardiac P-blocking doses.

Comparing

propranolol, practolol, and bevantolol, Mackay observed that the p-1-seiective

agents

reduced heart rate as much as did propranolol but did not alter the salbutamolol dose ratio
for airways c o n d u c t a n ~ e ~Clinically,
~.
however, the current unequivocal advice is that
hypertensive patients with reversible ainvay disease should be rnanaged with alternative
therapy fiat, because P-1-mtagonism

is capable of producing bronchospasm in an

unpredictable fashion. with possible death due to status nsmnticus. in susceptible patients.
This spasm is likely to be less severe (and reversible with P-2-agonists

administration)

than that caused by propranolol. but still in such patients p-blocking are not considered
first line agents for the treatment of hypertension"s.

2.2.2.5 Effects on Metabolism
Adrenotropic receptors are also involved in the metabolisrn of lipids, carbohydrates, and
proteins either directly or indirectly via modulation of the release of hormones such as
insulin. glucagon, gastrin. growth hormone, adrenocorticotrophic hormone, and
thyroxine. The nonselective blocker propranolol blocks the increase of circulating levels
of glucose, free fatty acids, insulin and g~ucagon"3."" . The classic effect of isoproterenol
in adipose tissue is lipolysis, mediated by P3-receptors,
P-2-receptors
Selective

P-

even though P-1-

and

are found in adipose cells in the omentun and subcutaneous tissue"'.
1-antagonism are less effective in blocking isoproterenol-induced lipolysis

than blocking h e m rate response in isolated atria3'.'5'.
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Propranolol acts on plasma lipoproteins by blocking the epinephnne-mediated
reduction on VLDL (very low density lipoprotein), either directly on the hepatocyte or via
suppression of pancreatic insulin release, or reduction of clearance of triglycerides via its
hemodynamic effects.

In chronic non-selective P-blocking therapy, the ratio total

cholesteroVHDL is raised, there is a mean increase of 20% in total VLDL and
triglycerides levels and 1 1% reduction of HDL cholesterol. Beta-l selective agents may
produce lesser effects but with the same chanctei-istics ? The clinical importance of
these data is not established. The $-blocker heart attack trial (BHAT) confimed that
propranolol caused a 6% reduction in HDL levels and a 17% increase in plasma
triglycende levels. but this has had little effect in modifying the 20% reduction in
morbidity and mortaiity in the cohort of patients"4.
Prolonged administration of propranolol does not alter fasting levels of insulin.
but rnay alter fasting plasma glucose levels and glucose tolerance, especially under
conditions of extreme stress, prolonged (> 24h) fasting and severe sustained exerciseX5.
Propranolol may cause a delay in the return of the plasma glucose level due to an
enhanced glucose uptake without an increase in glucose mobilization, because of its
suppressive effect on counterregulatory mechanisms, which are epinephrine-mediated.
These effects are also less important with p-1-selective

blockade. In diabetic patients,

the incidence of adverse metabolic reaction to B-blocking agents is low, however the
warning tachycardia and palpitations of hypoglycemia are abolished?
Non-selective P-blocking therapy can also alter hormonal release either by
blocking p-receptor mediated effects or indirectly by enhancing a-mediated effects.
Beta-receptor activation increases the release of thyrotropin-releasing hormone and
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parathyroid hormone but suppresses growth hormone release.

The antrai release of

gastrin is also decreased by P-blocker therapy, however there is no evidence that
prolonged P-1-blocker

therapy c m adversely affect the rote of hormones in controlling

homeostasis "'.

2 - 2 - 2 6Effects on Central Nervous System

Chronic administration of propranolol has been associated with higher incidence of
dreams. insomnia, occasional hallucinations, and depressions5.

The specific central

P-adrenoceptor involved in such disturbances in unknown, however the alterations in the
sleeping patterns are typically associated with suppression of REM (rapid-eye movement)
periods of sleep. It has also been suggested that atenolol may interfere with recent
memoryx6 but this has not been confirmed.

The acute administration of different

P-blockers c m also slow the central nervous system reaction-time. but this appears to
dirninish during prolonged therapy. The degree of lethargy also seems dependent on the
hydrophobicity of the agent. Hydrophilic agents such as sotalol, nadolol, and atenolol are
associated with significant fewer effects3'.

7.2.3 Non P-adrenoceptor Properties of P-Blockers

Man y are the possible structures capable of interacting with the P-receptor and there fore
achieve some level of P-blockade, with or without selectivity. It is therefore plausible
that these structures may have additional pharmacologicai properties. This in fact, is true

for many of the compounds available today. [nitiaily, the clinical differentiation that
mattered was the selectivity issue.

With an increasing number of agents becoming
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available, the ancillary or additional pharmacological properties of p-blocken have also
k e n exploited clinically. Characteristics such as "membrane stabilizing" effects and
vasorelaxant properties which are common to many compounds will be discussed.

2.2.3.1 Membrane-stabilizing Properties

The term "'quinidine-like" properties was first coined by Vaughn ~ i l l i a m s " ~who
observed that propranolol depressed the rate of rise and overshoot of the transmernbrane
action potential in rabbit atria. an effect analogous to that of quinidine. Propranolol
requises a concentration of 1 0 - ~ M to depress phase O of the action potential in the frog
nerve and leads to slowing of conduction. At these concentrations, propranolol is even
more potent than procaine as a local anesthetic, and when applied at the conjuntival sac,
causes a dose-dependent inhibition of the comeal reflex

"?

This phenornenon has also

been termed as "lidocaine-like", alluding to the local mesthetic characteristics observed.

In generai, p-blockers differ markedly in their actions on the action-potential. and
this h a been correlated with their liposolubility. The positive and negative isomers of
propranolol show a 100-fold difference in receptor affinity. however their iipophilicity

and thus their effects on the action-potential are sirnilar.
P-blockers do not present such an effect

"5.

In contrast, hydrophilic

Until today. the clinical importance of

lipophilicity has relied on absorption, distribution, and metabolism of the different agents
mainly with interest to the posology of different agents. The secondary effects under
these conditions lose their importance, vis à vis the high doses required for these effects
to become apparent. Lipophilic agents tend to have higher rates of intestinal absorption,
extensive hepatic first-pass merabolism. and are highly bound to plasma proteins.

-
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Because of this, and in the absence of active metabolites, they also tend to have shorter
serum half-lives relative to hydrophilic p-blocken. These characteristics are typical of
propranolol, alprenolol. and metoprolol. On the other hand, hydrophilic agents such as
sotolol. atenolol. and nadolol may present lower absorption rates. minimal protein
binding ratios and minimal hepatic metabolism.

Further. reduced lipophilicity aiso

results in lesser potentid accumulation in the central nervous system and fewer
neurological side-effectsZ9.

2.2.3.2 Vasorelaxant Properties

The pre- and post-synaptic mediated regdation of a and

P

receptors exerted by the

afferent sympathetic system keeps the neuronal release of norepinephrine under tight
control. Beta-blockers can alter this balance in a variety of ways either via P-receptor
selectivity or via intrinsic properties of the agent. such as additional a-stimulation or
blocking effect or even selective P-2 partial agonism. Non-selective agents c m enhance
a-mediatrd

vasoconstriction,

block

P-2-mediated

vasodilation,

and

block

P-2-mediated

bronchodilation. Beta- 1 selective agents will have, in a dose-dependent

fashion, fewer effects on these mechanisms. Agents like delevalol and celiproloi c m
cause vascular smooth muscle relaxation due to their selective P-2-agonism

effect.

whereas agents such as labetalol, carvedilol and amosulol may produce similar results by
blocking a-mediated

vasoconstriction, due to their intrinsic a-mediated

blocking

capabilities. Carvedilol has been subject of special attention because of in addition to its
a-blocking characteristics, it also seems to have antioxidant properties, making it a
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. Beta-blockers can produce ancillary

effects not mediated through p-receptors. Nipradilol can mediate vasorelaxation through
a nitrodilatory mechanism, in a manner similar to prizidolol and rnindo~ol"~.

2.2.4 Metabolism
Apart from being classified by their pharmacological properties of specificity, selectivity,
potency and biophysical characteristics such hydrollipophilicity, beta-blocking agents can
dso be classified by their metabolic fate. A variety of metabolic clearances occurs for
different compounds (including either hepatic or renal metabolism and/or excretion) in
association with differing degrees of first-pass metabolism in the liver and active renal
excretion. The majority of compounds available today have extensive or moderate
(above 50%) hepatic metabolism. Examples of this group are propranolol. metoprolol,
betaxolol, acebutolol, labetalol, bevantolol, bucindolol. and carvedilol. Each of these
have characteristics that must be judged and weighed by the prescribing physician as
being more or less applicable for the patient receiving the therapy. For example, the
products of propranolol degradation include more than 15 metabolites (which in general,
do not have significant clinical repercussions). Acebutolol, a p-1-selective with intrinsic
partial agonism however, produces an active metabolite. diacetalol. which has a half-life
of 8-12 h. Most products of labetalol metabolization are conjugates and are excreted in
the bilis, only 5% will have renal excretion. Atenolol is excreted almost exclusively by
the kidney and 90% in an unchanged form. The fate of esrnolol is independent of liver or
kidney metabolism, because blood estearases transform it into a clinically inactive
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metabolite excreted unchanged in the urinea5. The details o f the metabolism of esmolol
will be discussed in a separate section (section 2.6).
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2.3 Cardiac Surgery
Operations on the heart are arnong the most complicated surgical procedures.

The

surgical repair of cardiac structures and the process of revascularization of the
myocardium is complex and difficult, not mainiy due to the surgical technique per se. but
rather to d l the apparatus and infra-structure that has to be in place and available to
perform cardiac surgery safely and successfully. Not taking into account al1 the efforts
undertaken during

investigation, diagnosis and clinical

indication of surgery

preoperatively, the intra- and post-operative care periods are fundamental to the outcome
of the patient undergoing cardiac interventions. In this section, we will discuss intraoperative aspects of cardiac surgery, mainly related to extra-corporeal circulation.
cardioplegia and anesthetic management of the patient during surgery, which are pertinent
to the work developed in this thesis.
The history of cardiac surgery blends into the history of hypothemia and
extracorporeal circulation. Before the advent of these stntegies. very little could be done
in terms of surgery on the beating heart. Cardiac surgery as we know today was bom in
the early 50's with the initiai work of Bigelow on extracorporeal circulation and
hypothemiia. Further, Melrose introduced the concept of elective cardiac arrest and
coined the term 'cardioplegia' or 'cardioplegic solutions' for solutions that cm arrest the
heart and allow better exposure and the access to the internai structures. Since then,
cardiac surgery has expanded in al1 industrialized countnes and has continued to evolve at
a very rapid pace. A great deal of research has been done and some of the most relevant
aspects of extracorporeal circulation, cardioplegia and myocardial protection will be
discussed in the paragraphs that follow.
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2.3.1. Extracorporeal Circulation
The early historicai aspects of cardiopulmonary bypass for cardiac surgery are not easily
described, and it is alrnost impossible to know who first had the idea of diverting the
circulation to an oxygenator outside the body and pump it back to the patient's arterial
system in order to allow surgery within the hem. The patient whose arterial blood flow
is temporarïly provided by means of a pump-oxygenator is in an abnonnal state that
affects most, if not d l , the body's physiologic processes. Throughout evolution, blood
has passed

only through channels Iined with endothelid

cells, but

during

cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB)it passes across non-endothelid foreign surfaces. As a
result of this and other factors, virtuaily ail the humoral and cellular components of the
inflanmatory response are activated acutely, and probably some of the more slowly
reacting specific immune responses are also activated, at least initially. Other darnaging
effects. such as the general stress response often seen after surgery and trauma may occur
to a major degree.
References to extracorporeal gas exchange date back to the late nineteenth
century. when in 1885 Frey and Gmber worked in an "oxygenator d e ~ i c e " ' ~ ~Serious
.
consideration, however, to the use of pump-oxygenators for cardiac surgery had to await
the development of modem anesthesia and modem surgical methods. Particularly
scientific developments, such as the discovery and use of heparin, and modem structural
materiais in instrumentation. Gibbon (Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston) was a
major contributor to the deveiopment of CPB and its first appearance in clinical practice

in the late 1930s. In 1953, he perfonned the first successful opention in which the
patient was totally supponed by CPB when he repaired an atrial septal defect in a young
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His four subsequent patients did not survive the operation for a variety of

problerns and he did not pursue. At the University of Minnesota, in the late 1940s Dennis
and Varco were also developing a pump-oxygenator for clinical use. in the early 1950s,
apparently at the same time as Gibbon. they performed the correction of what was thought
to be an atriai septal defect with the patient completely supported by CPB. The patient.
however, did not survive the operation. The autopsy found that the primary disease was
in fact a partid atriovenvicular canal defect and misinterpretation of the anatorny was the
'
senning2" were also
primary factor of the patient's death. h Stockholm, ~ j o r k ' ~ and
working on a pump-oxygenator system. Their work allowed Crafoord's early use of this
method for a successful removal of an atnal myxoma'67. After Dennis unsuccessful
effort, Lillehei and colleagues at the University of Minnesota developed the "azygos flow
prin~iple"'~~
and began working in the laboratory with cross-circulation using another
intact subject as the "oxygenator"

269.

In April 1954 he started a series of operations of

congenital heart disease using "controlled crosscirculation" and the mother or the father
as the "oxygenatoi'.

Kirklin and Barrat-Boyes began experimental work at the Mayo

Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota, also dunng the early 1950s. in 1955 they successfully
repaired a venincular septal defect and started the world's fint senes of intracardiac
operations using a pump-oxygenator for CPB'~'. Quickly, the field began to expand and
today approximately 1 million cardiac operations with CPB are performed per year,
worldwide.
During total CPB, a number of physiological variables are under direct extemai
control. in contnst to the situation in intact humans. These include total systernic blood
flow ("cardiac output"), input pressure waveform, systemic venous pressure, pulrnonary
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venous pressure, hematocrit of the initial pemisate and its chernical composition, arterid
oxygen, carbon dioxide, and nitrogen levels: temperature of the perfusate and of the
patient. A second group of partly controllable variables is detemiined by the patient and
includes systernic vascular resistance, total body oxygen consumption, mixed venous
oxygen Ievels, lactic acidernia and pH, regional and organ blood flow and regional and
organ function. A third group of Largely uncontrolled variables inciudes, to a certain
extent, al1 processes of inflammation and immunological response. Al1 these factors
make the patient undergoing extracorporeal circulation a unique organism that requires
close monitoring and detailed knowledge of the pathophysiology of the post-CPB state
during intense post-operative care.

2.3.2. Hypothermia

Interest in the clinical effects of hypothermia dates back to the end of the eighteenth

century when Cume described the use of body immersion in water at 7" C for the
treatment of fevej7' .
Hypothermia has played a major role in myocardial preservation for cardiac
operations since Bigelow fint proposed its value in this regard2'?

Pnor to the advent of

cardiopulmonary bypass, some cardiac operations were conducted with total body
immersion hypothermia which ailowed brkf intervals of total circulatory arrest.
Following the advent of cardiopulmonary bypass, hypothermia played a major role in
cardiac operations with use of a heat exchanger in the cardiopulmonary bypass circuit so
the body could be initially cooled and then r e w m e d at the conclusion of the procedure.
Additional topical cooling of the heart was achieved with irrigation of the pericardial wall
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with saline at 4' C which was then discarded fiom the operative field by a separate

suction system with care taken to keep the heart covered with wet gauze sponges except
at the site needed to conduct the operation-'73.274 . Subsequently, the technique was
modified by the addition of a single bolus of cold crystalloid cardioplegia administered at
the time of aortic c r o s ~ c l a r n ~ i n ~ "intermittent
~.
ischemic arrest is a variation on this

procedure that is generally combined with systernic and topical hypothermia with
intervals of aortic crossclamping of 10 to 20 minutes followed by intervals of reperfusion
of 3 to 5 minutes. Ideally, the heartbeat resumes during the intervals of reperfusion. This
technique was cornmon in the 1960s and into the 70s when it was generally replaced by
cold crystalloid cardioplegia although it is still being used by some surgeons?
According to a survey of clinical practice performed in 1977, 87% of respondents used
intermittent ischemic arrest for distal coronary ana~tornoses'~~.
When the survey was
repeated in 198 1.9 1% of those responding were using cold c ~ r d i o ~ l e ~ i a ' ~ ~ .
Another technique is that of hypothermic fibrillation where the myocardium and
the body temperature of the patient are maintained at 25' io 28" C

'79.

When this

technique is ernployed, it is imperative that a left ventricular vent be placed to prevent
distention of the left ventricle which would otherwise result in impaired distribution of
blood flow to the inner layers of the myocardium. Elevation or displacement of the h e m
will frequently render the aortic valve incompetent and result in cardiac distention if a
vent is not used. This technique is noi appropnate in hypertrophied hearts because
ventricular fibrillation in these hearts is associated with impaired coronary flow and
relative endocardial ischemia. This technique cannot be used in procedures requinng
opening of the aorta.
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The optimal rnyocardial temperature for rnyocardial preservation remains
controvenial. Using the isolated pemised rat hem, hypothermia to 0.5" C in the absence
of ischernia does not appear to be h a r d to the heart'80.

Heane could find no

significant increase in protection when the rnyocardial temperature was lowered below

25" C although there was some incremental advantage at 1 2 O

c'~'.'~'. Tyers

and

associates found that rnyocardial recovery was best when the myocardium was kept at 10"
to 15" c

' ~ Flaherty
~ . and CO-workersfound that a temperature of 27" C was as good as

temperatures of 20" C or 10" C for preservation of ventricular function during 60 minutes
of ischernia?

Although myocardial temperature can be maintained at

5 O

to 10" C in

experimental studies. this is not practical clinically. Clinicaily, temperatures of 12" to 20"
C c m redistically be attained and are used by many surgeons. Despite this cornmon

usage, it is still not clear whether this practice provides optimal protection.

2.3.3 Hyperkalemic Arrest
The use of hyperkalemia to arrest the h e m and facilitate cardiac operation was reported
in 1 9 ~ 5 ' ' ~following experimental studies in dogs using a Melrose heart-lung machine or
using a Langendorff apparatus for perfusion of hearts isolated from rabbits and other
species. Potassium citrate was used initially because potassium chlonde was not readily
available cornrnercially. Melrose concluded from these early experiments that the dose of
potassium citrate needed to be greater than 3 rnM. that there was no upper limit to the
safe concentration of potassium and that cardiac arrest continued for as long as potassium
citrate was present in the coronary circulation. He found a nomal beat was established
after simple reperfusion and stimuli such as calcium chlonde or adrenaiine were
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He concluded that 'Viis method may offer an opportunity for careiûl

surgery on the motionless heart without the danger of air embolism". Thus, the focus was
on avoiding the dreaded complication of air embolism and myocardiai preservation was
not considered an important component of the cardiac operation. In his series of studies
on dogs, Melrose added 77 mM potassium citrate to 20 mL of dog blood and infused the
solution into the crossclamped aorta. Clinical application of this technique of cardiac
arrest was adopted by a nurnber of surgeons. However. reports of myocardial necrosis
resulted in abandonment of the original m e t h ~ d ' ~ ~ . ' ~ ' . ~ ~ ~ .
Hoelscher, using the newly available electron microscope for ultrastructural
studies, found that ten minutes of ischernia at 37" C produced ultrastructural changes
while 40 minutes at 20" C produced no change and that 770 rnM potassium or sodium
citrate produced marked changes that were different from those of ischernia a l ~ n e ' ~ A
~.
srnaller dose (77 rnM) of sodium or potassium citrate produced less marked changes and
he concluded that citrate was darnaging the myocardium, not potassium. Hoelscher later
reportrd the effects of magnesium chloride-procaine amine or potassium citrate on the
myocardiurn in induced cardiac arrest. He used a bolus of 1 mgkg and 30 minutes of
ischemia and found that hearts arrested with potassium citrate showed poor function and
ultrastructural darnage whereas the use of rnagnesiurn/procaine resulted in no apparent
myocardial i n j u ~ y ' ~ ~ .
Bretscheneider also became interested in myocardial preservation in the early
1960s and formulated a major principle of myocardial preservation with his
understanding that the energy pool of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) and creatine
phosphate (PCr) could be preserved by arresting the hem. He chose to do this using a so-
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called "intracellular" type of electrolyte solution which induced cardiac arrest by reducing
transrnembrane gradients. He reduced the sodium to leave the membrane polarized,
reduced calcium to decrease energy consumption and added procaine to accelerate
asystole and stabilize the ce11 membrane. He measured myocardial ATP and PCr dunng
ischemia and showed that 120 minutes of ischemia was tolerated at a myocardial
temperature of 27" c'~'-'~'.
Sondergaard was struck by the logic of Bretschneider's work
and began using his technique clinically. In 1975 he reported 100 aortic valve procedures
involving ischemia of 80 to 120 minutes with 6% r n ~ r t a l i t f ~.~ There were only two
cardiac deaths with none of the other deaths showing myocardial injury at autopsy.
Sondergaard used Bretschneider No. 3 solution which contained 12 rnM sodium chloride.
10 m M potassium, 2 rnM magnesium. 7 mM procaine and mannitol 43.5 g/L. The heart
was precooled with a cold glucose solution and then infused with Bretschneider's
solution slowly by gravity over eight to ten minutes at

A0

C to allow the solution to

equilibrate with the tissues and abolish the transrnembrane gradients.
Another principle which Bretschneider provided was that of buffering the
cardioplegic solution-'94,295 . He used the amino acid histidine in combination with
histidine-HC1 and dernonstrated that several cardioplegic methods reduced the decay of
the high-energy phosphates by decreasing the energy demand of the myocardium relative
to pure ischemia. He demonstrated that the critical ATP content of left ventricuiar
myocardium was 4 W

g wet weight which was associated with reversibility of function

and a post -ischemic recovery period of 20 to 30 minutes, which could be prolonged by
60 to 80% using Bretschneider's solution buffered with 180 mM histidine plus 18 rnM
histidine-HC1. This buffering effectively delayed the developmeni of myocardial acidosis
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and significantly improved the generation of ATP via the enhanced degradation of
glycogen to lactate during ischernia The use of histidine as a buffer has not k e n adopted
by others in formulating cardioplegic solutions. however is now recognized that one of
the advantages of blood-based cardioplegia is the presence of histidine which is highly

prevalent in hernoglobin and one of the main blood buffers.

in 1972 Kirsch and Rodewald, reported a cardioplegia technique that used a
solution containing no sodium and no calcium, but large arnounts of rnagnesium and
procaine'96.

In 161 patients undergoing repair of valve lesions or septal defects. the

mortality was 17% and the cardiac death rate was 10%. This was higher than reported
using other techniques and his methodology was not adopted clinically. Subsequent work
demonstrated that use of calcium-free solutions created the potential for "calcium
paradox" which. it was later learned. could be avoided by even trace arnounts of calcium
or by the use of hypothermian>'. Bleeze and Rodewald modified Kirsch's solution and
then infused 800 mL of "Hamburg solution" which was a highly complex mixture of
hydroxyl starch, rnagnesiurn aspartate. procaine, calcium. potassium. sodium bicarbonate.
glucose, mannitol, methylprednisolone and gentamycin (because the solution was
oxygenated ovemight). This approach resulted in an acceptable surgical mortality?
Gay and Ebert in 1973 reported on laboratory experience with a crystalloid
solution of extracellular composition using potassium chloride as the arresting agentz9'.
The following year Heane and associates reported on crystalloid cardioplegia using
potassium chloride as the arresting agent3'07 and in 1976 a second report expanded on the
initial work30'. These three reports from 1973 to 1976 produced widespread interest in
the extracellular type of solution for hypothermie cardioplegic rnyocardial preservation.
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Hearse's laboratory, using the isolated perfused rat heart and a systematic approach to
evaiuating the various components and their concentrations in crystalloid cardioplegia
motivated many surgeons to pursue cardioplegia as clinical means for myocardiai
protection following the 1976 report30'303. Hearse working with Braimbridge and others
developed what became known as St. Thomas's cardioplegic solution which was first
used clinically in 1975. Optimal concentrations were detemiined from dose-response
curves and similar stepwise studies of temperature, volume and duration of cardioplegic
inhision were undertaken.

They subsequently developed the second St. Thomas's

Hospital formulation which was marketed comrnercially under the name of Plegisolê).
Hearse's laboratory screened with dose-response curves many potential additives to
crystalloid cardioplegia (glucose, lactate, ATP, PCr, mannitol verapamil, adenosine,
lidocaine, diltiazem, nifedipine and insulin), but St. Thomas's Hospital cardioplegic
solution No. 2 differed from the St. Thomas's solution No. 1 only by the arnount of
calcium k i n g halved, procaine k i n g omitted, sodium bicarbonate added as a buffer and
with a final pH of 7.8 versus 5 . 5 - 7 . 0 ~ ~ .
The formulation standard for cardioplegia was laid by the development of
intracellular solutions for inducing cardioplegic arrest, in Europe by Heane and
Braimbridge and by Gay and Ebert in Nonh Amenca with both groups utilizing
crystalloid solutions of extracellular composition. The use of blood as a vehicle for
cardioplegia, although originally practiced by Melrose, was specifically studied in the
laboratory by Buckberg and Barner and their associates and introduced into clinical usage
in 1977. Blood cardioplegia provided the advantages of rapid cardiac arrest in an
oxygenated environment: intermittent reoxygenation with reinfusion of cardioplegia,
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intermittent reoxygenation to promote aerobic metabolism; the presence of oncotic
constituents contained in blood, and buffenng capacity inherent in the red cell; the free
radical scavenging activity of blood and plasma and the better capillary flow distribution
provided by the red ce11305.306.307.308
Buckberg's laboratory at the University of California at Los Angeles has
contributed to the understanding and irnplementaûon of many facets of cardioplegia in
generai and blood based cardioplegia in particular. Warm induction of blood cardioplegia
was proposed to replenish the high energy phosphates of chronically energy depleted
hearts prior to an interval of cold cardioplegic arrest309. Warm induction is d s o
appropriate for the acutely energy depleted or injured myocardium such as the patient
suffering from acute ischemia.
A second innovation is that of terminai warm blood cardioplegia which is
administered after an intervai of cardioplegic arrest, again to facilitate metaboiic
restoration while the hem remains immobile so that energy is not needlessly wasted on
contractile activity3I0. This terminal warm cardioplegia ("hot shot") h a been assessed in
a clinical randomized study and was found to be beneficia13".
A third component of the wami cardioplegia strategy is that of substrate
enhancement with the addition of the Krebs cycle intemediates glutamate and aspartate
to warm ca.rdioplegia3'~Experimental demonstration of the benefit of these additives to

warm induction and warm reperfùsion blood cardioplegia has been confirmed in the
clinical setting with recovery of ventricular function and reduced requirements for
study.
postopentive inotropic and left ventncular mechanical ~ u ~ ~ o r rA" ~recent
.
however, using Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy of the nucleus of phosphoms ( 3 1 ~
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MRS) investigated the effects of an e ~ c h e exogenous
d
source of aspartate/glutarnate on
normal. isolated blood perfused pig hearts subjected to a penod of normothermic
ischemia. The results showed no beneficial effects of these amino acids on myocardial
energy levels or intracellular pH before. during or after ischemia. There were no effects
on myocardiai fimction nor on oxygen consumption at anytime during the experimental
protocol. According to this study. the applicability of this approach to the ciinical setting
merits further investigation3'".

2.3.4 Warm Heart Surgery
" W m Heart Surgery" evolved from concepts that were fust used dunng the early days

of modem cardiac ~ u r ~ e r y " ~ " Like
' ~ . many "new" developments in medicine. the
technique of continuous normothennic blood cardioplegia arose as a result of the
discovery and adaptation of ideas which for various reasons had been forgotten or
discarded. The principle for its development was extremely simple: to avoid myocardial
ischernia during cardiac surgery.
The concept of affecting the heart beat by manipulating ionic fluxes in the heart
dates back to the pioneering work of Sydney Ringer in the last century' 17.318 . During the
late 19th century physiologists were studying the control of cardiac function largely in
terms of myogenic versus neurogenic theones of control. It was amidst this controversy
that Ringer performed experiments on the effects of various ions on the heartbeat in
frogs319. This basic research showed that the ionic composition of the extracellular fluid
profoundly affects the heartbeat. Ringer described ways to affect cardiac activity long
before much was known about membrane physiology.
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Ringer's work was not widely appreciated in Europe, but was noticed by
Amencan

physiologists

who

confirmed

Ringer's

observations

and

extended

t h e ~ n ~ ' ~ ~ ~ The
~ ' " .ionic theory of cardiac contraction was slowly developed and came to
be accepted during the first years of the twentieth century. Zwikster and Boyd described
the reversible arrest of the heart using potassium in 1 9 3 5 ~ ' ~However,
.
this research was
largely confined to the physiology Iiterature and had no imrnediate clinical applications.
After the historical events previously described regarding the development of cold
hyperkdemic cardioplegic solutions in the early 1950s, interest in warm blood
cardioplegia increased as a result of the development by Buckberg's group of the already
described "hot shot". Buckberg and associates also demonstrated that the normothermic
non-working vented h e m (beating empty) consumes 6-8 rnL 02/100 g wt weightl min
myocardium versus 0.6- 1.5 rnL 02/1ûû g wt weight/ min in the normothermic arrested
heart31J.315 . With antegrade delivery. a flow rate of at least 80 mUrnin with a hemoglobin
concentration of at least 8.0 g/L was found to preserve perioperative myocardid
metabolism326.327

The re-introduction of continuous normothemiic blood cardioplegia was done by
S alerno and associates in 1 9 9 0 ~ ~ .~ This
" ' ~ created a great deal of interest among cardiac

surgeons. This group while reviewing the idea of cardioplegia, began to question the
necessity of hypothermia in myocardial protection. As described previousiy by Bernhard
( 196

and Buckberg ( 1977). the major reduction (- 90%) in energy demand of the

heart with hypothermic cardioplegia results from electromechanical arrest, and cooling
contributes only slightly to this end.

In fact, myocardial oxygen consumption when

expressed per beat actually increases at lower temperatures because hypothermia
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enhances contractility via calcium dependent subcellular processes. It is the concomitant
bradycardia that leads to an overall decrease in myocardial oxygen consumption. Cooling
causes bradycardia, then ventricular fibrillation (approx.

at 78" C) and eventually.

diastolic arrest. It is this cessation of electromechanical activity with hypothermia which
accounts for the significant decrease in energy demand of the heart.

The levels of

myocardial hypothermia employed (at that time but still today, by rnany) during cold
cardioplegia (IO0-15" C) could result in several undesirable side effects including
, membrane instabilit?"
irnpaired rnitochondrial and ce11 volume contr01~~'

and poor

sarcoplasmatic reticulum calcium h a n d ~ i n ~Clinical
~ ~ ~ . studies showed that hypotherrnic
cardioplegia results in myocardiai energy depietion and a delay in the metabolic and
functional recovery of the heart334.335.336.On the other hand, blood cardioplegia delivery
at 37" C optimizes the biochernical and biophysical properties of blood for organ
pemision. Unloading of oxygen from hemoglobin is optimal at 37" C as is the capacity
of the myocardium to utilize oxygen. Delivery of normothennic oxygenated blood tu the
electromechanically arrested heart may allow myocardial resuscitation and repair to occur
during the period of aonic clamping.
The main drawback of normothermic blood cardioplegia is that because it is
normothermic, it must be continuous. When delivered antegradely and in a normal hem.
sufficient experimental and clinical data have emerged that justifies its use. However.
this approach has been criticized in terms of the homogeneity of distribution of flow in
the different areas and layers of the myocardium, the practicality of having a perfùsed
h e m rather than a flaccid asanguineous field, and the difficulty in visualization dunng
coronary bypass surgery and neurologie outcorne.

The problems of overdilution.
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hyperglycernia, hyponatremia and hyperkalemia have k e n , at least in part, dealt with the
introduction of the " ~ i n i ~ l e ~ ; a and
* ' ~this
" will be the object of further discussion.
Regarding the homogeneity of flow distribution, a great deal of clinicai and
expenmental research has been done. Clinically, retrograde normothermic perfusion has
received a lot of attention and seerns effective in the diseased myocardium338. In the
hypertrophied myocardium, the data seem conflicting. It has been reported that the
retrograde delivery of cardioplegia at nonnothennia results in sirnilar distribution as that
of cold cardioplegia339.340 . Depending on the species examined, much of the cardioplegia
delivered retrogradely distributes in a "non-nutritive"

fashion, bypassing the

microcirculation and ernptying directly into the right or the left ventricle via the
Thebesian system. Quantitative studies have shown minimal perfusion with retrograde
c a r d i ~ ~ l e ~ i aWith
' ~ ' . the heart at normothermia, retrograde warm delivery raises the real
potential for inadequate right ventricular preservation34!

in dogs, retrograde perfusion

appears to provide inadequate protection to the right ventricleu'.

Clinicdly, however, a

series of studies have suggested that in humans retroperfusion is capable of rneiabolic and
functional preservation of the right ~ e n t r i c l e ~ ~ In
. ~ our
" ~ . experimental setting in pigs,
retrograde perfusion with warm blood seems quite ineffective in preserving the
myocardium especially with an acute occlusion of the left antenor descending artery

(LAD)"!

A number of variations and uses of retrograde cardioplegia have been

proposed, including a technique that employs both antegrade and retrograde perfusion in

an altemate but also in a simultaneous fashion3?

This last trend is now under

experimental and clinical investigation. The search for a device or method to verify the

-
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viability of different areas of the myocardium is under development and will probably
contribute significantly to identifjing areas of higher sensitivity within the heart.
Problems related to visualization and practicality are subjective and Vary from one
surgeon to another. Visualization is criticai especially during coronary bypass operations.
but again some surgeons seem :O adapt to the use of a CO2 blower to clear blood from the
site dunng the quick moment of passing a stitch in a coronary vessel. This requires an
extra hand while grafting most coronary vessels but it does not seem to represent a major
surgical obstacle.
An important problem facing the proponents of warm cardioplegia however. is not
related to myocardial protection. Rather. there is concem regarding cerebral perhsion
during bypass surgery.

An increasing rate of neurologic events (stroke or even

intermittent ischemic events without rough neurologic repercussion, such as cognitive
dysfunction) has been reported in recent years348.349. The exact origin of this remains
obscure and a great deal of research is now k i n g directed to this problem. The argument
that the brain at 37" C is more sensitive to the side-effects of extracorporeal circulation

and the lack of pulsatility has become popular among many surgeons. These now tend to
allow the temperature drift to 31"-32" C instead of actively maintaining the systemic
temperature at 37" C. This practice has not yet received much experimental or clinical
support.
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2.3.4.1 Selective Retroperfusion of the Heart and of the Brain During Surgery
Also termed as retrograde cardioplegia and retrograde cerebroplegia, these two types of
perfusion strategies have received a great deal of attention in recent yem. These
procedures have found applications in clinical practice and many surgeons rely on them
despite the polernics generated and the deficiency of definitive scientific documentation
of its advantages.

#

2.3.4.1.1 Selective Retropemision of the Heart During Surgery (Retrograde Cardioplegia)
The goal of any cardioplegic solution is preservation of the myocardium during surgery.
An examination of the venous drainage system of the rnyocardium reveals a system that
drains myocardial capillaries into the rniddle and great cardiac veins and a second system
of smaller magnitude. which consists of arteriosinusoidal and Thebesian vessels draining
directly into the left and right ventncular chambers. In addition, these two systems
communicate with each other, forming a vast non-capillary vasculature. As a result.
retrograde coronary sinus perfusion is divided in "nutritive" and "non-nutritive" flow
systems. The former enters the capillaries and eventually exits the coronary ostia. The
latter is shunted through a plethora of venovenous connections into the Thebesian vessels
and into the ventricles. The ratio of nutritive to non nutritive flow appears to be species
dependent and is the subject of considerable debate 350.35 1.352
Experimental studies utilizing techniques of collecting effluent from the aortic
root, radioactive microspheres, contrat echocardiography, resin casting. angiography and
staining as well as electron microscopy have been undertaken to chri@ the fate of
pefisate directed through the coronary sinus.

Overall, a considerable fraction of

-
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retrograde cardioplegia is distributed via the non nutritive pathway exiting directly into
the ventricles via the Thebesian system. Experimental and clinical evidence show that
retrograde perfusion provides protection to the left ventricle. apex and septum. The
efficacy

of

retrograde

cardioplegia

to

protect

the

right

ventricle

remains

controversial 353.354355.356.357-35839
It appears that retrograde continuous normothermic blood cardioplegia (RCNBC)
has gained world-wide acceptance and the interest in this method continues to grow. as
illustrated by the increasing number of publications and meetings conceming this topic.
Above dl. there has been a rethinking of accepted principles, such as hypothermia, which
have remained unquestioned over the years.

It seems evident that RCNBC is an

important addition to the armamentarïum of myocardial protective techniques currently
available. While the technique may, in fact. slightly increase the complexity of surgery,
its obvious advantages cannot be overlooked. Moreover. there should be no adversarial
positions regarding the various myocardial protective techniques. The surgeon should
utilize the best techniques for the particular situation minimizing the period of ischemia
and. if possible, preventing ischemia altogethe??

The advent of RCNBC has provided

surgeons with an important tool to the search for the "ideal" method of myocardial
protection36 1.362

2.3.4.1.2 Selective Perfusion of the Brain During Surgery (Cerebroplegia)
The brain is the organ most sensitive to i ~ c h e r n i a ~Under
~ ~ . normothermic conditions,
obstruction of the cerebrai circulation produces irrevenible lesions in 5 minutes.
Hypothennia is the rnost effective rnethod of brain protection available to use3?

It
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decreases metabolism and preserves intracellular highenergy phosphates365. The brain
can be preserved up to 45 minutes with deep hypothermic circulatory arrest 366.367 . During
the 1 s t two decades, clinicai and experimental efforts have aimed at irnproving brain
protection for the surgical treatrnent of aortic arch aneurysms and complex congenital
heart diseases by the use of deep hypothermia368. Antegrade and retrograde brain
perfusion performed in conjunction with circulatory arrest have improved brain
protection and increased the safe time of circulatory a r r e ~ t ~ ~ ~ Deep
. ~ " . hypothermia,
although

effective

in

reducing

metabolism,

is

associated

with

several

.

disadvantages37 1.372.373.374.37s and consequently, the mortdity and morbidity remain high
for these procedures.
Moderate hypothermia provides less protection than deep hypothermia when
retrograde brain perfusion is used in conjunction with circulatory arrest. This suggests
that low brain temperature. rather than the supply of oxygen to the brain. is the major
determinant of the b r i n protection during retrograde cerebral perfusion. Hypothermia
may protect the brain by attenuating the generation of reactive oxygen ~ ~ e c i e s ~ ~ ' .
Removal of toxic metabolites and the provision of metabolic substrates may also
contribute to brain protection during retrograde cerebrd perfusion.

Antegrade brain

perfusion associated with circulatory arrest at 28" C provides excellent protection of brain

ATP and intracellular pH, as does antegrade brain pefision during hypothermic
circulatory arrest at 15" C.

It was also demonstrated3-" that during hypothermic

circulatory m e s t antegrade cerebral perfusion offered better brain protection than
retrograde cerebral perfusion in sheep.
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2.3.4.2 The French Experience - Undiluted Cardioplegia (the Miniplegia)
The need for a new wann blood cardioplegia delivery system derived from work
developed by Dr. Arrigo Lessana's group in Paris, France.

After a year and 660

operaiions using the so-called Toronto technique, fiat proposed by Salemo and
associates, Lessana's group identified pitfalls in the technique (mainly hyponatrernia.
h yperkalemia, hyperglycemia and excessive hemodilution). leading in some cases to a

vasoplegic syndrome30-.376 .
3

n e Initial Toronto Technique

Briefly, myocardial perfusion is instituted by employing a 4: 1 mixture of blood
and crystalloid solution. Oxygenated blood is withdrawn from an artenal blood line and

is mixed with Fremes' solution through double tubing passing through a roller pump.
The blood cardioplegic solution is rewarmed to 37" C with a heat exchanger. The
Fremes' solution is used in two presentations: High K
' with 100 rnEq/L of KCI, intended

'
K
for induction of arrest, and the Low .

containing 30 rnEq/L KCI for maintenance of

arrest.
High KC1 Fremes solution is injected, in the absence of aonic insufficiency. into
the aortic root at flow rates of 250 to 300 mUrnin dunng 1 to 3 minutes. Cardiac arrest is
achieved within a minute and myocardial retroperfusion is thereafter continued with LowKCI Fremes solution via the coronary sinus throughout the aortic cross clamping period.
The cardioplegic flow in the coronary sinus varies from 100 to 300 mUmin as a function
of myocardial mass and volume induced pressure not exceeding 50 to 60 mmHg. This
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pressure is continuously monitored since it represents a fundamental element for
controlling coronary perfusion.

To avoid the complications mentioned above and improve the efficacy of
normothermic cardioplegia. five modifications were proposed:

a) Dissociation beîween injecting the cardioplegic components and coronary blood

volume.
The basic principle of myocardial protection is dictated by two separate elements:
The cardioplegic solution and myocardial oxygenation. It is not possible to dissociate the
injection of cardioplegic components from the blood with the double tubing system. This
is a major drawback for several reasons:

(i)

The amount of KCI injected is not controllable;

(ii)

K levels used for arrest the heart are neither constant nor controllable during
the '
aortic crossclarnping, and their levels may differ frorn patient to patient. The
constant addition of doses of either high or low KCl solution into the cardioplegic

' dunng aortic cross clamping. Moreover.
line increases the systemic levels of K
cardioplegic K
' levels will increase progressively to a peak at the end of coronary
perlùsion just pnor to removal of the aortic clamp, which might potentially delay
the onset of electromechanical activity; and

(iii)

interruption of the injection of crystalloid solution is possible only in association
with that of the blood perfusate, whereas on occasion, one may need to stop
crystalloid infusion but continue blood perfusion, so as to avoid compromising

-
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myocardial oxygenation. Cardiac activity during the period of aortic clamping,
e.g., nppling movements. are most likely related to excessive intracellular '
K
concentrations. It is therefore preferabie to be able to intermpt or reduce the flow
of KCI to abolish these movements and to facilitate electromechanicai reactivation
of the myocardium.

6 ) Increase myocardial O2delivery

The factors that influence myocardial oxygenation are as f o l ~ o w s ~ ~ :
(i)

cardioplegic flow and its distribution in the capillary bed. The coronary flow
should dways be at its maximum with respect to the pressure values and ensure
hornogeneous pemision;

(ii)

the diffusion parameters existing between the capillary bed and mitochondria; and

(iii)

the quaiity of blood used as the O2~ a r r i e r " ~Myocardial
.
oxygen delivery (MVO?)
is the volume of O2 delivered to the myocardium per minute and is the product of
the oxygen content in the merial blood (O?cont) multiplied by the coronary flow.
The O?content should always be at its maximum since the MVOz of a h e m is
variable and cannot easily be determined.

Since coronary flow is optirnized

during the aonic cross clamping period, the only tool to augment the O2content is
to increase the concentration of hernoglobin.

Thus, the higher the level of

hernoglobin in the cardioplegic perhsion, the better the myocardial oxygenation.
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C)

Reduce hemodilution
Another major pitfail of the original technique is systernic hemodilution. The

detrimentd effects of this phenomenon are two-fold. Continuous cardioplegic inflow
leads to progressive systemic dilution which rnay be important during long periods of
aortic cross clarnping.

The onset of hemodilution reduces blood viscosity and thus

systemic resistance, requiring further infusions of supplementary crystalloid solutions and
the use of vasopressive drugs to maintain pefision pressure above 65 mmHg. It may
also be necessary to induce diuresis and/or utilite hemofiltration. On the other hand, 20%
(4:i ratio) reduction in hemoglobin level in blood cardioplegia may potentially affect

myocardiai oxygenation through reduced Or delivery.

d) Increase oncotic pressure
Continuous coronary perfusion with 4: 1 blood and crystalloid solution.
progressively reduces the oncotic pressure of blood cardioplegia, thereby increasing the
risk of myocardial edema379. Moreover, priming of the CPB circuit is performed with an
asanguineous solution that further reduces the oncotic pressure. To prevent or mitigate
the development of myocardial edema, it is necessary to reduce hemodilution.

e) Reduce the seconduq effects correloled to continuous p e e s i o n of Fremes solution
It was noted that continuous infusion of Fremes solution without sodium chloride
(NaCl) and containing 250 mmoVL dextrose would induce dilution-related hyponatremia
as well as hyperglycemia, mainly during long aortic cross clamping periods. Different
tearns have reported increased neurological accidents after normothermic cardiac surgery
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and have postulated that both hyperglycernia and hyponatremia may be risk factors38o. It
is well known that dextrose and insulin concentrations are increased in norrnothermic,
relative to hypothermic, bypass but continuous cardioplegic infusion containing 5%
dextrose will only amplify hyperglycemia.

The proposed technique: Continuous non-diluted myocardial perfusion
To enhance the efficacy of this new concept. a different system for cardioplegia
delivery waç developed that should reduce or avoid the above mentioned d r a w b a ~ k s ~ ~ ' .
The potassium and magnesium concentrations were maintained as initially described by
Salerno et al., but modifications were made to the mode of administration.

These

modifications are:
(i)

Use of blood directly from the oxygenator for myocardial perfusion;

(ii)

use of a syringe pump for infusion of potassium chloride solution directly into the
cardioplegic line; and

(iii)

avoidance of a heat exchanger in the cardioplegic circuit.

Description of the cnrdioplegiu delivery systenz

The system of double tubing and heat exchanger is eliminated and replaced with
tubing that withdraws oxygenated blood from an artenal line via a calibrated roller purnp.
The cardioplegic components are distributed in two syringes: one contains 20% KCI and
the other 10% magnesium sulfate (MgSQ). The syringes are mounted on two electronic
syiinge infusion pumps which allow the injection of the cardioplegic components into the
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cardioplegia line at controlled flows. This separation is dictated by the fact that semm
potassium is the most important element in cardioplegia and its injection needs to be
modulated, while the concentration of MgSOj is identical in both Fremes solutions. The
systematic utilization of citrate-phosphate dextrose (CPD) has been abandoned and is
employed only in emergent surgery for acute myocardiai ischernia to reduce the
concentration of ionized calcium, as described by Allen et

a ) Potassium (S1 )

The control of cardioplegic '
K depends on several elements. First. two different

Kf concentrations, e.g., "high (25 rnM) for cardiac arrest and "low" (12 rnM) for

' concentration should be easily and rapidly
maintenance of arrest. Secondly, the K
' concentration should be adjusted according to the serum
adjustable. Thirdly. the K
potassium level. By applying the Lavoisier Pnnciple of Conservation of Mass for the K
'
pump, the infusion rate at a given cardioplegic roller pump output was obtained using the
foliowing formula:

Where:

ql

represents the estimated rate of infusion of undiluted KCl into the blood
cardioplegia line in mUh;

60

the conversion factor of m U m i n to mUh;
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Q

the oxygenated blood output from the cardioplegia pump in Wmin.:

P

the desired concentration of K+ in the blood cardioplegia (pi = 25: p2 =

k

the patient's serum K+expressed in rnmollL;

K

the concentration of 'K in the undiluted KCl soiution.

12);

Blsed on this formula, nomogams were calculated to determine the infusion rate
of potassium as a hinction of these different parameters. This allows modifications or
even stopping the infusion rate, to take into account systemic potassium (monitored

regularly during the cross clamp period), to select the cardioplegic '
K concentration, and
to choose the amount of '
K that needs to be injected. if cardiac activity resumes during
maintenance cardioplegia, the infusion rate of pz is enhanced to 16 mmoVL by
augmenting the infusion rate of KCI (ql) within a few seconds. By using this modality of
injection, Lessana et al. reduced the dose of KCl injected, systemic potassium overload.
administration of hypokaiemic dmgs and the time of circulatory assistance and
hemofiltration. Cardioplegic potassium was thus maintained almost constant dunng
aonic cross clarnping, could be adapted to various patients, and readjusted in the event of
electromechanical activity or snaky movements of the heart, and could be progressively
reduced before declamping to facilitate the reappearance of myocardial contractility.

b) Magnesium (S2)
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The output of S2 (qtr mUh) containing MgS04 at 10% is correlated to the
oxygenated blood output from the cardioplegia pump (Q, W r n i n ) according to the
following formula:

(ii)

Where 0.48 represents the factor which permits a Mg concentration of 6 rnrnoVL in the
blood cardioplegia. The major advantages are:
(i)

it increases the cardioplegic activity of potassium;

(ii)

reduces the dose of KCl and the intracellular uptake of calcium383;

(iii)

eliminates the need for CPD; and

(iv)

corrects for hypornagnesemia, almost always present in cardiac surgery and
responsible for significant post-op morbidity'?
For acute ischemia cases, the composition of S2 is modified to obtain a reduction

in ionized Ca" by adding CPD to a 10% solution of MgSOj in a 3: 1 ratio.

Aerobic, norrnothermic cardiac arrest approxirnates physiologicai conditions more
closely than traditional methods employing hypothermia.

The method proposed by

Salerno et al. offers greater tolerance for prolonged aortic cross clamping and allows for
longer and complex ~ ~ e r a t i o n son
~ ~compromised
~ . ~ ~ ~ myocardiurn by eliminating
ischemia. post ischernic repehsion injuries and their related sequelae. This new delivery
system hirther improves and enhances the advantages of the w m technique reducing
hemodilution, hyperglycemia, and hyponatremia. It also offers a better control over
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serum potassium and optimizes rnyocardial oxygenation during the aortic cross clamp
period.

The Miniplegia technique was used in Our experiments descnbed later in pigs
under extra-corporeai circulation. The use of esmolol as a cardioplegic agent evolved
from the sarne concept of undiluted cardioplegia or Miniplegia. The only difference
between the two techniques is the replacement of potassium by esmolol.

2.3.5.

Most Recent developments in Myocardial Protection Techniques and Future

Trends
Cardiac surgery as a whole has been changing at a very rapid pace. New conduits.
grafting techniques, access incisions, and myocardial protection strategies have k e n
proposed, including aitemative cardioplegic agents. Esmolol as a cardioplegic agent is
one of these new strategies that has dready found its way into clinicai use. One of the
initial reports was that of Sweeney and Frazier who introduced the concept of Minimal
Myocardial Contraction (MMC) and reported the use of esmolol injected systemically to
reduce heart rate and motion under partial bypass387. Melhorn et al. have shown that
MMC also helps lymphatic drainage of the heart dunng the period of arrest, and reduces
myocardial edema and contractile dysfunction upon separation frorn bypass388.

389-

O,,

first contribution was reported in 1 9 9 ~ Promising
~ ~ ~ . results led to the work performed in
the large animal mode1

that are detailed further in this mûnuscript. The idea of
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minimal myocardiai contraction has also Ied surgeons to use left-venuicular assistance
devices (using femoral ariery and vein cannulation) rather than the full-circuit setup, thus
avoiding the use of oxygenators and the side effects thereof

39 1.392

The MIDCAB technique is another surgical tec-hique in which myocardial
revascularization is accomplished through a small anterior thoracotomy and esmoloi is
titnied io reduce heart rate and motion wiihout comprornising cardiac output3 9 3 , 3 9 4 3 9 5- A
more recent technique that is still in its infancy is the video-thoracoscopic technique in
which only 3 small ports are made in the thoracic wall and the operation is performed
from the outside of the body via telescopic instruments. This however is yet to become
more popular mainly due to the technicai challenges invoived in performing delicate
anastomoses on a beating heart and using telescopic instruments.
Esmolol may prove useful with virtually d i these techniques that require an easily
tritrable agent to reduce, for short periods of time, motion of the heart for surgical utility,
facilitating the completion of delicate sutures.
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2.4 Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (MRS) as a Tool for Studying Biologicai Systems

The major MRS characteristic that makes it attractive as a tool for studying biologicd
systems is its non-destructive nature. The use of MRS allows in vivo observations, avoids
loss of information associated to the disruption of cellular integrïty (required for most
other analyses) and allows the time course of a metabolic process to be followed within a
single prepantion.

in addition, the refinement of several expenmental techniques

available today has made MRS a quantitative method of analysis able to measure many
biomedically important metabolites and assess changes in their content under different
conditions. within the same experiment. Magnetic resonance spectroscopy can also be
used to measure steady-state levels, rates or fluxes through specific biochernical
reactions, and is suited to many experimentai rnodels. such as bodily fluids and intact
organs in vitro (such as the isolated heart preparation) and in vivo.

Despite great

improvements in hardware, software. data acquisition/processing methods and
experimental techniques, the most important limitations of MRS are its sensitivity and
resolution.

In this section, the basis of the NMR phenomenon will be described bnefly
followed by a discussion of the most biomedically important MR sensitive nuclei and the
biochernical parameten they cm measure. Emphasis will be placed on the nuclei used in
this work (phosphorus, rubidium, and lithium) and a background on how information can

be extracted from these strategies will be provided.
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2.4.1. The Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Phenornenon
2.4.1.1 Historical Note
The phenomenon of magnetism was known in antiquity, its first mention occurred in the
Greek litenture dating back to 800 BC, its name probably being derived from that of the
province of Magnesia where it was first observed. The earliest European reference dates
from the 13th century, but the explanation of how and why a compass would resolutely
keep its North-South alignment independent of any other conditions started to emerge
only in the last century, with the observations of Romagnosi (1802) and 0rsted (1820),
who made the first link between elecvicity and magnetism.

After the publication of

0rsted's work, a bustle of research was started with fundamental contributions from
Ampère, Weber, Faraday, Maxwell, Hertz. Curie. and othen.

From a spectroscopie

standpoint. the work of Sir Isaac Newton on the prism. which separated light in different
colours, started what is now known a s Spectroscopy and deals with the interaction of
eletromagnetic radiation and matter.
Einstein's special theory of relativity with the aid of the quantum theory set the
grounds for elucidating the magnetic properties of rnaterials.

Many important

contributions regarding electronic and protonic angular moment (spin) were made by
Compton (192 l), Goudsmit and Uhlenbeck ( 1925), Pauli (1924) and Dirac ( 1928). The
detection of nuclear rnagnetism in solid hydrogen was accomplished in 1937 by Lazarew
and Schubnikow and electronic magnetism was confirmed by Zavoisky in 1944 with the

aid of resonance techniques.

In 1946, in the United States, Bloch and Purcell

independently announced the first observations of nuclear magnetic resonance in bulk
materid for which they were awarded the Nobel Prize in 1952396.397 .
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Physicists were interested in the NMR phenomenon mainly as a physicd
phenomenon. Chemists and physico-chemists raised the level of interest in using high
resolution MR techniques for studies of biological problems.

in 1973. Moon and

~ i c h a r d s 'measured
~~
intracellular pH of red blood cells and Hoult et

Demonstrated

that MR spectra could be obtained from isolated skeletai muscle. Magnetic resonance
spectroscopy is still a very useful tool today for structural molecular analysis and protein
conformation.

2.4- 1.2 The Basis of the NMR Phenornenon

The NMR phenomenon is specific to certain atoms, more specifically, certain nuclei. The
fundamental requirement for the NMR phenornenon to be observed in a certain type of
matenal or compound is that the atornic nuclei must have an angular momentum. in other
words, spin.

Many are the species that fulfill this requirement, including the most

populrir and abundant. hydrogen (other important nuclei are ' ~ i ."c. '"N."N. "O." ~ a ,
31

P. 3

9 ~ ," ~ b ) .

The nucleus of hydrogen spins about its own m i s (the z a i s ) and

according to quantic determinations its spin = 1/2. In nature, Hydrogen atoms have their
nuclei spinning in random directions. When a magnetic field is applied to a sample
containing these nuclei (for exarnple. water) they will align with or against the lines of
force of the magnetic field (Bo). These two orientations have slightly different energies,
the energy difference is proportional to the magnitude of the applied magnetic field. The
Boltzmann's Law describes the spin population ratio between the energy levels:
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NI and N2are the different energy levels,

AE is proportional to the strength of the magnetic field.
R is the universai constant of Planck and
T represents temperature.
The time constant which charactenzes the retum of magnetization to the
equilibrium after excitation is represented by T I . Because Tl involves a loss in the energy
status of the nucleus it is also known as the spin-lattice relaxation time. Each atomic
species (or each nucleus) has its own spinning frequency. Larmor described in 1897 that
the application of any aligning force to a spinning object causes this object to move in a
circular motion known as precession equivalent of that of a child's top when it slows
down. In the case of the top, the aligning force k i n g applied is gravity. The concept of
Larmor Frequency is then particular to each and every nucleus and is directly

proportional to the intensity of the magnetic field applied to the sarnple. This constitutes
the most important relationship in MR and is described mathematically by the expression:

o =y. Bo
Where o is the Larmor Frequency;

y is a proportionality constant known as the magnetogync ratio of each nucleus;
Bo is the strength of the magnetic field.

-
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Figure 2.3 The MR phenornenon in a nutshell (see text for a more detailed explanation).
a), spinning (NMR sensitive) nuclei existent in nature; (b), these nuclei placed under a
magnetic field Bo where they align in a parallel or anti-parallei orientation to the lines of
force of the field; (c) the bulk magnetization vector M is tipped with an rf pulse and (d)
the movement of precession dong the Z axis in a nucleus of spin 1/2; (e) the NMR signal
is captured by the coil, accumulated, filtered and amplified, and is received as an FID
(free induction decay). The application of Fourier transformation transforms the signal
from the time domain to frequency dornain and the result is an NMR spectrum.

Ede. M.
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The Lannor frequency is typicai of each species and will Vary according to the
strength of the magnetic field used. For example, the o for hydrogen (proton) at 8.7T is
360 MHz; at 11.7 T it is 500 MHz. It is possible to apply another magnetic field that is

perpendicular to and rotates about the z axis with equd frequency to the Larmor
frequency, defined as

The rotating field B i rnay be generated by an oscillating

field, such as an oscillating electromagnetic frequency or radio frequency (rf), dong the z
axis and at the Larmor frequency. A pulse applied from a nearby transmitter/receptor at
the nucleus' Larmor frequency will cause the spinning nuclei to precess and to tip the
bulk rnagnetization vector M towards the x-y plane, about Bo at

a

and causes an

electromotive force (e.m.f.) to be induced in the coil of the probe that surrounds the
sample. The return of the nucleus to its initial position induces voltage in the receiving
coi1 and is the basis of the NMR signal. This signal is captured by the antenna
(transmittedreceiver coil) and fed to a computer. A coil is, in essence, a loop of wire that
encornpasses or is attached to the sample with its axis perpendicular to the axis of Bo.
Typical coiis consist of a number of wrappings of wire and may incorporate capaciton for
tuning and optimizing the field homogeneity.
The electromotive force that is generated induces current in the coil and oscillates
at

a.According to Faraday's law of magnetic induction, its magnitude depends on the

amount of net magnetization, which is proportional to the concentration of the nuclei of
interest in the sample. As soon as nuclei s t m precessing in the x-y plane. there is a
natural decay representing the transverse relaxation, caused by spin-spin interaction. This
period of time cm be measured and is called the transverse relaration time constanr or

T2,and is specific to each nucleus. The signal detected by the coil is amplified and
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digitized in the spectrorneter. This signal is called free-induction decay (FID) and
represents the initial e.m.f. induced by the magnetization precessing in the x-y plane with
a decay approxirnately equd to T2.The FID is an exponential function in which T2 is the
time constant. In order to separate the different components of the FID, a mathematical
conversion process known as Fourier transformation is perforrned.

The Fourier

transformation is a set of equations that allows the mathematical transfer of data from the
time domain signal (FID) to the frequency domain (spectrum).
Because the resonance frequency (or Larmor frequency) is also proportional to the

local magnetic field experienced by the nucleus and is also affected by the elecuons,
nuclei in different chernical environments will give rise to signals at slightly different
frequencies. This separation of different resonance frequencies is called the chernical
shifr. and is expressed in dimensionless units of parts per million (p.p.m.) that do not Vary

with the intensity of the magnetic field.

2.4.2 The NMR spectrum

Each line of the NMR spectrum has a shape and amplitude determined mainly by two
factors: field homogeneity (instrumental factor) and properties of the sarnple (molecular
factor). Some nuclei will normally present broder lines in the solid state than in the
liquid state. This is due to the restricted rnolecular mobility in the solid state. Small
molecules, such as metabolites and ions. are better observed in the NMR spectrum in
solution or in the cytoplasm than if they are bound to macromolecules or cellular
structures.
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In a general rnanner, the areas or intensities of the signals within a spectrum are
proportional to the number of nuclei that contribute towards them. Other factors may
affect these measurements such as saturation effects, the nuclear Overhauser effect
(important in low magnetogyric ratio nuclei such as '*N and "C and represents a change

in the relative population of spin states), pulse widths and other factors related to the
electronics of the spectrometer. Under optimal conditions these factors have negligible
effects.

The peak heights and areas beneath the peaks in an NMR spectrum are

comrnonly rneasured by integration of a Lorentzian lineshape which better models the

NMR signal. Alternative methods may include plotting the spectrurn on graph paper and
counting the nurnber of squares undemeath the peaks or cutting out the peaks and
weighing them. Nowadays with processing software available in personal cornputers.
data processing and analyses have become faster and easier. However, estimating the
area of a Lorentzian lineshape still causes problems in practice, mainly due to
imperfections caused by inhomogeneities in the magnetic field and other spin
interactions. noise, and sloping baselines. Several mathematical approaches have been
developed to 'correct or compensate' for these imperfections, but because of many
uncertainities, a margin of I10% in the accuracy of measurements of peaks areasheights
is generally accepted. If the intent is to compare changes in the intensity signals, a
reference substance (the signal of which will not Vary over time) is normally used and
data are expressed as a percentage of the initial values relative to the reference. These
techniques allow identification of substances and/or its functional groups. and establish
measurernents of arnounts or relative concentrations, but do not provide absolute
measurement values.
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To obtain absolute concentrations of a cornpound it is necessary to adopt a
calibration procedure whereby the signal intensity is compared to that of a known
quantity of a reference cornpound. In living systems, however this calibration is much
more complicated because of the difficulties in estimating volume of cells and tissue that
contribute to the NMR signal.

2.4.3 Limitations and Sample Requirements - Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)
The principal advantage of MR spectroscopy as a technique for biomedical studies is its

non-destructive nature. Sarnples may be exarnined repeatedly and each sarnple c m serve
as its own control. However, compared to most techniques used in biochemistry or

molecular biology, the quantities of matenal required for MR studies are very large.
Studies carrieci out in living systems are normaily performed on solutions where
molecules are mobile (metabolites in biological tissue) under conditions known as high
resolution. For this, MR spectroscopic studies are easier at high magnetic fields (as high
as 11.7 T) whereas MR imaging techniques rnay be performed easily at 1.5 T of field
strength. This is due to the fact that the water signal used in MR irnaging is so intense.
Because biological molecules are present at low concentrations in tissue, they produce
weak signals, and so it is usually necessary to improve the quality of the signal by
accumulating a number of observations (known as scans).
A major disadvantage of NMR is its inherent lack of sensitivity, which c m be

expressed in terms of the signal-to-noise ratio of the spectral lines and is descnbed by:

[signal-to-noise ratio = siqnal height / peak-to-peak noise(

Ede, M.
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The signal-to-noise ratio depends upon a wide range of factors including:
(i) the nucleus that is being studied and its relative sensitivity;
(ii) the volume of the sample;
(iii) the magnetic field strength, Bo of the spectrometer:
(iv) the design of the spectrometer, particularly of the radiofrequency coil;
(v) the time over which the spectra are accumulated;
(vi) the width of the spectral lines;
(vii) the relaxation times T Iand TI;
(viii) the extent of isotopic enrichment (in the case of

I3c,1

5

and
~
"0 MR

spectroscopy);
( i x ) the concentration of nuclei under investigation.

To improve the signai-to-noise ratio of the spectral lines. one c m simply increase
the number of observations. The accumulation of N responses leads to improvement of
the signal because it increases by a factor of N whereas the noise, k i n g random. increases
byfi.

Thus the process is repeated a number of tirnes at intervals that depend on the

relaxation times of nuclei of interest. For nuclei known to have broader spectral lines (for
example, rubidium " ~ bMRS), a very large number of scans may be required to obtain a
good SNR, whereas for narrower linewidths (such as 'H MRS) a lesser number of
repetitions may be required.
Other disadvantages of the use of MR in biological systems include the
requirement for large samples (and length of time for data accumulation), the technique is

-
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lirnited to MR active nuclei and it is relatively expensive.

MR spectrometen and

scanners are typically large instruments in order to house the superconducting coils that
generate the strong magnetic field. Moreover, to maintain the coils superconductive and
not have the magnetic field decay, large tanks filled with liquid helium and liquid
nitrogen are placed surrounding the superconductive coils to maintain the cold
temperatures required for superconduction. These tanks have to be kept constantly filled

and regular maintenance of the rnagnet is crucial for its hinctioning, which also increases
costs.

2.4.4 Observable Nuciei and Their Biological Applications

Table 2.1 lists the nuclei most cornmonly used for MR spectroscopy in living
systems d o n g with their NMR properties and what they can measure.
Magnetic

resonance

spectroscopy

allows

continuous

monitoring

of

transmembrane ionic Aow and cellular energetics under a varïety of conditions including
ischemia, in response to work, stress and dmgs. Moreover, based on comparisons of
control and experimental situations, one c m infer mechanisms of actions of
pharmaceuticals and upon removal of the dmg, monitor the return to the initial (control)
situation. Metabolites such as ATP, phosphocreatine (PCr) and lactate wil1 have their
levels altered as a consequence of ischemic oxygen deprivation. The measurement of one
or more of these compounds can provide an almost instantaneous picture of the metabolic
state of the cell, tissue o r organ.

'HMRS
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Despite its abundance in biological systems, 'H MRS spectra of biologicai
samples are difficult to obtain due to the strong resonance arising from watrr that hides
the weaker signal arising frorn metabolites and other hydrogen-containing compounds in
solution. This problem rnay be alleviated by saturation cf the water resonance. While
proton MRS has shown a great potential for diagnosis of cancerous cells in tissue or
tissue extracts obtained from prostate, cervix and colonJo0.U) 1,402, its most important
application has been in studies of the brain.

%H~~SHMRS
Deuterium has an extremely low naturai abundance and low detection sensitivity,
but has been useful in studies of fluid flow, where D20is substituted for H20, as well as
to measure concentration and metabolism of dmgs in V ~ V O ~Tritium
~ ~ . ~with
. an
extremely low natural abundance but high detection sensitivity hits been used in studies of
metabolism, but its applications has been complicated by difficulties in synthesizing

3

~

labelled compounds and in handling of radioactive ~ o m ~ o u n d s ~ ~ .

'"N and "N
These nuclei have not k e n extensively used in biomedical NMR mainly due to
their low natural abundance

( 1 5 ~ )

and large linewidths

(l.'~).

n i e y c m however be used

in tracer studies by means of enriched compoundsM6. Recently, they have been used to
measure ammonium production in tumoursM7.

"F MRS

-
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Despite its excellent detection sensitivity, fluorine does not occur in any
significant number of natural compounds nor is it present at high concentrations in
biological tissues. Its principal use has been as an intracellular calcium indicatorJO'and
for detection of fluorinecontaining pharmaceuticals. It has also k e n used to mesure
intracellular pH in vivo and for assessing tumour vascularity409.4 IO .

I3cMRS
Due to its wide range of chernical shifts,

')c offers a great potential for studies of

specific compounds in vivo. In combination with specifically labeled compounds, "C

'

MRS is a useful technique for evaluation of intermediary metabolic pathways4' . Carbon13 MRS crin also be used to study glycogen metabolisrn in human liver, in which the rates

of spthesis and utilization of glycogen c m be continuously monitored'"'.

3

5

MRS
~
~

The "CI nucleus has a large quadrupole moment which leads to very broad
spectral lines. in addition, it also suffers from low detection sensitivity despite its natural
abundance. Although it has been little used so far. it has the potential for the study of
chloride ions or extracellular
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Phosphorus MR spectra of living tissues generally show resonances for ATP,
phosphocreatine (PCr), and inorganic phosphate (Pi); resonances arising frorn NAD(H),
phosphornonoesters (PME) and phosphodiesters (PDE)rnay also be observed. These
characteristics have made

3

1 the
~

most popular nucleous for metabolic studies using MR

spectroscopy. The chemical shift of Pi is also a reliable indicator of intracellular pH. In
the absence of a reference compound, this shift can be measured with respect to the
resonance of PCr in tissues such as the brain, heart and skeletal muscle. In living tissue,
inorganic phosphate predorninantly exists as either HPO~'-or H2P04'. In solution, these
two forms give nse to one resonance (because they exist in rapid exchange between the
two fonns) which is sensitive to pH. From a standard titration curve the chemical shift
rnay be compared and the pH calculated. The pH-sensitive range for the chernical shift of
the Pi peak lies within that of greatesest interest for biological species, between pH values
of 6.0 to 8.0

37'.

The magnitude of the 3 peaks of ATP (representing each of the

phosphorus nuclei in the a,P and y positions in the ATP molecule) and PCr provide a
measurement of the energetic status of the sample, and are sensitive to pathological and
pharmacological stress'"". Al1 three ATP phosphates have unique chemical environments
resulting in clear separation of their chernical shifts. In addition, two resonances of ADP
merge with both y and a-ATP resonances. The NAD resonance appears as a shoulder
on the a-ATP resonance. Thus, the y A T P peak is comprisecl of yATP and P-ADP,
whereas the a-ATP peak consists of a-ATP, a-ADP and NAD. The P-ATP peak is
considered the most "pure" with Iess than 5% contribution from oiher nucleotide
triphosphates and for this reason is the rnarker used to quanti@ ATP in a ~ a m ~ l e ' "The
~.
resonances of PME and PDE are also of interest with respect to rapidly-growing
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tumoursJ'~ m e usudly long relaxation times (Tl = 1-5 s) of phosphorus compounds in
tissue may necessitate long recycle times and limit temporal resolution.

"N~MRS
Of high natural abundance and good MR detection sensitivity ([Na'], = 135- 140

m M and [Na'li = 5 mM), " ~ ca m be considered relatively easy to observe using MRS.
The interest of biologists however, is to estimate intracellular levels of Na' and observe
changes in the trammembrane flux of Na'. which is sensitive to metabolic stress and the
effects of various dmgs.

To separate these resonances. scientists use paramagnetic

molecules that bind Na' and shift its resonance in the spectnirn upfield approximately 5
PPm-

These

molecules

uiethylenetetraaminehexaacetic

include
acid

lanthanides

(D~~THA~')'"' and

tetraazadodecane-N-tetrameth ylphosphate (TmDOPT5 -)418 .

such

as

dysprosium

thulium

Tm- 1,4,7.10-

These molecuies. under

normal conditions do not cross the ceII membrane and bind reversibly to monovalent

' and Li+ which results in a shift of the resonances displayed in the
cations such as Na', K
spectrum. This shift occurs because the cation is in rapid exchange between bound and
free States, and experiences two distinct chernical environments. Thus. the acquired
signai represents an average of both chernical environments surrounding the ion. Because
of toxicity considentions. the concentrations in the perfusate of these substances should
not be above IO rnM.
Not al1 Na+ is visible to MRS. which makes quantification more difficult than
other methods. The ratio of the quantity measured by MRS relative to other methods
detecting the total amount is cailed the visibility factor, which may Vary between 0.4 and

Ede. M.
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1.0. The reasons these differences exist are due to the type of molecular bonds and
peculiarities in the relaxation times of these nuclei. NaC in solution is a free ion and
therefore is not involved in a molecular bond. in living organisms, however, Na' binds to
charged molecules through ionic interactions which restrict its motion and causes
linebroadening as a result of its quadrupolar mechanism of relaxation.

3

9

MRS
~
With much Iower intrinsic sensitivity and a higher quadrupolar moment.

much more difficult to observe than
an investigational tool.

a. which makes

3

9 MRS
~

3

9

is~

much less attractive as

Shift reagents c m also be used to observe

3 9 ~ .

Its short

relaxation times (< 50 ms) ailow for rapid pulse repeiition times; however 4-5 minutes
may be required to achieve a good quality spectrum with an acceptable signal-to-noise
ratio from a lg perfused rat heart.

' ~ MRS
i
Lithium is a partial congener of Nac.

It replaces Nac in several inward and

outward transporters but not Na' in the Na+lKc ATPase and Nac/Ca* e x ~ h a n ~ e r ~ ' ~ . ~ ~ ~
Thus, Li+ is an accepted probe ion for evaluating activity of the Na+channels. the Nac/H+
exchanger and the Na+/K'/Xl' CO-transporter4? Lithium contains two isotopes. ' ~ and
i
6 ~ i the
; first has a high relative NMR sensitivity and a high naturai abundance. Shift
has been used to measure ' ~ irelaxation tirnes in frog and rat
reagent aided ' ~ NMR
i
heas4?3

-4%

. However, the Li+ concentration (78 rnM) used in these experiments was

beyond any physiological range. The use of lower concentrations of Li' was precluded by
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a significant decrease in chernical shift difference between the extracellular (shifted with
shift reagent) and intracellular (unshifted) ' ~ i ' signais arising from the cornpetition
between Li' and Na' for binding to the shift reagent. In the experirnents described below.
a moderate concentration ( 15 mM) of Li+ was used without shift reagents. This is now an
accepted and routine method to assess the effects of drugs on the kinetics of Na'
~ h a n n e l s ~ ~In' . general, the rate of Li' eMux and its kinetics depend on the following
factors: (a) the [Li']J[Na'Ii

ratio: (b) the membrane potential (driving force); (c) the heart

rate; and (d) the number of channels available and their functiond state (activated, resting

and inactivatedJ3). The largest fraction of Li' efflux from cardiac cells is mediated by
voltage-dependent channels and not via the Na'/K'/2Cl-

CO-transporter or the N~'/H'

e~chan~er'~~.

" ~ bMRS
76,J27.J28.J29
. The rates of
Rubidium is a well established congener of potassium"~

influx and efflux of Rb+ have been measured in living tissues and isolated cells by the
radioisotope technique, atomic absorption spectrometry. and nuclear magnetic resonance
spectroscopy430.43 1.432. Magnetic resonance spectroscopy is the analytical tool of choice
for these expenments because of its non-invasive nature. The relatively high natural
abundance, low biological abundance, and high NMR sensitivity of 8 7 ~ make
b
it a good
tracer for NMR studies of

K
' kinetics 433. 434- Rubidium influx data can be approximated

to K
' if there is no ion selectivity in the different K'-transporting systems. Rubidium
replaces KC in the Na%+ ATPase and in the Na'/K'/2Cl'

CO-transporter. This has k e n

charactenzed in isolated chicken, rabbit, and neonatal rat cardiomyocytes, however its
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relative contribution to K+/R~' uptake in the a d d t rat heart remains unclear135.436.437
Potassium channels also account for the influx of Rb+ because of the inwardly directed
electrochemical gradient at the beginning of Rb+ uptake experiments in cardiomyocytes.
With regard to the Na%+ ATPase, the kinetic properties of Kf and Rb' are simila. in
cardiac and skeletal muscle, nerves, red cells and other tissues. A direct cornparison of
86

Rb and "K fluxes in human erythrocytes reveaied identical uptake ratesJ9'.

Rb' quantitatively replaces

Further,

K+ in electrophysiologicai determinations of Na+/K' ATPase

activity in cardiac tissue and its equilibrium trammembrane potential is similar to that of

.'K

This suggests similar ion selectivity of these inward transport systems (Na%+

ATPase, Na'/K+/ZCl- CO-transporter and K+ channels) but also outward transporters

(Na'lK'I2Cl' CO-transporterand K+channels). Data available from other mammalian ce11
types show that Rb+ is quantitatively similar to K+ in its interactions with the Na'n<C/2CIcontransporter438-439.u0. This also seems true for K
' ~hannels~~~.
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Table 2.1 MR properties and applications of biologically important MR-sensitive nuclei

Nucleus

MR
frequency
at 8.4 T
(in MHz)

Natural
abundan
ce (%)

Detection

sensitivity
at constant
field

Spin Biochemical

parameters measured
Lactate. lipid, N-acetyl
aspartate
Water flow, metabolic
products of 'H-labeled
compounds
metabolic products of

'H compounds
Li' influx and efflux
(congener for Na')
Metabolic products of
'3~-labelledcompounds
Ammonium ion. arnino
acids
Ammonium ion, amino
acids
Water flow
Metabolic products of
'9~-~abeled
drugs,
intracellular free ~ a ' +
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levels

hua- and extracellular
Na' IeveIs

ATP, inorganic
phosphate,
phosphocreatine,
phosphornonoesters,
intra- and extracellular
PH
Extracellular Cl- levels,
extraceliuku volumes
intra- and extracellular

K" levels, K
'
equilibnum potentid
Rb' efflux and influx

'
)
.
(congener for K
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2.5 Infrared Spectroscopy

2.5.1 Basic pnnciples

Infrared radiationu' is a form of electromagnetic radiation that occurs at frequencies (or
wavelength [hl)between 14,300 to 20 cm" (or 0.7 to 500 pm) in the electromagnetic
spectrum. infrared spectroscopy (IRS) is the study of the interaction of this type of
electromagnetic radiation with matter. In the case of biomedical applications of RS. the
'matter' in question may be tissue, cells. proteins, nucleic acids, dmgs or metabolites.
The fundamentai principle of

IR spectroscopy is that its interaction with matter

results in intra-molecular motion (IRS has also been described as absorption or
vibrationai spectroscopy). infrared absorption frequencies and intensities of a molecule

in the lR spectrum are directly related to the chemical functional groups present in the
molecule. Specific (or "fingerprint") vibrational frequencies have been identified for
different motions of specific chemical bonds. which will Vary depending on the chemical
and physical environment surrounding the bonds (such as tempenture, pH. etc.).
From a physical point-of-view, the interaction between electromagnetic radiation
and matter c m be described as the transfer of energy from the radiation field to energy
States of the matter or vice-versa, in a quantized manner. Theoretically. light radiation is
considered as discrete packets (or "quanta*') of energy called photons. Photons c m be
absorbed or ernitted when an atom or molecule changes energy Ievels. The total energy
of molecules can be considered as the sum of contributions from electronic. vibrational

and rotational energies, and is expressed as:
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E ~otai= E el + E m + E vib

The electronic energy is larger than the rotational and vibrational energies and nomally
involves energies corresponding to ultraviolet or visible radiation. The rotational and
vibrational transitions involve energies corresponding to infrared radiation.

Pure

vibrational transitions are caused by the less energetic infrared radiation ( 1 to 15 p),
whereas rotational transitions require even less energy. Changes in the energy levels of a
molecule will invariably translate into changes in electronic, vibrational andor rotational
levels of energy. A molecule may then jump from any of the vibrational and rotational
levels when absorbing energy to a higher level or excited state. These energy levels are
characteristic of the molecule and dependent on properties such as molecular identity,
structure, and any chemical process undergone by the molecule.
Molecules in nature consist of many atorns connecied by chernical bonds. ln any
given environment. atoms and their groups undergo complex vibrations, which c m be
observed at different frequencies.

The normal vibration of a molecule involves

simultaneous motion of atoms or functional groups within the mdecule. The vibration of
atoms of a molecule are closely related to the type of vibrating atoms, the forces of their
interaction, and the structure of the molecule. A given structure will reflect the spatial
arrangement of the molecule defined by symmetry properties.
The fundamental molecular modes of vibration include stretching, bending.
wagging, rocking and twisting. The stretching vibration is associated with motion of
atoms that cause stretching and shortening of the chemical bond. For a three-atoms
system, the stretching motion c m be classified as symmetric and asymrnetric in nature. A
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bending vibrational mode describes an in-plane motion of atorns dunng which the angle
between bonds change; the wagging vibration is an in-phase, out-of-phase motion of
atoms, while other atoms of the molecule remain in plane. Rocking vibration describes
atoms swinging back and forth in phase in the syrnrnetry plane of the molecule: and if the
plane is twisted. then the vibration is called a twisting vibration.
It is possible to isolate a functional group containing two or more atoms for which
the amplitude of a given normal vibration predominates over the amplitude of deflection
of other atoms in the molecule. In this case. only this functional group participates in the
vibration and the mode is assigned to it. This concept of characteristic vibrations provide

an enonnous practical significance for identification of functional groups in unknown
molecules. Therefore it is possible to trace. identify and follow the formation of a given
cornpound or molecule in a chernical reaction, if the vibrational characteristics (derived
from the analysis of the

IR spectrum) are known. The identification and quantification of

specific compounds through the c haractens tic vibrations of functionai groups and tracer
molecules in bodily fluids is one of the major applications of IR spectroscopy to
biomedicd problems.

2.5.2 Instrumentation and Spectral Analysis
Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR)
spectrorneters are in common use today. The basic
constituents of an IR spectrometer include an IR radiation source, a detector. the opticai
components and computing systems.
The optical arrangement of the FT-IR spectrometer is the so-called Michelson
interferometer. It is composed of two adjacent mirron that are used to produce the
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optical signal which contains spectral information from the sarnple, cailed the
interferogram. The interferograrn is recorded in a finite path of opticai intervals, and at
srnall, uniform distance intervals. As with magnetic resonance spectroscopy, in order to
obtain a spectrum, the acquired signai must be subjected to Fourier transformation. The
result, are spectra in which signal intensity is plotted as a function of frequency.
The IR spectrum (or absorption spectrum) shows absorption (Aj or transmittance
(T) of radiation as a function of frequency. Infrared bands f o m different tones (the
equivalent of the MRS resonances), and combinaiion of tones and overtones in various
frequency regions. Traditionally, an infrared band is characterized by the maximum band
position expressed in wavenumbers, the position intensity (peak height) and the band
half-width. Integration of the band's area is also often used as an analytical parameter.
Peak position is one of the most significant parameters in spectroscopic anaiysis.
It provides frequency information for a particular type of vibration.

A shift in the

frequency indicates that the molecular structure has changed. The shift may also reflect
changes in the chemical environment such as pH, temperature, etc. These characteristics
of the IR measurement have been extensively used to study the structure of proteins and
their changes in response to a variety of physical and chemical factors.
The maximal peak height (or peak intensity) can be used to determine the

concentration of a particular compound in a mixture. Likewise, integration of the band
area is often used in analytical chemistry. Alternatively, ratios of peak areas are used as
meaurable parameters.
The band half-width reflects intemolecular interactions. Increases in temperature
affect interactions with adjacent molecules and are often used in the investigation of
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biological molecules. Spectra of molecules are characterized by many difficult to resolve,
broad and overlapping bands. Techniques such as Fourier self-deconvolution and peak
fitting have been developed. Despite their wide application. their accuracy remains a
matter of controveny. An alternative way to resolve overlapping peaks in a band is to use
the second-derivative method, which mathematically performs the second derivative of
the original spectrum, so that unobservable peaks become observable. This technique is
powemil and has becorne popular. In biochemical analysis, where changes in chemicd
compositions are small and not readily observable, multivariate spectral analysis
techniques dong with least partial squares and other statistical methods have k e n used to
m e s s discrete changes of biological fluids.

2.5.3 Biomedical Applications
Recent applications of IR spectroscopic techniques to biomedical problemsu'

have

suggested a strong potential for them to become accurate diagnostic tools in analytical
chemistry. An advantage of IR spectroscopic analysis is that the measurements are not
affected by the physical states of the sample: gaseous. liquid. homogenous and
inhornogeneous solid sarnples al1 can be conveniently studied. Other advantages of using

IR techniques in biochemical analyses include: (i) it is reapntless: (ii) liitle or no sarnple
preparation is needed and minimal technical skills are required from the operator: (iii) the
measurernent is non-destructive; (iv) it is possible to obtain on-line or high-volume
measurements and (v) the method has potential for a rapid multicomponent analysis to be
canied out from a single measurement, once a calibration curve has been built. Thus,
infrared technology has the potential to be applied to several aspects of biodiagnostics.
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Qualitative and quantitative analysis of biochemical components, spectroscopie changes
in molecular structures as diagnostic markers of morbid processes and the use of tracer
molecules to assess kinetics and follow biochernical reactions or the effect of drugs are
among the three most envisaged aspects of infrared technology ?

2.5.3.1 Qualitative Anaiysis of Biochemical Components in Biofluids
Infrared specuoscopy offers a number of advantages for the analysis of bodily fluids.
Unlike most calorirnetric or electrochemical or enzymatic assays, IRS is applicable to a
variety of biofluids including whole blood, plasma, synovial fluid, saliva, urine, etc.
Quantitative andysis may d s o provide assessrnent of clinically relevant parameters in
whole blood such as cholesterol and triglycerides levels as well as estimates of total
protein content. creatinine, and urea in urine. Current investigations focus on defining the
best spectral range for quantitative analyses, whether it be near-IR or mid-IR. infrared
bands in the near-IR region are combination and overtone vibrations arising from
functionai groups such as C-H, O-H, N-H moieties of molecules.

The bands that

dominate the rnid-infrared region are fundamental groups in molecular backbones. The
two regions carry different information content and a combination of these two modalities
may increase the accuracy of measurements.

2.5.3.2 Structural Molecular Changes as indicators of Disease
A dogrna for many spectroscopists (MR included) is that dl disease processes must be

accompanied by changes in the biochemistry of the cells, tissues or organs affected. Any
technique that provides information on the biochemical status of cells and tissues is
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therefore a potentiai diagnostic tool. These changes must precede any morphologicai or
symptomatic alterations upon which most diagnostics methods are currently based.

Spectroscopie diagnosis should be, at least in theory, possible at a much earlier disease
stage and consequently allow a much favorable outcome of treatrnent than is currently
possible.
Because of the complexity of the IR spectra of biomolecules, identification of
changes in spectral signature changes relies on sophisticated methods of statistical
analyses. Cluster and multivariate analyses dong with the development of pattern
recognition software-ISJhave been the most successful approaches. Differential diagnosis
of certain forms of leukemia and arthritis are the first examples of the potential use of this
technique445.446 .

3 5 3 . 3 The Use of IR Tracers
In this R modality. the selected tracer molecule has a unique or readily distinguishable
infrared spectroscopic signature. such that it can be characterized among other
components in the bioiogical sample. This technique may provide both qualitative and
quantitative information. The marker molecule may be internal or natural occurring in the
biofluid matrix, or simply be added to the sample. An obvious requirement is that this
molecule will not introduce artifacts or collateral effects in the diagnostic process. An
example of a near-infrared active tracer is indocyanin green. which has recently k e n
introduced as a cerebral blood flow indicatora7.
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2.6 Pertinent Characteristics of Esmolol
Comprehensive reviews descnbing the pharmacokinetics and pharmacological properties
of esmolol

under different clinical and experimental conditions have been

publishedJJ8.u9"50.451. This section will briefly discuss aspects of esmoloi pharmacology.
chemistry, and metabolism that are pertinent to the scope of this manuscript.

2.6.1 Pharmacological & Pharmacolcinetics Peculiarities of Esmolol
Esmolol is a cardioselective P-receptor blocker

(BI antagonist, pi&

= 35) with a very

short duration of action (9-minute half-life). and is normally used in the critical care
setting for treatment of angina pecioris, hypertension and cardiac arrhythmias. as well as
to reduce reflex tach ycardia during induction

of anesthesia and endotracheal

Contrary to other preparations available in the market. the use of which

was precluded due to long half-lives, esmolol is the first compound available for the
critically il1 population. Esmolol is easily titratable. cardioselective. with a rapid onset

and termination of effect that provides an element of tolerability that was not previously
available.

More recently, it has proven effective in preventing sudden death after

myocardial infarction4?

The pharmacological concentrations used in patients are

approximately 50-200 pg/kg/minute for maintenance infusions. Neither rend nor hepatic
impairment signi ficantly alten the pharmacokinetics of esmolol. Its electrophysiological
and hemodynamic effects are charactenstic of those of the other P-blockers.

Its

distinguishing feature is its ability to rapidly achieve steady-state B-blockade and the
potential to tailor its dosage to the desired effect. The use of esmolol is particular well
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suited to the critically il1 population, anesthesia, and for surgical procedures requiring
b i e f duration P-blockade.
ElectrophysiologicaIly. Pblockers are known to produce, alteraiions of sinus and
AV node function, affect atrial refractoriness and QT interval and have no effect on

ventricular conduction and refractoriness. Esrnolol. given intravenously to patients455500
pg/kg/min as a bolus for 5 minutes and at maintenance doses of 300 pg/kg/min for 8-40
minutes. prolonged the sinus cycle length, the AV nodal conduction time and AV nodd
refractoriness as shown by an increase in the cycle length to Wenckebach. These are not
different from the effects of other beta-blockers. The 12% prolongation of the sinus cycle
length caused by esmolol is comparable to that of metoprolol ( 1 0 < % ) ~ ~ acebutolol
~,
( 1 1%)"'.

and sotaloi (13%)458. although it is less than that of timolol ( ~ 4 % ) ~and
'~.

propranolol (28%)?

Similarly, the effect of esmolol on AH interval is equivalent to

other beta-blockers.

The effects on AV nodal refractoriness were generally less

pronounced than those of other beta-blockers including timolol, but equaily efficient in
prolonging the effective o r functional AV nodal refractory penods. Esrnolol had no direct
effect on atrial refractoriness, but this is not atypical of P-blockers.
Severe bradycardia and hypotension have been reported as the major adverse
effects of esmolol overdose. These effects are ideal for inducing minimal rnyocardial
contraction or heart arrest during cardiac surgery.
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Figure 2.4 The one-step reaction of the metabolism of esmolol in human
blood catalyzed by esterases present mainly in the cytolsol of red blood cells.
Esmolol is quickly metabolized into Methanol and its major metabolite, a
propionic acid derivative at a 1: 1 ratio. The acid metabolite is 1500 tirnes less
powemil than esmolol and is excreted unmodified in the urine. Methanol is
further metabolized into fomaldehyde. formic acid and is excreted in the urine
as N&+.

-

-
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2.6.2 Chernistry
Esmolol (BreviblocQ, Zeneca Pharma Canada, inc.), methyl 3-(4-(2-hydroxy-3-

[isopropylamino]propoxy)phenyl]-propionate - ClaHt&06C1. MW = 331.8 kD), is
soluble in aqueous solutions and is structunlly similar to metoprolol. The molecule of
esmolol has an asymmetric carbon. and similarly to other p-blockers containing an
oxypropanolarnine nucleus, only (-) esmolol is active, whereas (+) esmolol is inactive as
a P-blocker. Esmolol has an ethylene-extended methyl ester group in the para-position of
the aryloxypropanolamine structure. The addition of the ester group renders the molecule
susceptible to rapid hydrolysis by esterases present in the cytosol of erythrocytes to its
acid metabolite (3-[4-[2-hydroxy-3- (isopropylamino) propoxy] phenyl] propionic acid)
and methanol.

There is evidence that esmolol

may also be rnetabolized by tissue

esterases46 1.562

2.6.3 Details of the Metabolism of Esmolol
Esmolol is rapidly metabolized by red blood cells cytosol esterases to an acid metabolite
(Figure 3) and methanol. The specific enzyme involved in esmolol rnetabolism has not
yet been defined. Very littie is known about esterase activity of red blood cells cytosol
enzymes. Studies have shown that human hem0~1obin'~~
and carbonic anhydrases A. B
and C c m behave as

estera se^^^, but the structural requirements of these 'pseudo*

esterases are fairly strict, with activity limited to phenylactated or phenylactate
derivatives. Because of dramatic species differences in the metabolism of esmolol in dog
and human blood compared to rat and guinea pig blood, it has k e n suggested that the
esterase responsible for esmolol cleavage in rat blood is an aliphatic esterase, since
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aliphaûc esterases are absent in man and dog. Other inhibition studies have suggested the
esterase responsible for esmolol metabolism in dog and human blood to be an
arylesterase, as yet unidentified but apparently different than the cornrnonly known
esterases present in blood and responsible for the metabolism of procaine. acetylcholine
and succinylcholine'"6.

The acid metabolite of esmolol is an extremely weak P-blocker with Iow affinity
for B-adrenergic receptors and is about 1.500-fold less potent than esmolol. Metabolism
and elimination of esmolol seems independent of renal or hepatic functi~n*~-? Less

than 1 to 2% of esmolol is elirninated unchanged in the urine*'.

The acid metabolite is

renally eliminated and may accumulate in patients with renal failure?

Methanol formed

from the rnetabolism of esmolol is within the range normally found in the untreated
population. and at least two orders of magnitude below levels associated with methanol
toxicity

'13.

In a study carried out with the purpose to measure methanol accumulation.

subjects received continuous infusions of esmolol at concentrations of 150 mg/kg/min
and 300 mg/kg/min for 24 and 6 hs, respectively. Methanol concentrations remained

~~.
55% of esmolol and
within the range of norrnal endogenous l e v e ~ s ~Approximately
10% of the acid metabolite is bound to human plasma proteinJ70.
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CHAPTERIII METHODS
AND RESULTS
3.1- Effects of Esmolol When Used as a Cardioplegic Agent. Initiai Functiond Studies
Can esmolol produce reversible cardiac arrest ?

3.2 - The Metabolism of Esmolol when used as a Cardioplegic Agent
Does methanol accumidate icp to toxic levels?

3.3

-

Subcellular Mechanisms of Action of Esmolol as a Cardioplegic Agent.

Mu1tinuclear MRS and Ca* Fluoroscopy Study.
Are there effects other than classical wlockade?

A
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AH animais received humane care in cornpliance with the Canadian Council on Animal

Care regulations4", under the supervision of the Institute for Biodiagnostics Animal Care
Cornmittee. The mimals were acclimatized before expenmental use (a minimum of 7
days for rats and 14 days for pigs), maintained on a normal laboratory diet and given
access to water ad libitum.

3.1- Effects of Esrnolol when used as a Cardioplegic Agent. Initial Functional Studies
The work was carried out using isolated (Langendorff Preparation) rat and rabbit hearts

and a large animal mode1 (pig) under extracorporeal circulation with continuous.
undiluted. normothermic blood cardioplegia (37" C). in ail 4 protocols functional data
(positive and negative deflections of the first derivative of pressure over time [+ dPldt];
heart rate [HR]: left ventricular developed pressure [LVDP]; left ventricular systolic

pressure [LVSP]: left ventricular end-diastolic pressure [LVEDP]; electrocardiogram

[ECG] signal amplitude [ECGamp]; and developed pressure--heart rate product [RPP])
were monitored. The results obtained were compared to baseline data acquired prier to
induction of arrest.

3.1.1 - Materials & Methods
3.1.1.1 - Protocols
3.1.1.1.1 - Evaluation of Esmolol as a Cardioplegic Agent:

Can esmolol produce reversible cardiac arrest?
The initial series of expenments was conducted using an isolated rat heart mode1
(Langendorff preparation). Eight Sprague-Dawley male rats weighing between 500 and
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600g were used. The isolated rat hearts were subjected to penods of arrest varying from

20 to 120 minutes (20, 6û. 90 and 120 minutes) after which functional indices where
measured (t dPIdt: HR, LVDP. LVSP, LVEDP. ECGamp, RPP). The results obtained
were compared to baseline data acquired prior to induction of arrest.

3.1.1.1-2 - Dose Response Cumes
Dose response curves were performed using isolated Langendorff rat and rabbit
h e m (n = 6). The final concentrations of esmolol varied from 8.5 x IO-' to 6.8 x 1 0 - ~

m o l L and from 1.2 x lo4 to 1.45 x 10" m o n in the rat and rabbit experiments,
respec tively.

3.1.1.1.3 - Effects on the Acutely Damaged Rat Heart - Esmolol Arrest vs. Potassium

Arrest

The effects of an acute ischemic insult (no-flow ischernia, 20 min at 37

O

C) were

assessed on isolated rat hearts perfused with normothermic (37 C) esmolol containing
O

Krebs-Henseleit solution and compared with the results obtained on hearts perfused with
high-potassium KH solution (KCI = 25 mmoVL). Nineteen rats were divided into two
groups and two subgroups. The hearts in Group A (n = 9) h e m s were perfused (and
arrested) with either esmolol or potassium (groups AE and AP) for 20 minutes followed
by 20 min of no-fîow ischernia at 37" C. Hearts in Group B hearts (n = 10) received the
sarne ischemic insult before k i n g pemised with either esmolol or potassium (groups BE
and BP),
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3.1.1.1 -4 - Esmolol Cardioplegia in a Large Animal Modei Under Normothermic Bypass

This protocol evduated the effects of esmolol in a more clinically relevant experimentai
model. Eleven pigs were divided into esmolol (n = 6) and potassium (n = 5 ) groups and
subjected to normothermic cardiopulmonary bypass and a one-hour period of cardiac
anest .

3.1.1.2 - Instrumentation & Experimental Design
3.1.1.2.1 - Isolated Rat and Rabbit Hearts (Langendorff Preparation)
The animais were anesthetized with isoflurane at a concentration of 3

-5

% in oxygen

(100%) at a rate of 2 U min and were maintained with 1.5 - 2.0 % at an oxygen flow rate
of 1 U min. After achieving a surgical plane of anesthesia, a median thoracotomy was
performed and the h e m was removed. The isolated rat and rabbit heart experiments were
performed in a Langendorff perfusion apparatus using oxygenated KH solution
containing (in mrnoUL) NaCl 1 18, NaHC03 25, KC14.7. CaCI? 1.75 (- 1.1 rnmol/L free
Ca*), MgSOj 1.2. EDTA 0.5 and glucose 1 1. The perfusate was equilibrated with 95%

0- 5% CO2, with the pH maintained at 7.4. The hearts were initiaily perfused at a
constant pressure of 90 mmHg under normothermic (37" C) conditions. The perfusion
mode was then switched to a constant flow mode after a IO-minute siabilization period.
Mechanical function was measured using a water-filled cornpliant latex balloon inserted
into the left ventricle, secured with a 4-0 silk suture and attached to a pressure transducer.
Perfusion with high-potassium

KH solution (25 mmol/L)

was provided by a

separate reservoir. Esmolol (Brevibloco; Zeneca P h m a Inc., Mississauga, Ontario,
Canada) was provided in vials containing IO mL of a 250 mg/mL solution. One via1 was
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diluted in 990 mL of oxygenated KH solution, yielding a concentration of 2.5 mg/mL.
The solution was infused using an electronic syringe pump attached to a three-way
stopcock inserted immediately above the heart, and was mixed with the bulk of the
perfusate. The final concentration of esmolol reaching the heart was determined by the
ratio of the rate of dmg infusion and the perfusion rate.
For the initial and ischemic protocols (items 3.1.1.1 and 3.1.1.3). the syringe
pump infusion rate was set at 5 W m i n (2.5 m g h L x 5 = 12.5 mg/min) until complete
arrest was achieved. At this time, the infusion rate was titrated to the minimum dose
necessary to maintain arrest, usually about 1.0 to 1.5 W m i n (2.75 to 3.75 mghin). The
measured coronary flow for a

- Ig rat heart was 20 W m i n while beating and 18 rnUmin

during arrest. For calculation of the concentrations of esmolol in the rat heart, we used

an average perfusion rate of 22 mUrnin at constant flow and the expression:

W here:

[Clis the desired concentration in the perfusate (in mmoVL);
MW is the molecular weight of esmolol or KCl:

Cf is the coronary flow in rrUrnin;
S is the concentration of esrnolol or KC1 in the syringe in g / d ;

60 is the correction factor that will yield the data in mUh.
in protocols L and 3 the esmolol concentration used for inducing arrest was calculated as
1.7 x 10'~ moVL, and for maintenance the value was 5.0 x 104 m o n .
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3.1.1 -2.2- Large Animal Mode1 (pig) under Extracorporeal Circulation
Eleven Yorkshire pigs of either sex, weighing 35 to 50 kg were subjected to
extracorpored circulation under normothermic conditions (37" C), during which positive
and negative first derivative of pressure ( 2 dP/dt), heart rate. LVSP. LVEDP, LVDP, and
electrocardiograph signal amplitude were monitored (ECGamp).
After ovemight fasting, the pigs were preanesthetized with intrarnuscular
ketamine (20 mgkg), midazolam (0.3 mgkg), and atropine (0.0 15 mgkg). The animals
were intubated and ventilated with a mixture of oxygen (40%), medical air (58%) and
isoflurane (2%) at a flow of 2 to 4 Urnin. To maintain muscle paralysis, pancuronium
(0.15 mgkg) was given every hour during the procedure.

During extracorporeal

circulation. isoflurane was administered ( l .O to 2.0 %) directly into the pump oxygenator.
An arterial pressure catheter was placed in the carotid artery; a central venous pressure
line was inserted through the jugular vein.

A thermocouple was inserted into the

esophagus for monitoring temperature, which was kept at 37" C by active rewarming with
a heat exchanger. The arterial and central venous pressures were monitored continuously.
as were the blood gases and electrolytes, which were kept within the physiologic range.
The perfision system consisted of a membrane oxygenator (COBE inc..
Scaraborough. Ontario. Canada), a 40 partenal blood filter (Dideco. Mirandola, M y ) .
and a centrifugai pump (St. Jude Medical Inc., Chelmsford. MA. USA) placed in the

arterial line (in the first two experiments, a roller-pump [COBE] was used for one
expenment in each group). Cardioplegia was delivered in an antegrade fashion using a
roller-pump connected to a cannula (DLP,Grand Rapids. MI, USA) inserted in the
ascending aona and secured by a 3-0 EthibondB double purse string suture. Esmolol and
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potassium were injected in this cardioplegia line by means of an electronic syringe-pump
through a side connector and a three-way stopcock.
After reaching a surgical plane of anesthesia, a median stemotomy was performed
and heparin (500 UVkg) was injected systemically. The activated clotting time was
monitored periodically and maintained above 600 seconds. After completing purse-string
sutures on the ascending aorta and on the right atrial appendage. two cannulae were
inserted in the ascending aorta: one for the artenal input from the pump and a second for
cardioplegia delivery. Venous retum was ensured using a two-stage atriocaval canncla

(DLP)inserted through the right atriai appendage. Before initiating bypass. a 10-minute
period was allowed for acquisition of initial baseline functional data. Normothermic
cardiopulrnonary bypass was initiated at a flow rate of 60-100 mUkg/min. and another
10-minute period was allowed for data acquisition. Antegrade cardioplegia was delivered
continuously immediately after aonic cross-clamping at a fiow rate of 150 to 250
Wmin.
The animals were divided into esmolol and potassium groups. The potassium
group (n = 5) received KCI and magnesium sulfate (MgSO4 at 10%)infused according to
the nomograms developed by LeHouerou and c o l l e a g ~ e sand
~ ~previously
~
described in
section 2.3.4.2. The esmolol group (n = 6) received esmolol as the only cardioplegic
agent at a concentration in the syringe pump of 10 mg1m.L.

3.1.1.2.3 Esmolol and Potassium Cardioplegia Concentrations
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The potassium concentration in the cardioplegia line was 25 mEqL for induction and 12

mEqL for maintenance of arrest. Undiluted continuous normothermic cardioplegia was
adrninistered as described previously (309).
The esmolol concentrations in the cardioplegic line were as follows:
induction: syringe-pump rate 15 mumin (150 mg/min) , cardioplegia roller-pump

flow 150 &min

= 0.9 1 mg. mL1.min-'; approximately 2.7 x 10-' moVL; and

maintenance: syringe-pump rate 5 W m i n (50 mg/min), cardioplegia roller-pump

flow rate 150 mVrnin = 0.3 1 mg. m L f . min"; approximately 9.0 x IO-'moVL.

After 1 hour of nomothermic cardioplegic arrest, the aortic cross-clamp was
released, cardioplegia infusion was stopped. and the heart was allowed to beat
spontaneousiy while maintaining total cardiopulmonary bypass. Funciional data (I dP/dt.
LVSP, LVEDP, LVDP, and heart rate) were acquired during the recovery period. This
period was composed of two phases: an initial phase of recovery when the heart was
beating empty and the artenal pump maintained the systemic flow, and a second in which
the animal was weaned off bypass and the heart resumed the hemodynamic load and
maintenance of arterial pressure. Each phase lasted 20 minutes, and no inotropic support
was provided.

After acquisition of the last data set, the animai was euthanized by

circulatory arrest and exsanguination under anesthesia.

3.1.1.2.4 Statistical Analyses

Student's t test was used in al1 analyses with dependent or independent variables when
applicable, supported by the Mann-Whitney U test for the independent variables and the
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Wilcoxon matched-pairs test for the dependent variables. in addition, because of the
limited number of animals. the Exact Permutation test was used in both types of
analyses'"'.

3.1.2

Differences are expressed in P values.

- Results

3.1.2.1 - Isolated Rat Hearts

in al1 experiments, cardiac arrest was achieved 45 to 60 seconds after beginning
the infusion at a syringe-pump infusion rate of 5 mUrnin. approximately 1.7 x IO-' m o n .
At this time. infusion was switched to the maintenance mode by decreasing the syringe-

pump inhision rate to 1.5 W r n i n , about 5.0 x lo4 mol/L. The minimal dose was always
titrated and varied within the range of 1.O to 1.5 mumin, approximately 3.4 x 1O-' m o n
at an average coronary flow of rate of 22.2 &min.

The longer the induction penod, the

greater the stability of arrest dunng the maintenance period (i.e., shifting to lower doses
without resumption of h e m activity).

After titration of the minimal dose required,

cardiac arrest was maintained for periods of up to 120 minutes. Under these conditions
(minimal dose. regardless of the length of the arrest penod), the first k a t was usudly
observed within 30 seconds of intenupting the infusion of esmolol.

Occasional

arrhythrnias (early after-depolarizations, or extrasystoles) were observed in some cases

during the first 5 to 10 minutes of "repemision".

In al1 experiments, sinus rhythm and

preinjection contractile values were reestablished within 20 minutes of recovery (Figure

3.1).
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The LVEDP increased during arrest. The increase in LVEDP was reversible,

declining to prearrest values after stopping dmg inhision. The data indicate that esmoiol
induces and maintains reversible heart arrest within clinically relevant time frames.
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Initial

Induction

Recovery

Maintenance

-

Fimire 3.1 Polygraph traces of esmolol-perfused rabbit heart during induction,
maintenance and recovery of cardiac arrest. Note the electromechanical
dissociation. (k dP/dt = first derivative of pressure over time, ECG =
electrocardiograrn; LVDP = le ft ventricular developed pressure.

Table 3.1 - Concentrations required to induce cardiac mechanical
and electrical mes:.

Rat

Cessation of
Elechicd Activity

1.7 ~ 1 0M' ~

Pig

Not
achieved

Rabbit

6.0 x104 M
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3.1.2.2 - Dose-Response Curves using Isolated Rat and Rabbit Hearts
Mechanical indices such as IdP/dt and LVDP reached O at a 4 mUmin dose (0.45

mg . rnC1. min-'; approximately 1.36 x 10" moVL). At 5 rnUmin (0.56 mg . rnL1.
min-': about 1.7 x

moVL). al1 indices reached zero except LVEDP (Figure 3.2 (a) and

(b)). At a dose of 4.0 W r n i n . the end of the infusion period (fifth minute) was marked
by mechanical arrest in the presence of electricd activity (ECG signai. P waves and QRS

complexes).

Ln the experiments using isolated rabbit hearts, mechanical arrest was

achieved at 0.04 mg. mL'. min-' (approximately 4.2 x IO-'m o n ) , whereas cessation of
electricai activity was obtained at 0.2 mg .

id-'.

min'' (approxirnately 6.0 x lo4 moYL).

Unlike the other indices, LVEDP increased d u h g the infusion period. During
m e s t (concentrations > 4.2 x IO-'), LVSP was equal to LVEDP measured by the
intraventricular balloon. The LVEDP retumed to prearrest values after 20 minutes of
"reperfusion" in the recovery period. in the absence of the drug. in both curves, each
heart was used to assess the effects of increasing drug concentrations. A cumulative
effect on the LVDEP was observed such that the "resting" pressure gradually increased
throughout the experiment.
Al1 other indices showed nearly 100% recovery 20 minutes after stopping the
infusion of esmolol. Even at higher doses, the recovery levels were greater than 80% at

20 minutes after "reperfusion", with the exception that 35 minutes of "reperfusion" was
required for recovery after the 20-Wrnin dose (Figure 3.3. (a) and (b)). The duration of
the recovery period was directly proportional to the amount of drug infused.
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Dose response curve
Rat hearts
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D o s e r e s p o n s e curve
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+LVSP
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E s m olol c a r d i o p l e g i a concentration (m M )

Fimire 3.2 - Dose-response curves of esrnolol-perfused isolated n t and nbbit
hearts (n = 6, Langendorff preparation). In (a), concentrations varied from 0.084
to 6.788 mmoVL (rat hearts); in (b), concentrations varied from 0.12 to 1.45
mrnoi/L (nbbit hearts). During arrest (concentrations > 0.42 mmoVL), the left
ventricular systolic pressure (LVSP) was equal to the left venuicular enddiastolic pressure (dP/dt = fust denvative of pressure; ECG =
electrocardiogram; HR = heart rate; LVDP = left ventricular developed
pressure; P = positive; N = negative).
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Figure 3.3 - Recovery of contractile parameters in the isolated rat and
rabbit hearts as a function of esmolol concentration. Al1 contractile
panmeten returned to pre-arrest values upon 20 minutes of recovery of
infusion with the exception o f the 6.788 rnmoVL dose in the rat hem
experiments. (Abbreviations are as Fig. 3.2)
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3.1.2.3 - Effects of ischemia in Esmolol and High-Potassium Arrested H e m
Overall, the recovery of contractile indices was higher in the esmolol-treated
hearts than in the potassium-treated hearts. The data are presented as percentage of initial
values

Istandard

deviation. In Group A. where the ischemic insult was inflicted after

induction of arrest. esmolol-arrested hearts showed better recovery of the following
parameters: positive dP/dt (P < 0.01), LVSP (P < 0.009),and LVDP (P < 0.009). In
group B, which tested the effects of esmolol in the acutely darnaged myocardium.
esmolol-treated hearts also showed better outcorne. Statistically significant differences
were found in positive and negative dP/dt (P < 0.01), LVSP (P < 0.01), LVDP (P <
0.009), and heart rate (P < 0.009) (Table 3.2 and Figures 3.4and 3.5 A through D).
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Fiare 3.4 A - Effects of Ischemia on group A, ischemia after induction
of arrest (AE vs. AP). In (a). effects on the negative deflection of the first
derivative of pressure over time (Neg dP/dt, P = NS). In (b). statistically
significant difference was found in recovery values of the positive
deflection of the first derivative of pressure over tirne (Pos dP/dt) between
esmolol- and potassium-arrested hearts Data are expressed as percentage of
pre-arrest values.
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Figure 3.4 B - Effects of Ischernia on group A, ischemia after induction
of arrest (AE vs. AP). Recovery values of left-ventricular developed (a)
and systolic (b) pressures (LVDP and LVSP) were higher in esmolol
arrested hearts relatively to potassium-treated hearts. Statistically
significant differences were found in both measured parameters. Data are
expressed as percentage of pre-arrest values.
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Fiare 3.4 C - Effects of Ischemia on group A, ischemia after induction
of mest (AE vs. AP). Recovery values of electrocardiogram signal
amplitude (ECG amp, (a)) and systolic heart rate (HR, (b)). No
statistically significant differences were found in both parameters
measured. Data are expressed as percentage of pre-arrest values.
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Figure 3.4 D - Effects of Ischemia on group A, ischemia after induction
of arrest (AE vs. AP). Recovery values pressure-rate product (PRP. =
LVDP x HR). A significant difference was found between potassium and
esrnolol-treated hearts. Data are expressed as percentage of pre-arrest
values.
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Fiare 3.5 A - Effects of Ischemia on group B. ischemia before induction
of arrest (BE vs. BP). In (a), effects on the negative deflection of the first
denvative of pressure over time (Neg dPIdt). In (b). recovery values of the
positive deflection of the first derivative of pressure over time (Pos dP/dt)
between esmolol- and potassium-arrested hearts Statistically significant
differences were found in measurements of both parneters. Data are
expressed as percentage of pre-arrest values.
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Figure 3.5 B - Effects of Ischemia on group B, ischernia before induction
of arrest (BE vs. BP). Recovery values of left-ventricular deveioped (a)
and systolic (b) pressures (LVDP and LVSP) were higher in esmolol
arrested hearts relatively to potassium-treated hearts. Statistically
significant differences were found in both measured parameters. Data are
expressed as percentage of pre-arrest values.
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F i ~ r e3.5
C - Effects of ischernia on group B. ischemia before
induction of arrest (BE vs. BP). Heart rate recovery values of potassium
mested-hearts were significantly (peO.00 1) higher relative to esmololtreated hearts (a). No statistically significant differences were found in
electrocardiogram signal amplitude (ECG arnp, (b)) in either groups. Data
are expressed as percentage of pre-arrest values.
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Fimire 3.5 D - Effects of Ischemia on group B, ischemia before
induction of arrest (AE vs. AP). Recovery values pressure-rate product
(PRP = LVDP x HR). No significant difference was found between
potassium and esmolol- treated hearts. Data are expressed as percentage
of pre-arrest values.
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Table 3.2 - Statistical analyses of physiological parameters obtained from
isolated rat hearts subjected to ischemia (20 min, 37" C) prior to, or after,
treatment with Esmolol or potassium.
Statistical tests

Croups

' ~ x a c tPerm.

Student's t
'AE

'AP

*BE

(5% of initial values. means

'BP

GroupA

Group B

Isd)

Group A

Group B

*Mann- Whit. U test
Group A Group B

p values

LVSP

8512

75+2

103*6

88d

0.00004

0.001

0.0079

0.0079

0.0090

0.0090

LVDP

8312

7313

10316

88d

0.000002

0.0015

0.0079

0.0079

0.0088

0.0088

ECGamp

9024

88k9

7316

67k9

0.5492

0.2273

0.5633

0.2222

0.7510

0.1732

RPP

7812

6711

9316

9k3

0.00003

0.45

0.0079

0.4762

0.0090

0.6015

+ Ischemic insuIt inflicted after (A) induction of arrest with Esmolol (E) or
Potassium (P).
# Ischemic insult inflicted before (B)arrest with Esmolol (E)or Potassium (P).
* Mann-Whitney U test.
$Exact Permutation test.
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3.1.2.4 - Cardiac Arrest in the Pig In Vivo Under Cardiopulmonary Bypass

Pigs were subjected to esmolol arrest for 1 hour, and hemodynarnic functions
were evduated afier intempting cardiopulmonvy bypass. The flow rate of antegrade
cardioplegia was maintained at 150 to 200 &min

at an aortic pressure of 75-80 mmHg.

in potassium-treated pigs, it was not possible to maintain cardiac arrest with an infusion
of 12-mEqL KCl. To obtain arrest the infusion of 25 mEq/L was maintained. Despite a
systernic kalernia of 9.5 rnrnol/L after the hour of arrest, the pigs could be weaned from

bypass without the need for inotropic support. in 2 animals treated with potassium to
maintain arrest, systernic kalemia reached 17 rnrnol/L; these animals could not be weaned
off bypass 20 minutes after removd of the aortic cross-clamp and interruption of
cardioplegic infusion and these data were not included in the analysis. The length of time
required to induce mest and to recover cardiac mechanical function were comparable in
the esmoiol and potassium groups. Cardiac arrest was easily achieved in both groups
within 1-3 minutes (at induction doses of [esrnolol] = 0.91 mg. mL1. min"; ca. 2.7 x
1 0 ' ~ mol/L and [KCI] = 25 rnEq/L). The maintenance doses in the esmolol group were

-0.3 1 mg.

rnL1. min-', approximately 9.0 x IO-' moYL (Table 3.1) whereas the

maintenance dose in the KCI group was kept at 25 mEqL Except for the two initial pigs
treated with potassium. al1 the pigs were weaned from bypass without the use of inotropic
support at the 20th minute of "reperfusion".

The recovery values of contractile

parameters after lh of esmolol or potassium cardioplegic arrest were sirnilx in both
groups. However. differences were observed in hem rate (Student's t test, P = 0.043, not
supported by the other tests), and in LVDP (Mann-Whitney U test, P = 0.044, not
supported by the other tests; Table 3.3).

Ede. M
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Table 3 3 - Statisticai analyses of contractile parameten obtained from
pigs under extracorporeal circulation subjected to continuous, undiluted,

normothermic blood cardioplegia. Arrest crossclamp time: 60 min.
Esrru,Iol

~~(% q%itial

Potassium

-Perm

S-st

*M-WUb

p diles

dm, rmms t sd)

+dP/dt

-13

111&

0.352

0.348

0.273

-àP/dt

91+m

93237

0.862

0.880

0.855

HR

fi15

116e.7

0.043

0.W

O.CH

-14

11Ot22

0.146

0.277

0.095

LVDf

"Mann-Whitney U test
*Exact Permutation test.
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3.2 - The Metabolism of Esmolol When Used as a Cardioplegic Agent

Does methand acc~unulateup to tomè levels?

The initial concem for studying the metabolism of esmolol came about from the
results of the previous protocols in which the doses used for inducing arrest were judged
high and would possibly preclude the clinical use of esmolol. Relative to potassium
which has already proven its safety in a large number of patients over its decades of use.
the introduction of esmolol as a cardioplegic agent could be seen as adding another
problem rather than providing a practical alternative. It became important to monitor
methanol, a product of esmolol metabolism. Methods for assessing concentrations of
methanol and esmolol have been published and are based mainly on chrornatographic
analyses, which were used in clinical trials when esmolol was introduced on the
,,ket473.

474

Our concem however, was to follow the metabolism of esmol01 in a continuous
fashion, during surgery. A pilot series of in vitro experiments was designed to examine
this possibility using infrared spectroscopy for measurements of methanol levels in blood
and plasma.

These results lead to the development of custom-built sarnple holden

adapted to the bypass circuit for continuous, on-line measurements. Another series of
expenments was performed using the pig mode1 of cardiopulmonary bypass subjected to
a 1 h period of normothermic cardiac arrest with esmolol. During these expenments mid-

and near-infrared spectroscopy were used to measure in a continuous fashion the levels of
rnethanol in the venous blood returning from the pig (venous retum line) and in the
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exhaust gas from the pump oxygenator. Additional blood sarnples were collected for offline measurements using gas chrornatography.

3-2.1 - Metabolic Considerations

The metabolism of esmolol has been previously described (Figure 2.4). We have
compared the doses recomrnended for its use and the strategy used in Our experimental
setting:
Based on the literature and on product informationu5. J76, the recornrnended procedure for
administration of esmolol is as follows:
loading dose (bolus given over 1 minute): 500 mgkg
maintenance dose (given over an arbitrary period of 59 minutes): 50 - 300 mg/kg/min

In this situation. after a 60-minute period of treatment, the total m o u n t of esmolol
adrninistered will be:

258.75 - 1365.0 mg (0.78 - 4. L 1 mmoles)

One of the metabolic products of esmolol is methanol. Methanol is produced in a 1:1

ratio:

l~smolol-, propionic acid derivative + rnethanol ( C H ~ O H ) ~ ' ~
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Assuming no other losses of methanol, 0.78 to 4.11 m o l of methanol will be formed at
the end of 1 h of administration.
The toxic level of methanol in human blood is considered to be 6.24 mM?.
Assuming that methanol is highly diffusible, and fast and homogeneous distribution in
total body water, administration of these concentrations of esmolol in a 75 kg human
patient will result in a methanol concentration 480 to 9 1 times lower than its toxic levels.
in agreement with published data ("two orders of magnitude below toxic levels")

Iri our experimental setting, using the porcine mode1 under normothermic bypass
and continuous, undiluted high-concentration esmolol cardioplegia for Ih of cardiac
arrest, the dosages were as follows":

loading dose (as a bolus, for the 1st minute): 1.36 mm01
maintenance dose (for the following 59 minutes of arrest): 300 - 500 p o Y m i n u t e

After a 1h period of arrest, the total arnount administered was:
19.06

- 30.86

mm01 (6324 - 10239 mg), an 8 to 28.5 fold higher concentration

than described above for current use in humans.
Assuming the same metabolic and pharrnacokinetic patterns described above. 19.1
to 30.9 mmoles of methanol should be formed following metabolic degradation of
esmolol under these conditions.
Assuming the same toxic levels for methanol as above, for a 40 kg pig. the
methanol concentration would be 6.4 to 10.6 fold lower than the toxic methanol
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concentration. If the sarne protocol were used in a 75 kg human patient. these levels
would still be 19.5 to 12 fold lower than the toxic methanol concentration.

Based on the above, one could assume that the accumulation of methanol poses no
problem even at the relatively high doses proposed.

in spite of these theoreticai

considerations, subsequent pilot experiments in pigs (n = 6) were conducted to venQ the
theoretical assumptions; the results of which will be described in the following section.

-
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3.2.2 - Detection Using Infrared Spectroscopy
Six pilot experiments using the in vivo porcine mode1 of cardiopulmonary bypass and
continuous normothermic blood cardioplegia were carried out. The objective was to test
the possibility of continuously monitoring the levels of methanol and esmolol at prearrest. during arrest and recovery. Infrared spectroscopy was used for on-line
measurements in blood and in the gas exhaust of the pump-oxygenator. Throughout the
experiments, blood sarnples were also acquired for gas chromatography post-hoc
analyses.
Initial in vitro experiments were performed to identifj esmolol and methanol in

IR

spectra and to follow the metabolic reaction in plasma.

3.2.2.1

- Materials and Methods

Animal preparation and setup for cardiopulmonary bypass followed the procedures
previously described in section 3.1.1.

The pig was placed under normothermic

cardiopulmonary bypass and subjected to 1-hour cardioplegic arrest either with high '
K

(25 mM) or esmolol (n = 3, each).

3.2.2.1.1 - Measurements in Blood

Two infrared cells (for NIR and MIR) were placed in the venous retum line directly
before the venous reservoir. The MIR ce11 (CIRCLE"Cell, Spectra-Tech, Shelton. CT)
containing a crystal rod made of ZnSe, was placed in the sample cornpartment of one of
the two FTIR spectrometers (FTS-7, BioRad, Cambridge. MA) and used for ATR
(Attenuated Total Reflection) meas~rernents~'~
of venous blood during bypass.

The
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reflections of the infrared beam within the crystal rod provide suffcient intensities for
spectral analysis and the experimental design made the system path length independent.
The NIR ce11 was made of Plexiglass@ and designed for fiber optics measurements in
continuous blood flow experiments.

The ce11 was placed in the venous return line

imrnediately above the venous reservoir, holding two NIR fiber bundles in place, which
were connected to the second FTIR instrument (FE-40, BioRad. Cambridge. MA). This
particular arrangement of fibers allows blood flow to be monitored in transmission mode
with a variable path length of 0.5 to 5 mm. Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show the experimental
setup and the custom-built NIR sample holder.

3.2.2.12 - Measurement in the Gas Line from the Purnp-oxygenator

A third infrared ce11 (Multi Pass. Variable Path Length Gas Cell, Harrick. Ossining, NY)
was inserted in the exhaust line of the oxygenatur to measure the possible escape of
methanol through the membrane oxygenator. This MIR gas ce11 was placed in the sample
cornpartment of an FTIR spectrometer (FTS-7, BioRad, Cambridge, MA). The multi
pass feature of this ce11 allowed measurements of a relatively small volume of gas by
reflecting the infrared bearn several times through the gas cell. This generated a total path
length of up to 30 m and significantly improved the detection limit of trace gas
molecules. The experimental design and the instrumental setup are shown in Figure 3.9-

infrared spectra were acquired at 20 seconds intervals prior to arrest, during arrest and
recovery. Intensity and changes in isoflurane (the anesthetic h g ) bands were used for
calibration.
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Figure 3.7 - The near-infrared (NIR) custom-built sarnple holder used for continuous
monitoring of esmolol and methanol levels during normothermic cardiopulrnonary
bypass in the pig. The sample holder was inierposed in the Y2" venous renim line of
the bypass circuit. Its intenor is designed to expose a 4.0 mm length path of
continuous lamina flow of blood (delimited by two Ca& windows and diverted from
the main venous return line) to the near-infrared radiation via an optical fiber
connection,

gas exhaust leaving the oxygenator in the bypass circuit.
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- The pig heart
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arrested with continuous infusion of esmolol (at titrated
concentrations to maintain minimal rnyocardial contraction) injected via the cardioplegia
line (first. left to right counterclockwise) inserted in the ascending aorta. Blood retums to
the pig from the pump-oxygenator via the aortic cannula (second, left to right.
counterclockwise). The two-staged atriocaval cannula (last, left to right,
counterclockwise) drains the venous blood from the nght atrium to the venous reservoir.
In between the venous and the aortic cannula lies the aortic clamp, placed in the
ascending aorta in between the cardioplegia and the aoitic cannulae.
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3.2.2.2.- Results
3.2.2.2.1

- Initial in vitro Experîrnents

The basic metabolic degradation pathway of esmolol in human blood is via an
esterase enzyme reaction that splits ihc methyl ester bond in esrnolol into the carboxylate
metabolite and methanol, which was presented in Chapter 2.6. The general reaction of
esmolol inactivation is presented in Figure 3.1 1A.

infrared spectra of these three

components display specific bands of the different chemicd groups present in these
molecules e.g. carboxylate, ester and alcohol, which is shown in Figure 3.11B. Starting
from the baseline, infrared difference spectra generated during the enzyme reaction, show
bands indicating an increase in metabolites (carboxylate and alcohol), as well as a
decrease in the amount of esmolol (ester) and water. In vitro expenments with esmolol
were conducted by incubating blood and saline with pig liver esterase (Sigma-Aldrich
Canada. Oakville, ON) at room temperature and were monitored for 100 minutes by
infrared spectroscopy (see Figure 3.1 1C). In the experimentai setup, the MIR circle ce11
was used under continuous flow conditions, pumping 20 ml of solution in a closed loop at

the rate of 30 rnlhin.

Al1 the expected infrared bands were observed during the

experiment and are indicated in Figure 3.1 1C by arrows (directed upwards for the
metabolites and directed downwards for esmolol). The enzyme reaction performed in
saline showed kinetic constants of 23.1 pmoVmin for esmolol incubated with pig liver
esterase, within the expected range of the enzyme activity (200 p o l f m i n for butyric acid,
ethyl ester). The sarne reaction performed in 10% albumin solution was not significantly
reduced (compared to in water), whereas the experiment performed in isolated pig blood
using red blood ce11 esterase showed a reduced enzyme activity (< 50 %), indicating a
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lower rnetabolic rate of esmolol in whole blood. A possible explanation for the reduced

enzyme activity could be the slower process of esmolol diffusion into the red blood cells,
relative to a cell-free system. The promising results of esmolol degradation monitored by

infrared spectroscopy demonstrate the suitability of this method for monitoring this
enzyme in vivo.
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Figure 3.10 - Metabolic degradation pathway of esmolol in human blood. (A) represents
the enzyme reaction transforming esmolol into the carboxylic acid metabolite and
methanol. (B) reflects the location of marker bands in the infrared difference spectrum of
esmolol and (C) shows the result of an esmolol solution (pH 8) incubated with pig liver
esterase extract (at 25 OC). The arrows directed upwards reflect an increase in
metabolites and the downward arrows the disappearance of esmolol (ester).
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3.2.2.2.2 - Detection in Blood

The in vivo measurements assessed the capability of the infrared spectroscopy to measure
the concentration of esmolol and its metabolites on-line in flowing blood. Experiments to
determine the spectral signature of esmolol and methanol in water, plasma and whole
blood, are shown in Figure 3.12 A-F. The IR spectrum of a dried film of esrnolol in (A)
demonstrates the relative dominance of the ester vibration band (at 1736 cm-'), whereas
esmolol in solution clearly shows a strong band 1045 cm-' representing a structurai
vibration specific for the molecule. The latter can be detected in concentrated solutions
of esmolol and alIows a minimal detectable concentration of O. 1 mM for for esmolol, in
vitro. The detection limit of methanol in the circle ce11 system under flow conditions was

determined to be at 1 mM, in vitro (see Figure 3.12D-F). This value was deterrnined by
dilution experiments of methanol in water, saline, plasma. and whole blood using a strong
band at 1018 cm-' typical for methanol in solution. The C-O band in pure methanol is
located at 1033 cm-'. but shifts when methanol is diluted in water-based solutions.

In the in vivo experiments, infrared spectra of the venous blood were continuously
recorded (one averaged spectrum ( 128 scans) per min) and analyzed. Figure 3.13 shows a
series of representative spectra acquired on-line from an esmolol group bypass
experiment. Several changes could be observed in the different peaks over time. Three
typical sugar bands at 1020, 1040 and 1080 cm" quickly decreased in intensity early in
the expenment upon initiation of bypass as a result of the diluting effect of the
Ringers/mannitol solution initially present in the priming solution of the bypass system.
This loss of intensity could be monitored over the first 10 measurements (5 min) before
additional mannitol was added to the circuit. The bands for esmolol (at 1045 cm-') and
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rnethanol (at 1018 cm-')overlap with bands coming from mannitol (located at 1020 and
1040 cm"). The detection of small amounts of methanol is therefore oniy possible after
calibrating the band at 1020 cm-'with a constant mannitol band at 1080 cm-'. Changes in
both bands c m then reflect alterations in the methanol content, which were not different
in either group.

Because the sensitivity of the on-line methanol detection by IR

spectroscopy is limited to IrnM, it was assumed that the concentration of rnethanol was
below this level. Many other bands in the IR spectrum showed changes during the bypass
experiment e-g. a band with increased intensity at 1142 cm-', but were not analyzed in
this study.
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(F) 25.50 and 75 mM meaiand
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Figure 3.11 (A) Infrared spectra of esmolol as a dned film on BaF2. (B) Esmol01
solution between two C s z windows with 4 pm path length and (C) a 7.5 mM esmoiol
solution in pig plasma measiired in a flow cell. (D) Methanol solution between two C&
windows with 4 pm path length and (E) shows the same alcohol diluted in and subtracted
from water indicating a significant wavenumber shift of the strong v(C-O) band in water
from 1033 cm-' to 1018 cm-', (F)shows smaller concentrations of methanol diluted in pig
plasma.
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# of measurements

-

Fimire 3.12 Mid-infrared spectra obtained on-line from circulating blood in an esmolol
bypass experiment. Typical sugar bonds presumably indicating mannitol and iü change
in concentration throughout the experiment could be identified. Methanol overlaps with
the band at 1020 cm" and could not be detected on-line.
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3.2.2.2.3 - Detection in the Gas Exhaust Line of the Pump-oxygenator

The pump-oxygenator in the by-pass circuit provided a possible site for methanol to
escape the system. To measure the amount of methanol that could be released, an
infrared gas ce11 (30-cm length) with an effective IR path length of 30 m was inserted in
the gas exhaust line. Figure 3.14 displays typical IR gas spectra of small concentrations
of methanol and isoflurane. Both gases c m easily be distinguished due to specific marker
bands. Methanol displays two very sharp bands at 1033 and 2843 cm-' that are accessible
by on-line monitoring of the gas stream. These bands also do not overlap with any other
absorptions of molecules present in the exhaust line.

In contrast, isoflurane shows

different IR bands, the two strongest k i n g at 1 164 and 12 14 cm-' are (Figure 3.14).
There are aiso two additional minor IR bands visible at 3003 and 3046 cm-' that becarne
very intense during the experiment when the anesthetic flow is increased to 3% isoflurane
(Figure 3.14). These bands can easily be followed and monitored indicating the amount
of the anesthetic used at any time of the experiment.
The marker band for methanol at 2843 cm-' appears in this spectral region and can

be monitored and quantified. No methanol was detected at any time in the gas exhaust
line of the oxygenator in any of the gas cell-monitored experiments (n = 6). As a test, 10

pl methanol was injected into the gas exhaust line and monitored over a short period of
time (Figure 3.15). Thirty spectra were recorded at 3 min intervals and the methanol
marker band was monitored during the experiment to sirnulate the effect of methanol
escape from the oxygenator.
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Mvenurnber / cm-'

Wavenumber / cm1

F i ~ r 3.13
e
- infrared gas spectra of isoflurane (bottom/left) and methanol (toplleft)
under normal atmospheric pressure conditions (showing marker bands). On the right:
series of gas infrared spectra rneasured on-line during bypass (pig heart surgery) - pulse of
methanol(l0 pi) in a 3% isoflurane Stream.
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Wavenumber 1 cm-'
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F i a r e 3.14 Infrared spectra obtained over time from a gas ce11 placed in the oxygenator
exhaust line dunng an esmolol pig bypass experiment. The methanol peak at 2843 cm"
could be identified only after a pulse of lOpL methanol into the line leaving the
oxygenator. The other large peaks in the spectra are believed to represent isoflurane.
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3.2.3 - Detection Using Gas Chromatography

The "gold standard" for measurement of alcohols in blood is gas chromatognphy

(GC)"'.

As an initial approach to detecting methanol in blood, 6 experiments using the

porcine mode1 under extracorporeal circulation and one hour of normothemic
cardioplegic arrest with either esmolol or potassium (n = 3, each) were carried out.
Animal preparation, anesthesia and surgicd techniques were as described previously.
Throughout each experiment, a totd of five blood samples was acquired. A first baseline
sample was acquired d u h g initiation of bypass, followed by 2 samples collected at 30
and 60 minutes of cardioplegic arrest. Two final samples were collected during partial

bypass and upon recovery, immediately before weaning the animal off bypass.

Al1

sarnples were obtained from the same site in the circuit (from the stop-cock attached to
the vent of the merial filter) and collected in gray-cap Vacutainers, irnmediately sealed
and stored at 4" C to avoid volatilization of methanol for analysis. The biochemist
responsible for the rneasurements was blinded to the cardioplegic agent.

3.2.3.1 - Materids & Methods
Methanol concentration in plasma was determined using a 5890 Hewlett Packard
Gas Chrornatographic System.

Separation was achieved on a Supelcowax

loTM fused

silica capillary coiumn (30 m x 0.25 mm, 0.25 p)
using hydrogen as carrier gas and
nitrogen as make-up gas. Sample injection was done using a split capillary injection with
sample size of 0.20 mL. Based on initial expenence, optimal temperatures for methanol
separation were determined to be 40" C for the column (isocratic), 200" C for the
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Millennium

Chromatographie Manager Software was used to acquire and process the data.
Before final storage, the samples were centrifuged for 15 min. at 4" C , the
plasma was separated from the red blood cells, sealed under a blanket of nitrogen and
stored at -75" C.
Before injection. the plasma samples were centrifuged for 3 min. at 4" C and
deproteinized by addition of 50 rnL 0.8 M sodium tungstate and 50 rnL 0.8 M cupric
sulfate to 500 mL of plasma Following centrifugation, the supernatant was injected ont0
the gas chromatography apparatus for the analyses of methanol.

3.2.3.2 - Results
Based on previous experiments and calibration curves carried out using known
standards, the rnethod revealed an 88% recovery of methanol with a correlation index of
0.988 for manual injection precision. Standard retention times determined for methanol
and ethanol were 4.4 and 5.2 minutes. respectively. Retention time for formaldehyde was
4.35 minutes. The detection lirnit for methanol under these conditions was determined to

belong to the 1:1x 10' dilution or 0.3 125 W.
Based on the total esmolol dose administered during the experiments ( 1 vial. 2.5

g) and the total volume of the system (4.5 L) the calculated rnethanol yield would be 1.67
rnrnoVL. Figures 3.16 and 3.17 ((a) through (e)) show representative chrornatograms
obtained from samples collected during the different phases of esmolol and potassium

bypass experiments. The methanol peak which was undetectable prior to induction of
esrnolol arrest, became increasingly higher, reaching its maximal level at the end of the
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arrest period. At this point. the methanol concentration was determined to be 3 12.5 pM,
approximately 20 % of the theoretical yield. A smaller peak close to the methanol peak
with a retention time of

- 4.38 minutes appeared in samples obtained during the arrest

period, which may possibly reflect rapid metabolism of methanol into formaldehyde.
Samples obtained &ter intempting infusion of esmolol and during the recovery period
showed a retum to prearrest levels.

Blood levels of methanol detected under these

conditions were less than 5% of the methanol toxicity level (6.24 mrnoVL). In samples
obtained from pigs belonging to the potassium group, methanol and formaidehyde levels
were undetectable.

Other peaks could be observed in the chromatograms and they

presurnably represent the gaseous anesthetic isoflurane used during surgery and/or
products of its metabolism. These peaks were consistent in samples obtained from both
groups.
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Figure 3.15. (a) and (b) - Gas chromatograms obtained from blood samples of pigs
subjected to cardiopuImonary bypass and 1 hour of esmolol-induced cardioplegic arrest.
(a) prearrest sample; (b) sample obtained 30 minutes after induction of cardioplegic arrest
with esmolol. Note the methanol peak at 4.4 minutes retention time.
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Fimires 3.15. ( c ) and (dl - Gas chromatograrns of esmolol group pigs at (c) the end of
the cardioplegia penod ( 1h) and (d) dunng partial bypass.
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F i ~ r 3.15.(e)
e
- Gas chromatogram obtained imrnediately before weaning the pig off
bypass, approximately 30 minutes after intempting the one hour period of esmololinduced cardioplegic arrest, showing an almost complete retum to prearrest levels of the
methanol peak. The peak at 5.2 minutes represents dcohol injected durhg the process
of methanol analysis. Additional peaks are believed to represent the anesthetic isoflurane
andor products of its metabolism.

-
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Fiwre 3.16. (a) and (b) - Gas chromatograrns obtained from blood sarnples of pigs
subjected to cardiopulmonary bypass and 1 hour of cardioplegic arrest induced with high
K+ (25 mM). (a) prearrest sampie; (b) sample obtained 30 minutes after induction of
cardioplegic arrest.
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Fiwres 3.16. (c) and (dl - Gas chromatograms of potassium group pigs at (c) the end of
the cardioplegia period (1 h) and (d) during partial bypass.
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Fimre 3.16. (el - Gas chromatograrn obtained immediately before weaning the pig off
bypass, approximately 30 minutes after intempting cardioplegic arrest. No methanol
peaks could be detected in any of the chromatograrns obtained from pigs subjected to
KCI-arrest. The peaks observed are believed to correspond to the anesthetic isoflurane
andor products of its metabolism.
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3.3 - Subcellular Mechanisms of Action of Esmolol as a Cardioplegic Agent. A Multinuclear MRS and Cau FIuoroscopic Study.
Are there effects other than classical /34lockade?

The main objective of the work was to identiQ rnechanisms other than betablockade by which esrnolol induced and maintained arrest in the rat hem. " ~ band 'li

MRS were used to assess changes in membrane permeability to '
K and Na', respectively,
reflecting effects of esmolol on K*and Na+ channels in 39 rat hearts. To follow changes
in high-energy phosphates in the h a r t during arrest and recovery, "P MRS was
performed on 24 isolated rat heart preparations. Two senes of 12 experiments were
canied out: the first series included esmolol (n = 8) and potassium (n = 4) anested hearts
in which "P spectra were acquired for 15 min prearrest, during 60 min of arrest (with
either esmolol or high )
'
K

and 30 minutes of recovery. The second series followed the

same protocol but included a 90 minute recovery period and a control group (n = 4. each).

The latter group was added to take into account the effects of continuous perfusion
without dmg. A final set of experiments was carried out using fluorescent microscopy to
assess changes in intracellular Ca" transients in the presence of esmolol relatively to 25
rnM potassium in isolated cells preparations (n = 12).
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3.3.1 - Materials & Methods
3.3.1.1 - N M R Experiments
For the 8 7 ~ experiments,
b
the hearts were pemised with phosphate-free Krebs-

Henscleit (KH)buffer containing (in mmoUL) NaCl 118, NaHCO, 25, KC1 4.7. CaC12
1.75 (- 1.1 rnrnoi/L free Ca?,

MgSOJ 1.2, EDTA 0.5 and glucose 1 1. The perfusate was

equilibrated with 95% Oz/5% CO2,with the pH rnaintained at 7.4. The KH buffer used
for Rbf loading contained [Rb'] 0.94 mmol/L and [K']
mmoVL .
'
K

3.76 rnmoi/L instead of 4.7

For the ' ~ MRS
i
expenments the Li'xontaining solution was prepared by

adding 15 mmol/L LiCl to the KH buffer descnbed above. For the

3

1

on
~ the esmolol

group experiments. the hearts were perfused with KH buffer. In the potassium group,

20.3 rnmoVL KCI was added to the perfusate to reach a 25 rnM [K'].
Esmolol was a gift from Zeneca Canada Inc. consisting of 10 rnL vials containing
250 mg/rnL.

Prior to utilization, 10 mL of esmolol were diluted into 90 mL of

oxygenated KH solution and placed in a syringe-purnp for infusion. A high concentration

(200 mg/mL, 2684 mmoVL) stock solution of KCI was prepared and injected using a
syringe-pump to achieve a concentration of 25 m M in the perfusate. The syringe-pump
infusion rate for esmolol and potassium injections were calculated using the expression:

Where:

IREorKrepresents the infusion rates for esmoi01 or potassium;

[Clis the desired concentration in the pemisate (in mmoUL);
MW is esmolol or KCl molecular weight;
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Cfis the coronary flow in W m i n ;
S is the concentration of esmolol or KCI in the syringe in g/mL;

60 is the transformation factor to yieid vahes in mUh

3.3.1.2

- Animal P r e p ~ a t i o n
Thirty-nine Sprague-Dawley rats (male. 350-5000) were injected intrapentoneally

with pentobarbitol (TiopentalB, 120 mgkg).

After reaching a surgical plane of

anesthesia (absence of central and peripheral reflexes). a median thoracotomy was
performed, the heart rapidly excised and dropped in cold (- 4°C) oxygenated KH
solution. The heart was then placed in the perfusion apparatus secured by a cannula
insened in the aorta (modified Langendorff apparatus) and perfused retrogradely with KH
solution initially at constant pressure (85 cmH20) and subsequently at a constant flow
(14-15 mUmin) from a roller-pump.

After opening the left atrium, a latex balloon

attached to a pressure line and a transducer was placed inside the left ventncle and
secured with a 4-0 silk suture. End-diastolic pressure was set to approximately 8 rnrnHg.
An NMR compatible electrocardiogram (ECG) electrode was placed on each ventricular
wall. Functional data and ECG waveforms were acquired using a computer (software:
System Integrator DMSI-200 Version 1.07c, Micro Med Inc., Louisville. KY).

The

temperature of the pemisate was maintained at 37" C by rneans of a water-bath. The
pressure-rate product (PRP),the product of developed pressure (systolic minus diastotic
pressures) and heart rate, was used as an index of ventricular lùnction. The coronary flow
rate was monitored with an ultrasonic blood-flow meter (Transonic Systems Inc.) and
perfusion pressure was measured continuously through the catheter connecting the aonic
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line and the pressure transducer and transferred to the computer. Functional data and
coronary flow were measured simultaneously with acquisition of the NMR spectra. After
a 10- 15 minute stabilization penod, the heart was placed inside the bore of an AM-360
MHz magnet (8.7T,Magnex Inc., England) attached to the Bruker console (Aspect 3000,
Bruker, Gerrnany) (Figure 3.18 (a), (b), and (c)).

3.3.1.3 - Expenmental Protocols
Al1 hearts were perfused for 10-15 minutes with

KH buffer before beginning

spectral acquisition according to Diagram 1. In the Rb' expenments. the hearts were
randody divided into esmolol (n = 15) and control (n = 5) groups. NMR spectral
acquisition was performed during loading and washout of Rb'.

In the Lii experiments.

the hearts were randomly distributed into esmolol (n = 15) and K+ (n = 4) groups. In dl
Li' experiments (n = 19) a complete set of control data was acquired prior to treatment
with esmolol or potassium (Diagrarn 1). Two series of "P MRS experiments were
performed. The first series included a 60-minute period of arrest (induced by esmolol [n

= 81 or potassium [n = 41) followed by 30 minutes of recovery whereas in the second
series (n = 12) the recovery penod was extended to 90 minutes and a control group was
added (in which no dmg was inhised).

3

periods of arrest and recovery in both series.

1

MRS
~
spectra were acquired throughout the
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Figure 3.17 - An MR spectroscopy
experiment on an isolated rat heart. After
quickly excising the rat hem, it is secured by
its aorta in the modified Langendorff
apparatus (a). After insertion of the
intraventricular vent, pressure lines and MR
compatible ECG electrodes, the perfused
h e m is placed inside the bore of the rnagnet
(b).
Data acquisition is made at the
spectrometer's console (c).
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Diapram 3.1 - Schematic representation of experimental protocols carried out in 8 7 ~ b ,
7 ~ and
i
"P NMR spectroscopy expenments in isolated, buffer-perfused rat hearts
(modified Langendorff preparation). See text for details.
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3.3.1 -3.1 - Measurements of Rb+ UptakelWashout

To rneasure Rb+ uptake/washout, the pefisate was switched to a Rbkontaining

KH solution for 30 minutes and was then switched back to a normal KH solution for
observation of Rb' washout (also 30 minutes). In the esrnolol-treated group, the heart
was arrested with esmolol as a bolus injection at

1.36 mmoVL (infusion pump rate was

calculated using the formula descnbed above) and the minimal dose needed to maintain
arrest was titrated for approximately 10 minutes. Once the arresting dose of esmolol was
established and there were no signs of ventricular contraction (completely flat pressure
trace). the perfusate was switched to a Rb'-containing solution and Rb' loading was
followed for 30 minutes. At the end of the loading phase. while still in the presence of
esmolol, Rb+ washout was started by switching to normal KH solution for 30 minutes.
spectra took place throughout loading and washout. To
The acquisition of 8 7 ~ bMRS
+
reduce the contribution of the Rb' signal in the bath surrounding the heart, the hearts
were perfused in a "dry" mode4''.

Previous work has showed no marked change in Rb'

kinetics or function using this "dry perfusion" technique386.482- The temperature was
controlled and maintained at 37°C by Nz gas fiow at 10-15 Urnin through a heating
element placed inside the bore of the magnet. A total of 13 different doses varying from

209 to 544 p o V L were used. in two other experiments. esmolol at 1.36 and 1.7 mmol/L
was used to maintain arrest and eliminate electrical activity.
experiments, in which no esmolol was used served as controls.

An additional 5
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3.3.1.3.2 - Measurements of Li' Washout
For these experiments, NMR spectral acquisition was performed only dunng
washout, because it is not possible to detect intracellular loading of LiC in the presence of
the high background signal originating from Li+ in the extracellular space and in the bath.
Loading was achieved by switching the perfùsate to a Lkontaining KH solution (LiCl.
15 mM) and pemising the h e m for 30 minutes. A decrease in contractile function was

observed at the beginning of Li' loading, which was attributed to the higher than normal
osmolarity of the Li'containing perfusate4". This decrease in hnction was transient and
dissipated within 5-10 minutes. In dl experiments a control washout curve was obtained
by switching the perfusate to a Li'-free solution and acquiring one set of NMR data prior
to treatment with esmolol or K+. In the esmolol experiments (n = 15). the hearts were
arrested at the end of the Li' loading penod with a bolus injection of esmolol and the
maintenance dose was titrated for 10 minutes.

After determining the minimal dose

required to maintain arrest, the perfusate was switched to Li'-free KH solution and NMR
data were acquired during Li+ washout, in the presence of esmolol at the titrated minimal
maintenance dose. in the K+ group (n = 4), the same protocol was followed with the
exception that arrest was induced with an injection of potassium at a constant dose of 25

mmoVL. To minimize the NMR signal from Li+ in the bath during Li' washout, the
hearts were superfused with KH Li+-free flushing solution using a roller-pump at a
constant flow rate 5 times greater than the coronary flow (- 60 mumin). A total of 10
experiments were perfomed in this manner and the arresting concentrations of esmolol
varied from 356 to 586 W. In five other experiments, higher maintenance doses (1.0,
1.5, 1.7 and 2.0 mM) were used to maintain electrical arrest. In al1 experiments Li+
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washout kinetics were observed with either esmolol or potassium for a total period of 30
minutes.

3.3.1.3.3 - Measurements of Highenergy Phosphates Levels (

3 ' ~
MRS)

In the esmolol group, the hearts were subjected to a 60 minute period of arrest
with an initial bolus injection at 1.36 mmoUL ( 16.24 mUh at SrEi = 0.025 g/rnL) followed
by titration of the minimal dose required to maintain cardiac W e s t (which varied from

0.293 to 0.586 rnrnol/L).

In the potassium group. cardiac arrest was obtained by

switching the KH perîusate to a "high-R' KH solution which contained [ K I ] = 25 mM
provided by a separate reservoir.

In both groups, spectral acquisition took place

throughout a 60-minute arrest period and a 30-minute recovery period. A minimum of 16
spectra were acquired during each experiment. in the second series of experiments, the
same protocol was used for both the esmolol and potassium groups with the exception
that the recovery period was extended to 90 minutes. A control group was also added to
the protocol (n = 4) in which no drug was added to the perfusate, and the heart was lefi
beating throughout the protocol, to account for changes in the high-energy phosphates
content due to experimentai conditions. In this series a total of 40 spectra were acquired
for each experiment.

3.3.1.4 - NMR Spectroscopy

NMR data were acquired using a Bruker AM-360 NMR spectrometer and 20-mm
broadband probes (Morris Instruments. Ottawa. ON, Canada or Bruker. Bremen,
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Germany). Shimming was optirnized using the %a

signal from the heart and the

surrounding bath. A maximal line width < 15 Hz was considered acceptable.

3.3.1 -4.1 - 8 7 ~ b MRS
'
Rubidium spectra were acquired at 1 17.84 MHz, the sweep width was 15 kHz and
512 data points were coilected with a 2.5 minute time resolution (90" pulse. 60 ps;
recycle time 14 ms). allowing 10240 scans per spectrum. A total of 32 spectra were
acquired for each expenment (loading + washout). A capillary containing 1 moVL RbCl

+5mon

KI (10 to 15 v o l Rb) was used as a concentration reference. After the

shimrning procedure. the perfusate was aspirated from the bottom of the NMR tube
rnaintaining a minimal amount of fluid around the heart ("dry" mode). This practice does
+
(- 350 Hz), changes in
not lead to any detectable broadening of the S 7 ~ bresonance
mechanical function or changes in RbC influx or efflux relative to hearts that were
immersed and flushed from outside with a Rb'-free soiution ~ 8 6 . ~ 8 7

3.3.1.4.2 - 7Li+ MRS
Lithium spectra were acquired using a broadband probe operating at 139.93 MHz,
a spectral width of 5 kHz, collecting 5 12 data points. The repetition time was 2.2 s (60"
pulse) providing 52 scans and a time resolution of
containing 0.5 M LiCl

+ 50 mM

- 2 minutes per spectrum.

A capillary

( T ~ ~ s ) ~ D ~ T T H A - ~ T ~(7~ mm01
s . H C Iof Li; T ï H A =

triethylenetetraminehexaacetate) was used as concentration and chernical shift reference.
The repetition tirne (2.2 s) and pulse length (60') were chosen to increase the contribution
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from the intracellular Li' signal (- 0.7 < T I < 7.0 s) and accordingly. decrease the
contribution from the extracellular and bath Li' signais (Tl > 15 s).

3.3.1.4.3 - 3

' MRS
~

Phosphorus spectroscopy was carried out using a Bruker broadband probe tuned
to 145.78 MHz.

3

1 MRS
~

spectra were acquired with a Crnin time resolution (60"pulse

= 24 p. recycle time = 2.2 s). A total of 144 scans was acquired for each spectnirn.
yielding a time resolution of

- 5 minutes per spectrum.

and 4k data points were collected.

The sweep width was 10 kHz

A sealed capillary containing 1M solution of

phenylphosphonic acid (10 p o l of P) was used as a reference.

3.3.1.5 - NMR Data Processing, Kinetics and Statistical Analyses

Al1 spectra were processed with the help of a software package ( I D WinNMRB

.

Bruker. Bremen. Germany) in a personal computer. Curve plots. calculations of slopes
and statisticd analyses were done using Microcal Ongin@ and StatisticaB software.
Pnor to Fourier transformation, automatic phase and baseline correction routines were
performed dong with a linebroadening factor of 20 Hz for Li' spectra. 150 Hz for Rb'
specba and 30 Hz for phosphorus spectra. Both areas and peak heights were used for
spectral quantification using peak picking and integration subroutines provided by the
Bruker software. Lithium and Rb' expenments were modeled as first-order kinetics and
the slopes (k) of the curves obtained from linear regression of the logarithrnicallytransformed curves of the ratios peaklreference x time were compared.

In the Rb*

experiments the rate of accumulation (uptake) was calculated using two different models:
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(a) from the slope of the initiai (considered linear) portion of the uptake curve (initial six
data points less the first point,

-

12 minutes); and (b) using the exponential growth

equation (see Results) to obtain k values. The first point in Rb' and Li' experirnents (in
uptake and washout curves) were excluded from the analysis to reduce interference from
the kinetics of equilibration of the extracellular spaces. The Student's t test was used for
intragroup comparisons: repeated measurements ANOVA and the Tukey test were used
for multi-variable analyses. The statistical significance level was considered to be 0.05.
Al1 data are expressed as means t standard deviation unless otherwise stated.

3.3.1-6 - Calcium Fluorescence Measurements
3.3.1.6.1

- Myocyte Preparation

The isolation and preparation of myocytes have been described in detail
elsewhere483*4". Bnefly, adult Sprague-Dawley rats weighing between 450 and 550 g
were obtained from the IBD Animal Facility and anesthetized following the procedure
described above for the other isolated rat heart preparations. Al1 solutions are detailed in
Table 3.4. Following placement of the heart on a modified Langendorff apparatus, the
heart was pemised with 50 mL of oxygenaied Ca*-free KH solution at room temperature
(-

22" C) to wash blood from the vasculature. Infusion of enzyme solution immediately

followed the pemision with Ca*-free KH solution for 25-35 minutes. Ca* tolerance was
induced initially with perfusion of solution B (O. 1 mM Ca*) infused for 1-2 minutes to
washout enzyme solution. The h e m was then removed from the apparatus and placed in

a beaker with

- 30 mL of solution B.

The ventricles were dissected free, minced with

scissors and the beaker containing the cells was placed in a water bath at 37" C under
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LOO% oxygen for 10-15 minutes to allow the cells to settle. After the cells settled, the
supematant was removed (- 25 rnL) and 30 mL of solution C (0.5 mM Cau) were added.
The beaker was then returned to the water bath for another penod of 10-15 minutes to

allow the cells to settle. The supematant was again removed (- 25 mL)and replaced with

- 30 mL of solution D (1.0 rnM Ca*)

and repeated once with Hepes buffer. Calcium

tolerance was induced slowly, over 30 minutes during which time the cells were
maintained in suspension by gentle agitation and continuously gassed with oxygen 100%.

Final [Ca*] was 1.0 mM. The minimal acceptable yield rate (field estimation) was set at
70%. Al1 expenments were completed within 5 h of the final addition of CaC12459.485
Cells were chosen for inclusion in the study based on the following criteria: rod
shape; quiescent until stimulated to contract by field stimulation (contraction verified by
visual observation); and when not being stimulated to contract, the ratio of the 340- to the
380-nrn fluorescence intensity was required to be < 1.0 ([Ca*],

- 100 nM.

-
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Table 3.4

- Composition and concentrations

of the different solutions used in the
protocol for myocyte isolation and preparation for Ca* fluorescence rnicroscopy
Cau-free

KH

Solution
B

Solution

Solution

C

D

(in mM)
NaCl

123

MgSO4

0.58

KCI

5.3

KH2P04

1.2

NaHC03

20

Glucose

6

Hepes

--

CaC12

1W-M
Ca"

Collagenase
II
Taurine

DLglutamic
acid

1.O m M
Ca*

--

-

--

--

--

--

Enzyme
Solution

Tyrode
Hepes
Buffer
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3.3.1.6.2 - Cell Loading
Isolated cells were loaded with Fura-2hcetomethyl ester (AM) (Molecular Probes,
Eugene, OR) in a dark room to a final concentration of 2.0 pM by adding 10 @ of 1.0

m M Fun-2 AM stock solution in dimethyl sulfoxide to a 5-mL aiiquot of cell-containing
solution in a Bat bottom vial wrapped in foi1 paper and placed into a 37" C water bath.
The vial was removed from the water bath and gently shaken every 10 minutes; the total
loading time was 45 minutes. The cells were then rinsed for 30 minutes with 1.0 m M
Ca* Tyrode solution at 37" C to remove any remaining Fura-2 from the extracellular
mediumas9.

3.3.1 -6.3 - Microfluometry
Calcium transients were measured in a manner similar as previously de~cribed'~~.
Briefly. the ce11 superfusion chamber consisted of a Plexiglass@ block rnachined to
accommodate a thin g l a s cover slip as a bottom. A droplet of ce11 suspension was placed
in the charnber. and a thin sheet of buffer continuously fiowed across the cells. The
superfusion chamber was mounted on a Olympus inverted microscope attached to a PT1
spectrofluorometer (PT1 Industries, New Jersey, USA) in which the cells were localized
by visualization. The rotational period of the interference wheel (cliopper) was set at 100
ms such that a ratio was obtained every 10 ms. Cardiomyocytes were sequentially excited
with 340 and 380 nm wavelength light derived from the dual wavelength
spectrofluorometer. The ernitted fluorescent images of the myocyte at 510 nrn were
recorded and quantified with photomultiplier tubes coupled to a computer. Two separate
signals corresponding to 340- and 380-nm signals were fed to the computer equipped
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with data acquisition software system (FeliXQ, PIl inc.). Fluorescence signal ratios were
converted io concentrations based on a previously established calibration c u r ~ e ' and
'~~
stored by FeliXO and were later transferred into a spreadsheet format (Microsoft ExceM)
for averaging and statistical calculations. Because the cells exhibit beat-to-beat variability
in amplitude of response, the data are presented as averages of 5-6 consecutive responses

+ standard deviation of the mean.

Average peak height was cdculated for each cell. The

Tukey test for significant differences dong with repeated measurements ANOVA were
used for statistical evaluation of differences.
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3.3.2 - Results
3.3.2.1 - Effect of Esmolol Arrest on K+ Kinetics ( 8 7 ~ MRS)
b

3.3.2.1.1 - Effects on Rbf Uptake
The uptake curves were modeled as a first order reaction. The ascending portions
of the curves (first six data points after discarding the first point) were considered to be
linear.
Linear regression analyses as described by the expression

were carried out to calculate rate constants (B term). Based on this model. esrnolol did
not affect the uptake of Rb' (mean k = 0.032 I0.014 for esmolol experiments vs. control
mean k = 0.036 I0.008. P = 0.184) (Figures 3.18 and 3.19).
An alternative approach to modeling the uptake curves was carried out using the
exponential association function

where A2 = O and k = Ml. This approach showed no difference between the rate

= 0.045 I0.018 vs. k;rmioi= 0.036 I
constants for the esmolol and control groups (kConmi
0.0 17. P = 0.4 15) (Figure 3.20).

-
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F i a r e 3.18 Representative " ~ b +NMR spectra obtained during one hour of control
perfusion (upper panel) and esmolol arrest (lower panel). Ref. = reference peaks (-230
ppm) containing 1.0 M RbCl in a sealed capillary tube placed beside the heart. Rb+i +
Rb*. peaks (-190 ppm) represent myocyte uptake (initial 30 minutes) and washout
(following 30 minutes) over time of Rb' from the intracellular space. Contributions from
the extracellular cornpartment are considered insignificant 3-5 minutes after swiiching to
non Rb'-containing pefisate. The rates by which the right-hand peak changes over time
K kinetics across the cellular membrane.
are indicative of '
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Fimre 3.19 - Relative (to reference peak) peak intensities of Rb* uptake and washout of
al1 control (n = 5, squares) and esmolol (n = 15, circles) experiments. Statisticaily
significant differences between the slopes of the two curves were observed during the
washout period. There was no significant differences between the slopes of the curves
during uptake using a linear regression model.
Rb+ Uptake modeled by
ExpAssoc (Monoexponential)

Control

Esmolol

F i a r e 3.20 - Average rate constants of rubidium uptake (initial 30 minutes) obtained
from control and esmolol experiments using the exponential association function for
modeling uptake curves. No significant differences were found between the uptake rates
of control and esmolol-arrested hearts, suggesting the absence of any effect of esmolol at
the concentrations used to maintain arrest, on inward kinetics of Rb' (and K*).
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3.3.2.1.2 - Effects on Rb' Washout

The washout curves were modeled as monoexponential decay curves as described
by the function:

Where k = I/tl
The average calculated rate constants of esmolol-arrested hearts indicate that rubidium

washout was 30 - 40% inhibited relative to control as monitored by reduced Rb' efflux
during the washout period

= 0.025

I0.007 vs.

kCmml= 0.036

+ 0.009.P= 0.0 101 )

(Figure 3.2 1). These data suggest that esmolol may alter the rate at which rubidium (and
potassium) exits the myocyte when compared to controls.

3.3.2.1.3 - Effects of Esmolol Concentration on Rb* Uptake and Washout

In the different experiments. the dose of esmolol required to maintain arrest was
titrated over a period of approximately 10 minutes. The doses varied arnong the different
hearts from: 209-544

To observe wheiher different concentrations affected the

uptake a d o r washout rates of rubidium, the rate constants were plotted against the
concentrations of esmolol used to maintain arrest during each experiment. Linear
regression analyses were performed to correlate the data (Figure 3.22). Neither the
uptake nor the washout rate constants correlated with the different concentrations of
esmolol. The correlation coefficients were: rupde = 0.03 and P.ptAe= 0.92; and
0.15 and PwShout= 0.62.

r,,,,,hOu,

=
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F i b r e 3.21 - Averages of calculated rate constants obtained from uptake and washout
curves (modeled as first-order kinetics) of control and esmolol groups. Rate constants
were significantly reduced (P = 0.01) relative to control during the RbC washout period in
esmolol-arrested hearts.

Effect of [Esmolol] on Rb+ Kinetics
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F i ~ r 3.22
e - Calculated rate constants of Rb' uptake and washout plotted against their
individual concentrations. In both curves, n o correlation (neither up o r downwards) could
be established between the calculated rate constants and the different concentrations used
to maintain m s t . Uptake: r = 0.03. P = 0.92; Washout: r = 0.15, P = 0.6 1.
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3.3.2.2 - Effects of Esmolol Arrest on Na+ Kinetics (
'
T
i
'

3.3.2.2.1

-~

MRS)

i Washout
+

The analyses of Li'

effiux curves followed the sarne mode1 as the Rb'

experiments, i.e., using the monoexponential decay function and k = 1/t 1. Lithium efflux
was significantly inhibited,

- 62% and 57% in esmolol- and potassium-arrested

respectively: kCmmi= 0.0835 r 0.007,
I0.007.

hearts,

= 0.03 19 t 0.009, and kptmsium= 0.0366

VS. ~ m O I o i

P < 0.001 for both groups.

The slopes for esmolol and potassium differ

significantly from the controls, but not from each other, (PE.p = 0.32), suggesting that the
strong inhibition of Li+ efflux observed dunng the washout period in the presence of
esmolol or potassium may be due to the same mechanism (Figures 3.23 through 3.25,
Table 33.

3.3.2.2.2 - Effects of Esmolol Concentration on Li' Washout

In the Li' experiments, the titrated doses of esmolol required to maintain arrest
were in the same range as those seen dunng the Rb+ expenments: 356 to 586 pM. The
effect of esmolol concentration on LiCwashout was evaluated by the same method as for
Rb', using linear regression analysis. As shown in Figure 3.26. there was no correlation

beiween the Li+ washout rate constants and the esmolol concentrations used (r = 0.27, P =
0.44).
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F i a r e 3.23 - 7Li MR spectra obtained over lh of perfusion under control and
experimental conditions (30 min each). Ref. = O. 1M LiCl reference peak at -212 pprn.
The peak at -200 ppm represents mainly Lif efflux from the myoplasm. Contributions
from the extracellular space are minimal after 3-5 minutes because Li' in the extracellular
space is quickly washed out upon switching to nonLiCl containing perfixsate. In a).
Lithium washout spectra during the control period and in the presence of 25 mM of KCI:
In b), spectra obtained during the conuol period and in the presence of 3 7 7 w of
esmolol. Note the important inhibition of Li'efflux in the presence of both potassium and
esmolol as seen by the different decay rates of the -200 ppm peak.
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Figure 3.24 - Relative peak intensities (to reference peak) of Li' washout of al1 control (n
= 19. squares), esmolol (n = 15. circles) and potassium (n = 4, triangles) experiments.
Statisticaily significant differences (P CC 0.01) occur between the slopes of the esmolol
and potassium-treated animals relative to controls during the washout period. There were
no significant differences between the slopes of the esmolol and potassium groups
relative to each other.

Control

n=19
'Pc0.01 us. Control

Esrnolol
n=15

Figure 3.25 - Averages of calculated rate constants (+ standard deviation) of control, Kf
and esmolol-arrested hearts. The Li+ washout slopes of both potassium and esmolol
groups were significantly different from control indicating strong inhibition of Li' efflux
from the intracellular space during washout periods. The esmolol and potassium curves
did not differ from each other suggesting a common inhibitory mechanism of Li+ (and
therefore, Na') kinetics.
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Effect of [Esmolol] on Li+ Kinetics

Esmdd Concentration (pM)
Figure 3.26

- Li'

washout rate constants obtained from esmolol-arrested hearts plotted
against the concentrations of esmolol used to maintain arrest. A correlation between the
different concentrations of esmolol (within the range of 356 - 586 pnoI/L,) and the effect
on the rate constants could not be established using a regression analysis (r = 0.27, P =
0.44).

Table 3.5 - Statistical cornparisons of the average rate constants from ' ~ i +and * ' ~ b +
MRS experirnents dunng the uptake and washout phases of control. esmolol- and
ootassium-arrested hearts.
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3.3.2.3 - Effects of Esmolol Arrest on High-energy Phosphates Content

"P MR spectroscopy was performed on esmolol (n = 3) and potassium (n = 4)
arrested hearts prior to arrest, during a 60-minute arrest period and a 30-minute recovery
period. Figure 3.27 (a) shows typical spectra of esmolol and potassium treated hearts
during arrest and recovery. ui these spectra, phosphocreatine (PCr). p-ATP and Pi were
the variables studied. As mentioned previously, the P-ATP peak most accurately reflects
any changes in the ATP content in the hem.
Figure 3.27 (b), (c) and (d) show the changes in PCr, p-ATP and Pi throughout
the experiments and in the different groups. The PCr content was significantly less after
recovery of hinction (ER and KR) than pnor to arrest (EC and KC) and arrest periods
(EA and KA) in both groups (Figure 3.29). In addition. in the esmolol group, the levels

of PCr during the recovery period were significantly lower than in the potassium group
(PCr peak lreference integral = 0.256 t 0.02, n = 15, for the esmolol group vs. 0.433

I

0.02. n = 14 for the potassium group, Pc0.01).
The P-ATP levels declined sirnilarly in both the esrnolol and potassium groups

relative to controls during arrest. Dunng the recovery penod (ER), in the esmolol group,
the P-ATP levels were significantly different from the arrest (EA) and control (EC)
levels (P-ATP peak heference integral = 0.30 t 0.02 (ER), n = 16; vs. 0.425 r 0.016

(EA), n = 32, P < 0.01 and vs. 0.592 + 0.032 (EC), n = 10, P < 0.01). In the potassium
group, recovery levels of ATP were not different from the arrest levels but did differ from
the control (prearrest) levels: 0.398 I0.024 (KR), n = 14 vs. 0.467 r 0.023 (KA), n = 16,

P = NS; but KR vs. 0.547 t 0.032 (KC), n = 8, P c 0.0 1. The recovery levels of P-ATP
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in 60th esmolol and potassium groups were not different from each other 0.30

0.022

(ER),n= 16: vs. 0.39810.024(KR),n= 14,P=0.09.
inorganic phosphate levels were reduced in both groups during arrest relative to
the prearrest and recovery values, but did not differ from each other: 0.09 + 0.0 12 (EA), n

= 17 vs. O. 129 4 0.0 12 (KA), n = 16, P9.05;but vs. 0-202 I0.0 17 (KC), n = 8 and
0.248 + 0.0 16 (EC), n = 10, PeO.0 1 in both cases and vs, 0.207 I0.0 13 (KR), n = 14 and
0.242 2 0.0 13 (ER), P4.O 1 also in both cases. In the esmolol and potassium groups, Pi
Ievels returned to values similar to those observed prior to arrest (Figure 3.28).

Ref.

' :

Control

y~-pA&-.,.&

r..

Esmolol

e,4*-.&4.'k.4.,

- ----5 min
+

High K+

Figure 3.27 - In (a), typical J I ~NMR
spectrum obtained from an isolated, buffer1 i
perfûsed rat heart. Ref. = reference peak
corresponding to the signal from a capillary
tube placed beside the heart and inside the
magnet bore, containing a 1.O M solution (10
@A of P) of phenyl-phosphoric acid (PPA).
Pi = tnorganic phosphate peak; PCr =
phosphocreatine; a-, P- and y- ATP peaks
represent the MR signal arising from the three
phosphorus groups of the adenosine triphosphate molecule. Because each of these
groups expenences a different chernical environment, their NMR signals translate into
different positions in the N M R spectrum. In b), c) and d), representative sequential
spectra obtained from each group over a 200 min perfùsion period.
1

d) .-U'-.;---~~-L+
200 min -dnd

L

'j'C/Z-iiY.b./\
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PCr

Groups
Figure 3.28 - Statisticai analyses of high-energy phosphate contents of isolated rat hearts
arrested with esmolol (n = 8) and potassium (n = 4). The repeated measurements
ANOVA was used for multiple comparisons. K = potassium group, E = esmolol group;
C = control (prearrest), A = arrest period, R = recovery period. The numbers inside the
colurnns represent the number of data points in each group used for cornparison.
Physiologicaily relevant differences are described in the text. Data are expressed as
means of relative peak intensities (peak areas/area of the reference peak) + standard
deviation of the mean.

-
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Because changes were observed in the PCr content of the hearts, a second series
of 12 experiments was designed with a longer recovery period and the incorporation of a
control group to account for changes in high-energy phosphate content that were
independent of esmolol or potassium effects, (e.g.. due to the experimental conditions and
Iengthy perfusion recovery Urnes). The hearts were divided into esmolol. potassium and
control groups (n = 4, each). In the esmolol and potassium groups, the hearts were
subjected to 60 minutes of arrest and 1 0 0 minutes of recovery, while in the control group
the hearts were allowed to beat for

- 200 minutes.

''P MR spectra were acquired

throughout the experiments. A total of 40 spectra per experiment were accumulated at

-5

minutes intervals.
To analyze the data. the experiments were subdivided into pre-arrest, m e s t and
recovery periods and a 3-way comparison was established using the Tukey test and
repeated measures ANOVA. The significmce level was set at 0.05. Table 3.6 shows P
values from al1 possible 3-way comparisons. During recovery. no statistically significant
difference was found between the potassium, esmolol and control groups. The PCr levels
in the potassium group were slightly higher than control during the arrest period: PCrK=
1.253: PCrConmi
= 0.976. P = 0.044;but did not differ from the esmolol group: PCramIol=
1.127, P = 0.423: a significant, but borderline statistical difference was seen relative to
control levels. No statistical difference was observed in the p-ATP levels in any of the
three periods.

The levels of Pi were reduced during arrest in both the esmolol and

potassium groups relative to controls but did not differ from each other. and did not differ
during the other periods (Table 3.6).
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P r e - A rrest
Esmolol

Potassium
PCr

B-ATP

Pi

PCr

B-ATP

Pi

(1.164) (0.510) (0.224) (1.1 17) (0.520) (0.252)
Potassium
Esmolol

0.893

0.735

0.654

Control

0.999

0.841

0.3 84

0.876

0.889

0.875

A rrest
-

-

Esmolol

Potassium

PCr

p-ATP

Pi

PCr

B-ATP

Pi

( 1 -253) (0.535) (0.327) (1.127) (0.403) (O.1 2 9 )
- .
-

-

.

--

-

-

--

--

--

Potassium
Esm 0101

0.423

0.209

0.343

Control

0.044*

0.586

0.908

0.3 10

0.694

0.559

Recovery
- - -

-

--

Potassium

PCr

p-ATP

Esmolol
Pi

PCr

B-ATP

Pi

Potassium

E srn olol

0.069

0.384

0.071

Control

0.7 19

0.7 15

0.664

-

O. 157

0.143

0.23 I

Table 3.6 Statistical analyses (P values) of changes in levels of phosphocreatine (PCr),
the p- fraction of adenosine triphosphate (p-ATP) and inorganic phosphate (Pi) pnor to
arrest (30min), during arrest (60min) and recovery ( 1 10 min). Values in parentheses are
mean values of relative peak intensities of each parameter at a given penod of the
experiment (Pre-mest. Arrest, or Recovery). Statistical analyses were performed using
the Tukey test and repeated measures ANOVA; the significance level is set as P c 0.05
and is denoted with an *.
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3.3.2.3.1

- Temporal

Effects on the Levels of HEP in the Control and Experimental

Groups
Figures 3.29 through 3.3 1 show the changes in PCr, b-ATP and Pi pnor to arrest,
during arrest and recovery in the esmolol. potassium. and control groups. During each
period, linear regression analyses were performed on each data set and the corresponding
slopes of the curves were calculated. Table 3.7 shows the statistical cornparisons that
could be established between the slopes. During the arrest and recovery periods, a 3-way
analysis revealed significant differences (Arrest P < 0.0001; Recovery P = 0.0009)
between the slopes obtained for the PCr variable.

Two-way cornparisons (using

Bonferroni's correction for the level of significance of the P value) were performed to
locate the differences between the groups. No differences were found in the slopes of
P-ATP regression curves during arresi (P = 0.956) or recovery (P = 0.18 1). Significant

differences in the regression slopes of Pi were found during the recovery period (P = 0.04:
during arrest P = 0.974) using a 3-way comparison model.

A two-way comparison

analysis (using Bonferroni's correction) revealed no significant (P < 0.15) differences.

No difference was found for any variable dunng the prearrest period.

The statistical method used for cornparison of regression curves can generally be
described as:

y=bo+bl~l+bt~2+b3~I~2+E
Where x l = a given drug concentration and
x l = a given h

g product
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Substituting xz = O and x l = 1 respectively for two different dmgs, the generic equation
for a given dmg A will be

And for d m g B will be

E ( y ) = b o + b I x r+ b r + b 3 ~ l = ( b o + b z ) + ( b l + b 3 ~ l
The parameten in the model can be interpreted in terms of the slopes and intercepts
associated with these regression lines:

bo : y-intercept for product A regression line
b1 : slope of product A regression line
bz : difference in the y-intercept of the regression line for products B and A
b3 : difference in the slopes of the regression lines for products B and A.

The objective is the cornparison between dopes of the regression lines.

A

difference in slopes would indicate an effect in the rate of decay (relative to control) of a
given metabolite (ATP, PCr. or Pi). A statistical test of the equality of the slopes is
required (a= 0.05). Using the complete model described above, we can obtain a least
squares fit for each variable. The reduction in the sum of squares (SS) for error attributed
to xlxz is

using
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Where MSE = mean sum of squares error and df = degrees of freedom, the F value c m be
obtained in order to test Ho (the nul1 hypothesis, b3 = O) at a 0.95 confidence level by

using:

F = MSdrOdMSEa
This method for comparing slopes of two regression lines c m be extended to the
cornparison of three regression Iines by including additional dummy variables and al1
possible interaction terms between the quantitative variables xl and the dummy variables
(Dl and D2).

The Boniferoni's correction should also be applied by dividing the

previous a value (0.05) by the number of comparisons. In the case of the above data.
significance was set at 0.0167 because there were three curves (0.05/3).Applying this
strategy to our experirnental data, we have:

y = bo+ blDl + b&

+ b3x1+ bJDIxl+ b P 2 x I+ E

Defining D 1 and D2 variables according to the different groups. we have:

Esrnolol

1

O

Potassium

O

1

Control

O

O

Then for esmolol. DI= 1 and D2= O, we get:

y = bo + bl

+ b3x1+ borl + E = (bo+ bl) + (bJ+ b4)xl + E

For potassium, Di = O and D2= 1:

y = bo + b2 + b3xI + b f l I + E = (bo+bz) +(b+b&l+ E
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And for control, DI = O = D?,

y=bo+bgl+E
The coefficients are interpreted as before.
Two-way comparisons (esmolol group vs. control group. potassium vs. esmolol
and potassium vs. control groups) were undertaken using the Bonferroni correction for
the statistical level of significance (a= 0.05/3= 0.0167) in the groups (time periods and
variables) in which the 3-way comparisons revealed statiscally significant differences.
For the PCr variable, differences were observed during the arrest and recovery periods.
The rate of decay (k) of PCr was significantly faster during the arrest period in esmololtreated hearts than in potassium-treated hearts

(tmlol
= (-) 0.00875 + 0.00097

vs.

= (+) 0.00172 I0.00 164; P = 0.0000 1), and faster than in control hearts (k = (-)

0.00324 I0.00061: P = 0.004). The rate of the decay of PCr in potassium treated hearts

was also different from control (P = 0.0056) during the arrest period (Table 3.7). Dunng
recovery, the PCr regression slope of the esmolol-treated hearts became much less steep
( ~ m o l o=
i (-)

0.00134

* 0.00029) and significantly different from those of the control and

potassium gr0t.p (kconml= (-) 0.00328 t 0 . 0 2 6 , P = 0.00003;kpmsium = (-) 0.00398 +
0.0007 1, P = 0.00028). The slopes of the potassium group did not differ from the control
group (P = 0.407).
For the Pi variable, the differences found in the initial 3-way analysis (P = 0.04)
were not confirmed by the paired comparisons between control vs. potassium-treated
hearts (P = 0.206) nor for the potassium vs. esmolol-arrested hearts (P = 0.239).
However. cornparison of the slopes of the esmolol vs. the control groups revealed a
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borderline difference (~,,1

= (-) 0.00093 I0 2 2 vs. bmloi
= (-) 0.000 12 + 0.000 19;

P = 0.013), using the Bonferroni corrected level of significance.
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Table 3.7 - Regression slopes (k values) obtained frorn "P MR spectra for
phosphocreatine (PCr), F A T P and inorganic phosphate (Pi) pnor to arrest, dunng arrest
and recovery of isolated rat hearts during control, esmolol and potassium arrest
(Langendorff preparation). Data are expressed as averages 2 standard deviation of the
mean (respective peak heights / reference / time (min).

PCr
Conrrol

Esmolol

Potassirtm

Prearrest (-) 0.00486M.0036 (-) 0.00213 0.00212

(-)

0.00172 I0.00324

+ 0.00097

(+)

0.00172 0.00164

Arrest

(-)

0.0034I0.00061

(-) 0.00875

Recovery (-) 0.00328M.00026 (-) 0.00134 + 0.00029

+ 0.0007t

(-) 0.00398

FATP
Control

Esmolol

Potassium

Prearrest

(-)

0.00129d.00095 (+) 0.00035 a 0.00143 (+) 0.00004-r- 0.00224

Arrest

(-)

0.00173 d . 0 0 0 5 1 (-) 0.00252 0.0005

Recovery (-) 0.00141 M.00017 (-) 0.00089 I
0.00029

(-)

0.00074e 0.00072

(-) 0.0016

0.00023

Pi
Control

Esmolol

Potassium

Prearrest (-) 0.00042 d . 0 0 1 15 (-) 0.00089 t 0.00188 (+) 0.00073 I0.00 1 O3
Arrest

(-)

0.0020610.00047 (-) 0.00043 -C 0.oOoLt

(+)0.00029I
0.00073

Recovery (-) 0.00093M.00022 (-) 0.00012 +. 0.00019 (-1 0.0005 i 0.0002
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Figure 3.29 - The rates of decay of PCr (phosphocreatine) pnor to arrest. during arrest
and recovery of isolated rat hearts subjected to 1 h arrest with esmolol or potassium (n =
4, each). The control group (n = 4) consisted of isolated hearts ailowed to beat for 200
minutes. 3 1P MR spectroscopy was carried out throughout the protocol. Data are
expressed as the intensity of the PCr peak relative to the reference t sd.
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Fimre 3.30 - The rates of decay of p-ATP pnor to arrest, d u h g arrest and recovery of
isolated rat hearts subjected to 1 h of arrest with esmolol or potassium (n = 4, each).
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Figure 3.31 - The rates of decay of Pi (inorganic phosphate) pnor to arrest, dunng arrest
and recovery of isolated rat hearts subjected to 1 h arrest with esmolol or potassium (n =
4, each).
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3.3.2.3.2 - The Effects of Esmolol Concentration on PCr during the Arrest Period

As in the Rb* and Li' experiments described earlier (Sections 3.3.2.1 and 3.3.2.2). a
relatively wide variation in the concentrations of esmolol required to maintain cardiac
arrest was observed in the two series of ''P experiments performed. To evaiuate whether
the effect seen on PCr levels in the esmolol-arrested hearts was concentration-dependent.
the data from both series of phosphorus expenments were cornbined (n = 12). In both
series, the arrest period was 1h and phosphorus spectra were acquired unàtr identical
experimentd conditions. A total of Il different concentrations (in two experiments 502
p M was used) varying from 293 to 628 pM were plotted against their respective rate

constants (Figure 3.32). No correlation was established between the differeni slopes and
the respective concentrations over the range used (r = 0.16. P = 0.63).

Esmold Concentration (pM)

-

Fimire 3.32 Rate constants (k values) from al1 phosphorus experiments plotted against
The
the different esmolol concentrations required to maintain cardiac arrest.
concentrations (n = 12) varied from 393 to 628 jM (293, 335, 355. 377, 397, 398. 461.
502. 586, and 628 pM) In two experiments, a maintenance dose of 502 pM was used
and the rate constants were averaged.
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- Effects on Intracellular pH
MRS) spectroscopy is useful for assessing intracellular pH. The shift of

Phosphorus (

3 1 ~

the Pi peak relative to the PCr peak in the phosphorus spectrum is indicative of

intracellular pH when compared to a calibration curve. The chernical shift of the Pi peak
was analyzed in the spectra obtained from al1 groups and throughout the different periods.
The average pH values for each experimental period (prearrest, arrest, and recovery) were
compared.

Figure 3.33 shows the intracellular pH values at different times in the

esmolol, potassium and control groups. Repeated measures ANOVA dong with the
Tukey test were used for statistical analyses and no differences were found prior to arrest
or dunng the arrest and recovery periods in any of the groups. Durhg arrest. the average
pHi value for the esmolol group was higher than in the control group (pHi
loi,,
0.2 vs. pHil,,,

(pHi

po,,,i",

= 7.09
= 7.13

f

I0.03.

= 7.22 t

P = 0.009) but did not differ from the potassium group

0.2. P = 0.053). Dunng recovery. the pHi values returned to

prearrest levels and no statisticd differences were observed in three-way cornparisons
between the esmolol. potassium, and control groups (Table 3.8).
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Table 3.8 Statistical analyses (P values) of intracellular pH values measured during the
arrest penod in esmolol-, potassium-arrested, and control hearts. Repeated measurements
ANOVA dong with the Tukey test were used in the various 3 - way comparisons. No
differences were seen during the pre-arrest and recovery periods.

Control

Esmolol

Control

-

Esrnolol

O-W37*

-

Potassium

0.9 105

0.053

Potassium

-

1-1

Control
Potassium

'P

c 0.05

P rearrest

Arrest

Recovery

Fimire 3.33 - Effects of esmolol and high K+ pefision on intracellular pH measured
~
spectroscopy. htracellular pH values were obtained from the chernical
using 3 1 NMR
shift of the Pi peak relative to the PCr peak in "P NMR spectra of isolated rat hearts and
calculated using a calibration curve (Pk = 6.75 for PCr-Pi chernical shift pH
determinations). Spectra were acquired @or to arrest. during arrest, and recovery from
esmolol or potassium-induced cardiac arrest (n = 4, each). The control group (n = 4)
consisted of hearts that were perfûsed with KH buffer without esmolol or potassium. The
maintenance arrest dose of esmolol varied in these expenments from 335 to 628 pmoVL
with an average of 444.75 I 134.1 p o l / L . The data are expressed as averages I
standard deviation of the mean.
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3.3.2.4 - Effects of Esmolol and Potassium in Intracellular Calcium Transients

Fluorescence microscopy was used to assess whether esmolol at the concentrations used
to induce and maintain cardiac arrest, had any effect in Ca*

movement across the

membrane. In a preliminary assessment, isolated adult rat myocytes were exposed to
esmolol at 1.36 or 1.7 rnmoVL and high '
K at 25 mEq/L and paced for the course of the
expenment. A dose-response curve was built with esmolol concentrations varying from O
(controls) to 2.0 mmoVL (at 0.5 mmol/L intervals). An average of six consecutive
measurements per ce11 was obtained.

K KH solution (n = 3, average of 6
Exposure of the isolated myocytes to high '
measurements each). resulted in an increase of up to 20% in the fluorescence ratio

(Fwfi38& AF), corresponding to an increase in [CaHIi to

- 200 nM, without pacing.

Field pacing was performed on three additional batches of cells and no response to the
electricai stimulation was observed (Figure 3.34 (a)). In other three cells, exposure to
esmolol at 1.36 and 1.7 mM resulted in minimal (1.36 mM) and no change (1.7 rnM) in
upon field stimulation (Figure 3.34 (b) and (c)).
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High K+ (25mM) wlpacing

Esmobl1.36 mmoVL wi pace

tirne (s)

Esmobl 1.7 mmdlt W pace

5

f

L

'1 cc-1
la,

Figure 3.34 - Intracellular calcium fluorescence measured in isolated rat myocytes
exposed to (a) potassium and esmolol at (b) 1.36 and (c) 1.7 mmol/L concentrations. Data
were acquired over a penod of 1500 s and the cells were field stimulated (paced) at least
four times during each exposure.
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Because the time resolution was poor in the initial experiments (0.3 data
pointlsecond. 1500 seconds acquisition time), and quantification of the increase of [Ca*]i
upon stimulation was inaccurate, a second senes of experiments that included doseresponse curves was undertaken. For these experiments. a time resolution of 10 ms was
obtained ( 100 data points/second) and the cells were exposed to different concentrations
of esmolol for 250 seconds each. Doses varied randornly from O (controls. n = 12) to 2.0

m M in 0.5 rnM increments (0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 rnM, n = 6 each. average of six
stimulations per cell). The maximal changes of the fluorescence ratio (AF) following
field stimulation between control and esmolol groups were measured and the averages of

6 stimulations per ce11 at each concentration are plotted in Figure 3.35. The fluorescence
ratios were srnaller at higher doses of esmolol and inversely proportional to increasing
concentrations

(2

= - 0.95. P = 0.004).

The intracellular CaC+ transients were

progressively smdler up to 1.5 rnM and at 2.0 no change was observed in AF. indicating

no increase in [CaHIi despite electrical stimulation.
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Figure 3.35 - Upper panel: Dose-response curve of the peak fluorescence ratio (Al?)
from isolated myocytes subjected to different concentrations of esmolol. Each data point
is an average of 6 stimulations of n = 6 cells (controls, n = 12). Time resolution: 10 ms.
Lower panel: representative fragments of actual Ca* transients capnired from a single
stimulation of isolated myocytes exposed to different concentrations of esmolol. Note the
difference in spike height with increasing concentrations of esmolol.
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3.3.2.5 - Functional Analyses

Analysis of the functional outcome of the experiments was perfomed on two
separate senes of experiments in which the pressure-rate product (PRP) and the
developed (systolic - end-diastolic) pressure were measured. The data were acquired
during the rubidium and the phosphoms series of experiments. in which the total
exposure time to esmolol was 1h. In the rubidium series, data from the esmolol group are
compared to controls (prearrest and recovery in the case of esmolol-arrested hearts) at the
same time points as the control group. In the phosphoms experiments, the functional data
obtained from the esmolol group are compared with the control and potassium groups at
the same time points (prearrest and recovery in the case of esmolol and potassium
groups1.

3.3.2-5.1 - Results
No signifiant differences were found in any of the senes analyzed.

In the phosphorus series, after 30 minutes of recovery PRP values of esmololarrested hearts were not different from prearrest values: PRPE pmt
3935.692 vs. PRPE ,

= 22980.505 r 4618.4565 ; P = 0.94, n = 8.

arrested hearts showed similar recovery: Pmpp-t

,

= 28360.266

= 25903.574 t

I2096.768 1 ;

Potassium

= 3 1560.545 t 357 1.4743 vs. PRPp

P = 0.9 1. n = 4. Esmoiol and potassium recovery

values did not differ from each other (P = 0.93). (Figure 3.36, upper panel)
in the rubidium series of experiments, cornparisons were made against a control
group. No differences were found at the end of the 30-minute recovery period following
lh of esmol01 mest relative to control hearts, which were allowed to beat for the entire
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duration of the expenment: PRPemovy = 26479.82 t 4994.503 (n = 12) vs. PRPcmVq 26968.93 I4179.794 (n = 5 ) , P = 0.99. Functional parameters in esmolol arrested hearts

did not differ from their respective prearrest values: PRPep-,
P = 0.95, n = 12. (Figure 3.36 Iower panel).

- 29442.68 + 4 i 29.29 1,
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%PMRS F u n c t i d analysis isdated rat k a r t s

%b MRS fuictionai data PRP

1-

Fimire 3.36 - Functional data obtained from "P (upper panel) and '~b
(lower panel)
MRS experiments on isolated rat hearts pior to arrest (15 min), and recovery (30 min).
Data are expressed as pressure rate product (HR x LVDP)and are averages of the last 15
minutes of each penod + standard deviation of the mean.
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3.3.2.6 - Histologicai Analyses
Hearts used in the

3 ' and
~

" ~ bMRS expenments were also used for histologicd

analyses.

3.3.2.6.1 - Methods and Slide Preparation
At the end of each experiment, the hearts were removed from the Langendorff apparatus

and immediately dropped into flasks containing Forman 18% and refrigerated ( 4 O C, for
24h). The Bask labels contained only information regarding the name of the investigator.
date and order of the experiment in any given day (Le., date-phosphorus-A; daterubidium-C, etc.). Sections of the ieft and right ventricle as well as of the interventncuiar
septum were fixed in formalin for 48 h, areas which were selected before dehydration
from 70% alcohol to absolute alcohol. The tissue was cleared in xylene and embedded in
paraffin. Five pm thick slices were cut and H & E stained (Mayer's hematoxilyn and
eosin), mounted in paramount and exarnined by a pathologist (Dr. L Yang) under a
regular light microscope. The pathoiogist was blind to the groups (esrnolol. potassium or
control) to be examined.

3.3.2-6.2 - Results
No significant morphologicai alterations in the slices submitted for evaluation under light
microscopy were observed. Figures 3.37 through 3.39 shows slices obtained from control
potassium- and esmolol-arrested h e m . Small hypereosinophylic areas were identified in
esmolol-arrested hearts at 4ûûx magnification (Figure 3.39, lower panel).
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Figure 3.37 - Histological sections of rat myocardial cells obtained from
MR studies of control hearts. Stain: H&E.
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Fimire 3.38- H&E stained slide of rat myocytes obtained from hearts subjected to high
(25 mM) KCl cardioplegic arrest. Magnification: 400x.
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Figure 3.39 - Slides obtained from esmolol-arrested isolated rat hearts. Upper panel:
lûûx magnification; lower panel: 4ûûx rnagnification; note the apparent
hypereosinophylic area in one of the slides.
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The work described in the previous chapten was aimed at finding a realistic alternative to
existing myocardial protection techniques used in the context of normothermic cardiac
operations and normothermic cardioplegia. The benefits and pitfalls of the normothermic
approach have been discussed in the section Warm Heart Surgery in Chapter 2 of this
thesis. The following paragraphs will focus on the use of potassium as a cardioplegic
agent and will discuss aspects of the use of esmolol as a potential alternative approach. A
brief justification of methods, techniques, and protocols employed during the different
studies will follow, and the actual results and their implications in the use of esmolol as
part of a myocardial protection strategy will be discussed.

>

Is there a clinical need for an alternativefor k"?

The rnortality rate of classical open-heart surgery may be considered acceptable if it is
around 3%, but not higher than 596, in the most busy centres, worldwide. in these
centres, the most comrnon procedure performed is by far myocardial revascularization.
Complications, such as perioperative myocardial infarction. stroke, rend failure,
neurovascular and aortic injury, respiratory failure and coagulation abnomalities, can still
occur in a smdl nurnber of patients. The so-called "snow-ball" effect of one complication
leading to another, is an ever-present threat in the minds of the crew responsible for
immediate post-operative care. A variety of responses that inciude leukocyte-mediated
inflammation, coagulopathy due to trauma to blood elements, deleterious effects of
hemodilution, and embolisms caused by air and atherosclerotic debris, with the potential
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' 3.4. 5
risk of post-operative stroke a d o r cognitive dysfunction have also k e n reportedl. -Hyperkalernic cardioplegia has been associated with post-operative

contractile

'.

dysfunction especially when it is associated with hypothermia6- At the subcellular level,
hyperkdernic cardioplegic solutions alter the affinity of myofibrils for calcium, thus
compromising cardiac output immediately after removal of the aortic crossclamp in
procedures involving CPB8. 9.

IO

. In patients with any degree of rend insufficiency,

clearance of potassium from the circulation may be difficult and the patient may require
longer penods of bypass andlor inotropic support, either pharmacologicai or mechanicd
or additional procedures, such as hemofiltration' L

12.

337. 338.

Al1 these potential

complications occunng in any given patient may not necessady translate into an
increased mortality rate, however the patient will consume up to 3 to 5 times the
resources of uncomplicated cases. In a comprehensive analysis on patient outcome and
hospital cost it has been determined that the greatest costs (approximately US$200Tûûû
per patient) were arnong patients who did not survive the operation. In this series of 1221
consecutive operations, the second most costly group was the one in which nonfatai
morbid complications ( 10% of the patients, up to USS130,ûûû per patient) were seen.
Further, the authors detennined that the significant independent nsks for increased
hospitd cost were: preoperative congestive hem failure which was in first place, kidney
dysfunction ranked second, whereas reoperation, operative priority and sex were ranked
in sixth, seventh and eighth position respectively. In conclusion. the high-risk patient
profile c m serve as a target for pre- and intra-operative cost-reduction ~ t r a t e ~ i e s ' ~ ~ .

In this study, we proposed the use of esmolol as an alternative to potassium to
induce cardiac arrest in the classicd bypass setting. Esmolol is already k i n g used in
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sorne situations to reduce heart rate and motion and its dose titrated to a level at which the
surgeon is cornfortable. A number of different variations in the use of esmolol during
cardiac procedures have been proposed in the past 5 to 7 years"-'7.

With the advent of

minimally-invasive procedures, surgeons have developed, in a somewhat independent
fashion, their own cardioplegic strategies based on personal experience. This has allowed
variations within the sarne framework and is Iargely driven by the therapeutic flexibility
characteristic of esmolol.

For more complex cases that require classical bypass

techniques (longer crossclamp times, reoperations, multiple grafts, associated
procedures), the strategy of a "one-hg-blood-solution" has the potentiai of becorning
easier and safer to use.

Choice of models and techniques

The experimental models were chosen according to the hypotheses to be tested. The
isolated rat heart (Langendorff) is a classical model readily available and praised for its
cost-effectiveness and suitability for initial screening studies. Additional work on the
rabbit heart was proposed to address interspecies differences. The in vivo porcine model
under extracorporeal circulation was used to simulate as closely as possible the clinical
situation.
Techniques such as magnetic resonance spectroscopy and infrared spectroscopy

were used because of their non-invasive nature.

MR also allowed assessrnent of

intracellular high-energy phosphates levels and the measurement of intracellular pH.
Changes in intracellular concentrations of calcium can also be detected by NMR with the
use of fluorine-containing indicators4".

'**.

Despite its proven feasibility~ 8 9 . ~ 9 1.492
0 ~ 9, 19F
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MRS is still problematic"93. Despite the development of better indicators (with a

lower KD

495- '%),

we judged the technique to be poorly suited for use in Our

experirnents where the intention was to produce cardiac arrest and evaiuate functiond
recovery. The use of indicaton that bind intracellular calcium introduces experimental
bias that would have altered the interpretation of the effect(s) of esmolol in producing
cardiac arrest. The fluorine indicator needed for the NMR studies of calcium would bind
significant arnount of intracellular caicium even before the infusion of esmolol. This
would have reduced the dose of esmolol required to induce cardiac arrest and some of the
possible effects of esmolol would not be observed in the presence of the lower (but
effective) concentrations of esmolol. hstead, isolated ce11 preparation and fluorescence
microscopy were used to evaluate the effect of esmolol on Ca" levels in myocytes.
Infrared spectroscopy provided continuous measurements of methanol with a reagentless
approach. A specific sample-holder was developed and adapted to the bypass circuit,
which may find use in the assessrnent of other compounds in the circulating blood during

CPB.

The objective of this thesis was to assess potential alternatives to K* for inducing cardiac
arrest or for reducing cardiac motion to allow better visualization and easier surgical
manipulation of the heart. The work was divided into 3 phases to address 3 practical
questions:

B Can esmolol produce prompt, titrable, and fully reversible cardiac arrest?
O Does the fact that one of the subproducts of esmolol is methanol preclude its use as a

cardioplegic agent?

-
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P 1s beta-blockade the only mechanism of action of esmolol when used as a

cardioplegic agent?
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P Can esmolol produce prompt. titrable. and fully reversible cardiac n rrest ?

Esmolol c m induce and maintain cardiac arrest for penods of at least 120 minutes with
nearly full recovery of contractile values and within clinically relevant time frarnes. The
increase in end-diastolic pressure, was reversible, retuming to prearrest when drug
inhision was stopped.
A large species variation was observed in the sensitivity to esmolol. Among the
species normally used in expenmental cardiology, the rat seerns to have the most highly
developed adrenal system and the highest P-adrenoceptor density. Thus, the response of
this species to agonists is also much greater than in rabbits or pigs. Conversely, the
arnount of antagonist required to produce any given effect should also be higher. Our
findings support this hypothesis. In general, pig and rabbit myocardia are considered
more similar to the human rnyocardium than the rat myocardium in terms of receptor
density, structure and function of sarcoplasmatic reticulurn and s a r ~ o l e m m a as
~ ~well
. as

in conformation of the action potential and conduction patterns. Among marnmaiian
hearts. the rat hext is considered to belong to a separate category.
Esmolol administered at the concentrations described in the in vivo pig
expenments did not abolish cardiac electrical activity, although it maintained continuous
mechanical, mainly ventricular, arrest.

Based on our observations, the sinus node

maintains its pacing activity (denoted by the P waves in the ECG)without any ventricular
response. The atna showed some motion. In one expenment, the entire heart maintained
elecuical activity.

The ECG showed P waves followed by high-amplitude QRS
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complexes; however, no ventricular movernent was observed and no significant pressure
wave was registered.

The cardioselectivity and activity of the esmolol metabolites produced at the doses
proposed in this study can be questioned. In the bypass model, there was an apparent
increase in pulmonary arterial pressure. Weaning from bypass had to be done more
carefully in the esmolol group than in the potassium group. Esmolol-perfused hearts
tolerated volume reinfusion poorly during the process of intempting cardiopulmonary
bypass, and volume had to be given very slowly, off bypass, ihrough the aortic line. in
spite of this, no inotropic support was required and the hearts resumed their initial
performance, responding to slow infusion through the aortic cannula of blood
accumulated in the reservoir. The hypothesis is that the selectivity of esmolol for various
receptors (like other P-blockers) rnay decrease at high doses. The B-1/B-2

ratio for

esmolol is 35 at the pharmacologie concentrations proposed by the manufacturer.
these concentrations, esmolol may be considered cardioselective.

At

However, at the

concentrations used to produce arrest, esmolol may also interact with P-2 receptors,
which rnay cause the ratio to decrease.
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Does the fact that one of the by-products of esmolol rnetabolism is methanol precludr
its use as a cardioplegic agent?

Our theoretical calculations and initial assessments using infrared spectroscopy and gas
chromatography indicate, at least in an estimative bais, that the use of esmolol in the pig
under bypass at the concentrations we report does not pose any risks of toxicity. Recent
publications on the use of esmolol d u h g bypass in humans undergoing cardiac surgery
have not addressed toxicity, and the excellent patient outcome reported has elirninated
most of the concern. At the time experiments were k i n g carried out in our pigs. we
wished to address the issue of methanol toxicity at least on an expefimental basis.
although theoretical calculations indicated that esmolol at the concentrations we proposed
to use would produce methanol at levels at least an order of magnitude below its toxic
level in humans, assuming no losses of methanol.
Infrared spectroscopy was chosen because of its non-invasive nature and the task
seemed relatively simple compared to other on-line approaches, such as NMR
spectroscopy. IR spectroscopy was seen as the technique of choice for continuous
measurements in the bypass blood, with the only requirernent of developing a suitable
sample holder that would fit easily into the bypass circuit. Gas chromatography, the goldstandard for measuring alcohols in blood, was chosen as the validation technique.
Our data suggest that the amount of methanol produced during the expenments
was below the 1 rnM detection limit of infrared spectroscopy for methanol. The overlap
of the esmoloi and methanol bands with sugar groups, presumably due to mannitol
present in the pnrning solution, rendered the analysis more difficult. but not impossible.
If the threshold level for detection of rnethanol had been reached, changes in the bands
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located at 1080 and 1020 cm-' would reveal the presence and amount of methanol with a
simultaneous decrease in esmolol concentration.
supported the

The gas chromatography results

IR data, indicating a maximum level of methanol of 325 pM at the end of

Ih of cardioplegic arrest.

The methanol peak could not be detected in any of the

chromatograrns obtained from pigs in the potassium control group. Peaks attributed to
isoflurane were present in both groups.

Based on these initial observations. the

concentrations of esmolol used in Our studies did not produce high levels of rnethanol.
Our measurements did not show the theoretical yield of methanol in either blood or gas
samples.

A possible explanation for this could be the dilutionai effect induced

proposedly by the high output of the bypass centrifugai pump (systemic flow was kept
above 3.0 Urnin) andor the rapid metabolism of rnethanol into further metabolites such

as formaldehyde and formic acid.
Despite its pitfalls. this series of experiments provides a basis for further studies
of the metabolism of esmolol used as a cardioplegic agent. Gas chromatography of blood
sarnples collected from patients undergoing surgery and esmolol cardioplegia could be
used to analyze al1 the products of esmolol metabolism. The on-line IR data may also
provide information on hemodilution. plasma components and levels of anesthetic dnigs,
which were not explored in this study.
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5. Is $-blockade the sole mechanisrn of action of esmolol when used as a cardioplegic
agent?

The work performed using magnetic resonance spectroscopy was designed to assess the

K and Na' kinetics across the ce11 membrane. We have evidence
effects of esmolol on '
suggesting that esrnolol when used to induce cardiac arrest produces effects other than

K
beta-blockade. Inhibition of the efflux of Li' and Rb' suggests an effect on Na' and '
channels, respectively.

31

P MR spectroscopy showed an increase in energy expenditure

during the arrest period, as demonsuated by an increase in the rate of decay of the PCr
peak in the "P spectra relative to controls and to potassium-arrested hearts. Fluorescence

rnicroscopy of intracellular Ca*

transients in isolated myocytes demonstrated that

esmolol. in contrast to potassium, does not lead to an increase in intracellular [Cau].

The data, however. did not provide any evidence of a direct effect on Ca* channels that
could not be separated from the suggested effect on Na' channels. Thus. effects on
cellular structures other than P-adrenergic receptors could be documented. when esrnolol
was used to induce and maintain cardiac arrest in isolated. buffer-perfused rat hearts.

i Eflects on

K+ Kinetics

In Our experiments. Rb' uptake by the myocardial ce11 was not altered relative to
controls using linear and exponential association functions as strategies for
rnathematically modeling the data. No differences were found between esmolol and the
control group using either model. In physiological terms, the bulk inward transport of K+
is mediated by Na%'

ATPase. the function of which is to pump Kf into the ce11 against

strong electrochemicai and concentration gradients. During the action potential itself, the
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kinetics of '
K

movernent involve rnainiy outward currents, however small inward

currents have k e n described (see Background. item 2.1.1.1, Action potential generation).

K in N a ' w
As discussed previous!~, Rb' replaces '

ATPase as well as in

potassium channels and the Na'/K+/2Cl- contransporter for the inward flow of K' ions.

s
spectroscopy have shown that ouabain reduced inward
Previous studies with ' 3 3 ~NMR
Cs' kinetics by 85-90%, suggesting that the bulk of Cs' transport occurs through the
Na%+
visible.

pump498. Cesium, like rubidium, is a K+ congener and is nearly 100% MR
It has proven u s e h l in assessing function of the Na%'

ATPase but its

permeability through membrane K' channels is on the order of 0.1-.0.2 relative to K+,
whereas Rb' permeability is

- 0.8,

rendering Rb' a better tracer for the study of

membrane channei kinetics. Previous work from Our laboratory has suggested that in
beating rat hearts, Na%'

ATPase is responsible for

Perfusion with specific inhibiton of the Na'n<'/2CI-

- 85% of the total

Rb' uptake.

CO-transporter(bumetanide) and K'

channel blockers (4-aminopfidine) reduced Rb' uptake marginally

(-

10%). Ouabak,

on the other hand, despite functional collateral effects (arrhythmias, contracture, and
reduction in coronary flow). reduced Rb' influx by
Rb' depends on hnction of Na'/K'/~Tpase.

- 75%, indicating that the uptake of

In these studies energy levels were

rnonitored by "P MR spectroscopy and revealed no ciramatic changes in the energy state
or intracellular pH during treatment with these specific

in hi bit or^^^^.^". Most of the Rb'

that enters the ce11 during the loading period will do so via the Na%'
contribution of the Na'K'I2Cl-

pump. whereas the

CO-transporter and '
K channels to Rb+ influx is small?

Because there were no differences in Rbf uptake beiween the esmolol and control groups,
it is reasonable to conclude that esmolol at the concentrations used in this thesis does not
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Experimentdly, this hypothesis could be easily

verified by measuring Rb+ inward kinetics in the presence of esmolol and ouabain relative
to esmolol done andor to ouabain alone and control. In the absence of interactions or
incornpatibilities between esmolol and ouabain, Rb' uptake would possibly be inhibited
in the presence of pharmacological concentrations of ouabain.
Our data show a 30-40 % inhibition of Rb' efflux dunng the washout period in
esmolol-arrested hearts relative to controls, suggesting a significant effect of esmolol
mainly on K+channels. Potassium efflux takes place mainly during phases 3 and 4 of the
action potential and is responsible for inducing repolarization of the cell.

In many

species, including humans. the K+ current that passes through the cardiac delayedrectifyer channels corresponds to the sum of two distinct currents: a rapidly activating
current

rio,

and a slowly activating current, Ia. These two currents play a major role in

the physiological control of heart rate and are subjected to strict control. Dysfunction of
these channels is associated with a variety of clinical entities such as the Long-QT
syndrome.

Long-QT syndrome is known to increase predisposition to serious

arrhythrnias ("torsade-de-pointes") that may be followed by death.

The underlying

mechanisrn is that due to the increased cycle length and increased repolarization time. the
ventricles are subjected to a longer relative refractory period, therefore are more prone to
an "R-on-T phenornenon" that can trigger venuicular fibrillation. During venvicular
fibrillation, the chaotic rhythm prevents any effective purnping activity and cardiac output
is negligible. If the patient is not defibrillated, death ensues within minutes. The faster
the SA node firing rate, the higher the probability that the AP will encounter ventricular
(and atrial) myocytes still in their relative refractory penod and trigger an "R-on-TT.
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Faster hearts such as the rat heart, are thus very prone to arrhythmias. Indeed, in Our
experiments we observed EAD's (early after depolarizations) and triggered activity in the
initial minutes after interrupting infusion of esmolol. Greenspun in 1988499described this
effect as a "rebound phenomenon", particular to the use of esmolol, in contrast with other
intravenous beta-blockers. He reported ovenhoot of sinus node function parameters and
AV nodal refractoriness (sinus cycle length, sinus node recovery time. atrial-Hiss

intervals in sinus rhythm and at paced cycle length) in humans within the first 5 minutes
after abrupt interruption of infusion that lasted up to 30 minutes or three half-lives of the
dmg. In our experiments in the pig, we did not observe any arrhythmias that precluded
interruption of extracorporeal circulation or maintenance of cardiac output after 20-30
minutes of recovery frorn arrest. Tnggered activity was observed and extrasystoles were
recorded but mainly immediately after intempting arrest. Thus. esmolol also prolongs
the AP, typical of class iU dmgs that are known to affect K+ homeostasis

non-

specifically. Recent work has now identified and cloned the genetic loci for iKr
and Ie.
The IG voltage-gated K
' channel is the product of the HERG gene. The new results show
that the association of two stnicturally different membrane proteins. KvLQTl and IsK
reconstitutes the cardiac slow delayed-rectifier IL current. The expression of KvLQT 1
alone induces a voltage-dependent K+ outward current that has very di fferent biophysicai
properties from the native K' currenis recorded in ventricular cells. KvLQTl kinetics are
much faster than those of IK, and, in contrast to Ik, no inward rectification is present at
positive potentials. The expression of IsK alone does not produce detectable K'-channel
activity in transfected cells. The CO-expression of IsK and KvLQTl formed a channel
that induced a K+current having similar gating kinetics to the native

Ik but with a much
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higher amplitude than with KvLQTl alone, rendering the channel more effectiveSûû5O 1 .
The clinical implications of these findings can be important if by better identification of
the rnolecular structure of these channels drug design can be improved, by affecting
specific channels or currents, and possibly. selective blockade of either component.
Single channel studies would be interesting if carried out in the presence of esmolol or
similar drugs (such as sotaloi) that share properties of classes 11 and IiI anti-arrhythmic
drugs. Clearly, questions remain regarding the mechanisms by which

L contribute to the

K channel and how could this be exploited clinically. Identification of
efficiency of the '
the domains through which IsK and KvLQTI interact with each other and that are
affected by drugs such as esmolol, sotalol and bretylium are just a few investigations that
could be undertaken.

>

Effects on Na' Kinetics
Sodium transport across cardiac membranes is subject to a delicate balance

regulated by the interactions of several membrane structures, mainly Na%'
voltage-dependent Na' channels.

ATPase and

Naf exchangers (Naf/CaH, and Na'/H+) and co-

transporters (Na*/K'I2Cl- and Na+/HC03-)may operate in both directions depending on

' fluxes
ion concentrations and membrane potential502.503.5W . In addition, Na+ and K
across the sarcolernma are tightly coupled. Previous work has indicated that Rbf uptake
can serve as an index of Na+ influx rate and intensity of ionic home os ta si^"^^. A decrease

in Na+ entry through Na+ channels (induced by application of procaine or lidocaine) or
specific blockade of the Na+/HC exchanger (using dimethylamiloride) resulted in a
decrease in Rb' uptake. Conversely, an increase in Na+ entry (by means of the Na'
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ionophore, monensin) stimulated Rb+ uptake. These observations confirm that, under
+ KC entry into
normal conditions, Na%+ AlPase is the major pathway of ~ b and
Lithium is

cardiomyocytes and this same enzyme is a major pathway of NaC

a congener of Na*, and it replaces Na' in the fast Na' channels, the Na+/H' exchanger and
in the NaCIKC/Cl-CO-transporter,but not in Na+/K+ATPase or in the Na'/Cac

exchanger.

Nevertheles, lithium is considered usefùl in evaluating Na' channel kinetics, and ' ~ i

MRS, an effective technique to assess the effects of pharmaceutical agents that target Na+
channels.

As described in the Methods section, we used a moderate (15 mM)

concentration of LiCl as a tracer and the MR data acquisition parameters were set to
enhance the NMR signal contribution from intracellular Li+ (- 0.7 < Ti < 7.0 s, pulse
length 60" and repetition time 2.2 s) rather than extracellula. and bath signals (TI > 15 s).
Experiments could then be performed without the use of shift-reagents however only one

peak (other than the reference) was obtained in the spectrum.

This procedure is

acceptable to evaluate the kinetics of Li+ eMux from the intracellular cornpartment
through Na* channels. Any contribution from extracellular Li' was washed out by the
superfusion flow, which was set at

- 5 times the coronary fiow.

After 3-5 minutes

contributions to the Li' MR signal from the extracellular companment are considered to
be minimal.

Data processing did not include the 1" data point of any curve. This

procedure allowed the assessrnent of only intracellular Li+ efflux. It was not possible to
m e s s Li' influx due to the high background signal coming from Li' in the surrounding
organ bath.

The rate constants of Li' efflux from hearts arrested with esmolol were strongly (60%) inhibited relative to controls. Hyperkdernic (KCl, 25 rnM) conditions also caused
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a similar degree of inhibition of lithium efflux. Generally speaking, Li+ efflux kinetics
depend on the [Li'Ii/[Na+li ratio (because Li' and Na+ compete for the same transport
mechanism, i.e., the Na+ channel), the driving force (eletrochernical gradient across the
membrane), the number of channels available and their kinetics and operational States
(function of the rn and h gates). and the rate of cycling, that is the h a r t rate. A direct
blocking effect of esmolol on Na+ channels would easily explain the inhibition in Li'
efflux. Hyperkalemic arrest also produced a sirnilar (P = 0.32) effect, however the effect
was rnediated by a different mechanism (i.e., a change in membrane potential.
inactivation of the N a channels and cardiac arrest). The "quinidine-like" (or "lidocainelike") effect of propanol01 has been well described. It is not unlikely that esmolol,
another P-blocker with a sirnilar structure, would produce a similar effect through direct
blockade of Na* channels at the myocyte level. However, based only on our Li' MRS
data, it is not possible to assess the extent to which the reduction in heart rate per se
accounts for the inhibition of lithium efflux from the myocyte. The best hypothesis is
probably a mixture of both effects. if esmolol did not have any effect on sarcolemmal
NaC channels, then the observed inhibition of LiC efflux would be secondary to a direct
effect on the SA node (similar to carbachol, a cholinomimetic that affects pacemaker
activity by binding muscarinic receptors in the S A node cells. ln the case of esrnolol,
however, one could also hypothesize effects on T-type calcium channels) or on the AV
node cells and conduction time (through its effect on '
K channels and prolongation of the
AP duration). We have shown that esmolol is able to produce mechanical arrest with
subsequent cessation of electrical activity. We have dso demonstrated a dissociation of
electricd and mechanical activity. A suitable interpretation for this effect is that, in
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conjunction with &blockade,

esmolol increasingly inactivates sarcolemmal Na+

channels. reducing Ca* availability for contraction and therefore explaining the initiai
effects seen on contnctility.

At higher concentrations, the increasing blockade of

membrane Na' channels would lead to a virtud unavailability of Ca* (possibly due to
reduced local [Cüccli pool and stimulation of fewer ryanodine receptors, or possible
exhaustion of sarcoplasmatic Ca" over time, because less Ca* from the extracellular
medium is entering the ce11 to replenish SR stores) for contraction up to a point that al1
sodium channels are blocked and electrical activity of the myocyte is completely
interrupted, independently of effects on AP duration and on SA node cells. A similar
effect was seen in experirnents performed with isolated myocytes and Ca" fluorescence
microscopy (discussed below).

Single channel preparations would be suitable for

studying a direct effect of esmolol on Na+ channels, including cloning and insertion in
bilayers, and performing rneasurements of different gating constants. Using the same
expenmental settings as in Our experiments. however, pacing would reveal if there is a
direct effect on Na' channels or if the action of esmolol is restricted to the SA node. If, in
the presence of concentrations of esmolol that maintain arrest (Le..

- 500 pM), pacing

restored the initial heart rate values (say 250 bpm), and concomitantly restore Li+ kinetics
to control values, it would be reasonable to conclude that esmolol affects mainly SA node
cells and does not interact (or interacts to a lesser extent) with sarcolemmal N a channels.

3 Efiects on [Ca++],
transients

Pacing in the presence of increasing concentrations of esmolol did not produce
contraction at esmolol concentrations > 1.7 mM in isolated myocytes. in agreement with
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our initial dose-response curve experiments. The absence of myocyte contraction and
lower intracellular Cau transients in the presence of esrnolol at increasing concentrations
upon field stimulation. suggests that smaller currents pass through the Na' channels

futher reducing the enuance of Ca* through sarcolernmal L-type channels (voltagegated) inducing the release of smaller arnounts of Ca++ from the sarcoplasmmatic
reticulum up to a point that when al1 Nat channels are blocked by esmolol (O 1.7 mM),
no further depolarkation can be achieved and no funher intracellular Ca" transients can

be detected.

This seems a rather plausible explanation but a direct effect on Cau

c hannels cannot be discarded. Based on lipophilicity characteristics and membrane
diffusion coefficients, and its longer %-life. it is plausible that propranolol could affect
the activity of sarcolernmal Ca" channels at high concentrations even more efficiently

than esmolol.
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P Effects on High-energy Phosphates and Intracellular pH

Arnong the parameters measured in both series of expenments. PCr showed the most
drarnatic changes during cardiac arrest and recovery. Data obtained during heart arrest
period in both series of expenments revealed not only that PCr levels of esmolol-arrested
hearts were lower but also that the rate of decay during the 60-minute arrest period was
much greater than in potassium-treated or control hearts. A cornparison of the dopes
showed statistically significant differences in the rate of consumption of PCr relative to
control (beating) and potassium arrested hearts. Whereas in the esmolol-arrested hearts
the slope of the PCr cuve was negative and steep during the arrest penod, in the K+
group, the dope was slightly positive. This suggests a sparing effect on PCr during arrest
in the '
K arrested hearts, which is consistent with the fact that in an arrested heart, much

less energy is consumed.

in the esmolol-arrested hearts energy requirements seem

increased, although the P-ATP levels were no different in the esmolol. control and
potassium arrested hearts. It is possible that ATP ievels are maintained at the cost of PCr.

in the hem, high rates of myocardial energy production are required to maintain
the constant ATP demand of the working heart. ATP levels are maintained through the
buffering action of PCr, which according the several authon, acts as an energy reservoir.
Under stress, it has been suggested that the levels of PCr decline first in order to maintain
appropriate levels of ATP to support ce11 Function. In the presence of low-fiow hypoxic
ischemia, glycolysis is accelerated (the so-called Pasteur Effect) mainly in zones of
moderate ischemia. The rate of ATP production denved by this mechanisrn is small
relative to the rate of ATP produced by uptake of residuai oxygen. Nevertheless,
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glycolysis may be the last rnechanism by which the ce11 c m generate ATP to reduce the
rate of enzyme release; prevent repemision arrhythmias: maintain action potential
duration and ionic homeostasis, and prevent ischernic contracture505. Experiments using
glycolytic inhibition during ischemia produced increased structurai damage relative to
ischemia under normal conditions. As a result. a glycolytic-sarcoplasmatic reticulum
complex has been proposed in which the calcium-accumulating system is in physical
association with a series of glycogenolytic enzymes. The postulated mechanism suggests
that Ca* aniving into the SR stimulates glycogenolysis and glycolysis and produces
more glycolytic ATP. An alternative interpretation has been proposed which suggests that
glycolysis has a rate-limiting role for Ca" uptake and therefore indirectly regulates the
process of relaxation498.506 .
The classicd hypothesis ihat ATP is the immediate source of enerm for
contraction and other processes while PCr is kept as a "reservoir" has k e n enlarged with
the additional (but not exclusive) role for PCr as a transport moiecule. As ATP is
exported from the rnitochondria, it is proposed that ATP is immediately converted to PCr
by a mitochondrial creatine kinase (analogous to the cytoplasmatic creatine
phosphokinase) isoenzyme located between the two layers of the rnitochondrial double
membrane. Phosphocreatine is then presumably transported throughout the cytoplasm.
following a probable downhill concentration gradient to a cytosolic site of utilization of
energy where a cytosolic creatine phosphokinase isoenzyme will liberate the ATP
required for energetic purposes. During a sustained and severe hypoxic stimulus, ATP
will eventually fall, following the initial decrease in PCr levels. However, under
conditions such as increased cardiac work requiring increased metabolic activity, PCr will
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be restored as the oxygen uptake rises, such that overall tissue levels of ATP are little

changed despite a doubling of the cytosolic ratio of ATP/ADP. The currently most
favoured view however is that of ATP comparunentalization. not only between the
mitochondria and cytosol, but also as a result of the activity of cytosolic creatine kinase
isoenzymes.
Assuming that esmolol actually affects HEP metabolism directly, it irnplies that
esmolol must traverse the membrane and enter the cell.

Esmolol is a beta-receptor

blocker, designed to act on the extemal side of the membrane. Nevertheless, its ability to
cross ce11 membranes depends on several factors, including its concentration, lipophilicity
and charge. Esmolol, despite its hydrochloride (ionized) formulation, has a relatively
high pKa = 9.5. At pH 7.4, and at concentrations used to produce arrest (- 500 pM), one
can estimate that approximately 1% (or 5 pM) could accumulate in the intracellular
cornpartment over the lh arrest period used in our studies. The esterase responsible for
the metabolism of esmolol in red blood cells has k e n described, however even before the
identification of this enzyme it was known that non-specific esterases could also cleave
the molecule. It may be reasonable to deduce that at least part of the apparent increase in
metabolic activity (and the decrease in PCr levels) could be due to this intracellular
enzymatic activity. The energy requirement for the proposed activity of the esterases may
be considered rather high relative to the controls, that consisted of beating hearts. These
were not working models but hearts beating empty, which should be taken into
consideration. It has long k e n demonstrated that energetic requirements under such
conditions are substantially less relative to a working model. In spite of the observed
effects on PCr, the overall levels of ATP did not change, as is usually the case when a
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serious stress (such as long-terrn hypoxia/ischemia) is imposed. The observed changes
may indicate only that esmolol arrest does not lead to the sarne energy sparing effect as
observed in potassiurn-arrested hearts. It may be the case that the energy spared by
inducing arrest is redirected into fueling the enzymatic breakdown of esmolol.

It is

important to note that 30 minutes after recovery from arrest the overail content of PCr in
the esmolol group was only slightly different from that of the potassium group (P =
0.044). while the ATP levels were not different (P = 0.09). Over a 1 10-minute recovery

penod, the rate of decay of PCr in esmolol-treated h e m became much less steep. and no
difference was found between the potassium- and esmolol-arrested hearts relative to the
control group or to each other. Our observations suggest that regardless the mechanism
that uses up the energy spared by arresting contraction, it does not lead to severe ATP
depletion, and that in the long-mn, under the described experimental conditions, the
levels of myocardial energetic reserve are sirnilar in esmolol and potassium arrested
hearts. The next step is to venfy the presence of this effect of esmolol on PCr levels in
the blood-pemised (isolated or in vivo)pig heart.
Measurements of intracellular pH in esmolol-arrested hems were performed
prior to arrest, dunng arrest and recovery. Intracellular pH of esmolol-arrested hearts was
somewhat higher than in control hearts, but did not differ from the potassium-treated
group (P = 0.053). The slight increase in pH imrnediately upon inducing arrest has been
documentedM7.The mechanism proposed by the authors is based on an acute reduction in
the production of CO2 immediately after induction of cardiac arrest. Hyperkalernic arrest
induced in isolated rabbit hearts resulted in a slight increase (- 7.2) in intracellular pH,
within the sarne range as the values obtained in the present senes.

Chapter 5 - Conclusions

o Esmolol can match the ability of hyperkalemic cardioplegic solutions in producing
reversible cardiac arrest with the advantage that its arresting properties are easily
titrable. Its metabolic chancteristics are independent of the patient's kidney or liver
function.

o Esmolol under the conditions described in this study and at the stated concentrations
is at least one order of magnitude below the Ievel at which iis metabolites become
toxic after one hour of cardioplegic arrest.

O

Esmolol at the concentrations stated in this thesis exerts effects other than classical
beta-blocking. It may act by blocking Na' and K+ channels. A direct effect on Ca*
channels cannot be excluded. The levels of phosphocreatine are reduced in esmololarrested hearts but the ATP pool is not altered, indicating no significant effect of
esmolol on the overall balance of high-energy compounds in the cell.

o Esmolol may be usehil and safe for use as a cardioplegic agent especially for patients
with comprornised kidney or liver function who have difficulties eliminating the high
load of

Q

'
K administered dunng traditional hyperkalemic cardioplegia.

Esmolol may also be usehl in the minirnally invasive setting, to reduce the beating
rate and motion of the heart.
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o Esmolol has non-specific effects on Na+ and K+ channels that rnay explain the
arrhythmogenic effects it produces immediateiy afier interrupting its infusion. Further
investigation is required to identib specific subtypes of ion channels and currents or
ce11 structures ihat may be affected by esmolol.

o The work presented in this thesis outiines efforts towards the development of better
techniques and strategies of myocardial protection. Alternative phannaceutical and
surgical approaches are essential elements in any cardioplegic strategy. This work is
expected to trigger research for the development of new agents with more targeted
e ffects.
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